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Preface

Although there are many how-to books on negotiating, they
provide little useful guidance on how to conduct complex real-
world negotiations. Advice on conducting two-party negotiations
about a modest number of issues isn’t hard to come by, but few ne-
gotiations are that simple. While dealing with the other side, 
negotiators typically also have to manage difficult internal ne-
gotiations, work to prevent disputes from escalating, and build 
supportive coalitions. The models of the negotiation process pre-
sented in how-to books are therefore misleadingly oversimplified.
To treat negotiations as interactions involving a couple of par-
ties and sharply delineated issues is inevitably simplistic, because
few actual negotiations conform to that tidy scenario. It’s equally
unrealistic (and potentially dangerous) to expect, as many authors
on negotiation assume, that negotiators’ interests and alternatives
will remain static as the process unfolds. As we will see, golden 
opportunities flow from the ability to shape others’ perceptions of
their interests and alternatives in a dynamic negotiating game.

To illustrate the deficiencies of simplistic models of negotiation,
consider what happens when you negotiate to buy a house. This
commonplace situation is typically treated as a one-time negotia-
tion involving two parties and a few issues (price, repairs, timing
for closing). You choose the house you want to buy, do the neces-
sary prenegotiation preparation, pinpoint your goals and bottom
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xii PREFACE

line, and speculate about those of the seller. You make an offer and
the seller responds. The process advances through the dance of of-
fer and counteroffer until you seal the deal or abandon your efforts.
Viewed in this way, the key is to prepare well and then formulate a
strategy for making and responding to offers.

But is it really that simple? In practice, things tend to get a lot
more complicated. You may be considering several houses, and the
seller may be dealing with multiple potential buyers. You may be
uncertain at the outset about what kind of house you need, and
different houses usually represent very different trade-offs. Your
perceptions of your interests and alternatives, far from being sta-
tic, may change sharply as the process unfolds. You may be explor-
ing several financing options. If you need to sell your current home
and move by a certain date, deadlines may shape the process. You
may have to negotiate with your spouse about what will satisfy you
both. Finally, you will probably have to negotiate with a real es-
tate agent who represents the seller but also has independent in-
terests, such as pursuing other business and maintaining a good
reputation. In sum, even something as apparently routine and self-
contained as a house purchase turns out under scrutiny to be a
multiparty, multi-issue negotiation characterized by trade-offs,
deadlines, representatives with mixed motives, and linkages among
sets of negotiations. It may also be full of perplexing ambiguities:
partial information, hidden agendas, competing priorities, impasses
and dead ends, and conflicts that could escalate.

Most negotiations exhibit these sorts of complexities. In fact,
if you go searching for simple negotiations, you’ll have trouble find-
ing any. Complexity is the rule in negotiation, not the exception.
It is this built-in complexity and the uniqueness of each situation
that make a repertoire composed of generic tactics and a talent for
persuasiveness inadequate. Readers hoping for a few easy-to-grasp
maxims and techniques that apply to all types of negotiations
might as well revise their expectations now. Negotiation strategy
can’t be summed up in three or four rules of thumb because you
need to be able to play many different games. In fact, much of the
process of negotiation is devoted to defining the game—or, to put



it another way, to shaping the context in which the at-the-table
deliberations will proceed.

Because strategy is contingent on situation, there is no single
best way to negotiate. But strategies need not be worked out from
scratch each time. Experienced negotiators, like experienced chess
players, don’t waste time exhaustively evaluating every single pos-
sibility. They develop an intuitive sense of the state of play and
combinations of moves that will and won’t work. They draw on
their own mental libraries of openings, gambits, and counters—
combinations of moves that have worked well in similar situations,
and they construct customized strategies out of familiar materials.
They also continue working to reshape the structure of the ne-
gotiating game as it proceeds. Even as you engage in discussions
at the table, you can advance your interests by altering who par-
ticipates, reframing the issues to be negotiated, linking and delink-
ing sets of negotiations, and influencing deadlines and rules for
decision making. As we will discuss in detail, expert negotiators pay
as much attention to shaping the structure of their negotiations
as they do to planning for and participating in at-the-table inter-
actions.

The breakthrough approach to analyzing complex negotia-
tions as dynamic systems grew directly out of my early training as
an electrical engineer. It is a basic principle of engineering that
complex systems can be understood by identifying their funda-
mental components and characterizing the interactions among the
components. As I delved more deeply into the negotiation process,
I became convinced that systems engineering provides a powerful
framework for managing the fluid and intricate situations that
characterize most negotiations. Individual negotiations can be an-
alyzed in terms of their basic components: parties and issues. More
complex negotiating situations are made up of linked sets of in-
dividual negotiations (modules, if you will) that interact in pre-
dictable ways. Key dynamics, both within and among negotiations,
can be described in terms of feedback loops: virtuous cycles that
build momentum toward agreement and vicious cycles that con-
tribute to impasse and breakdown. A negotiator who grasps the
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underlying structure of a situation possesses a strong antidote to
confusion and manipulation, and is in a powerful position to shape
the structure of that situation in a consistently clear-eyed and pro-
ductive way. The ultimate goal of learning to negotiate is there-
fore to be an architect of structure and processes, not a passive
participant in situations defined by others.

HOW TO BECOME A BREAKTHROUGH NEGOTIATOR

So how do you learn to be a breakthrough negotiator? The right
training helps. It is not surprising that more and more business
schools and law schools teach negotiating skills. Negotiation is a
first-year requirement at the Harvard Business School, and more
than half our students take advanced negotiation electives. But
how can you acquire and hone your negotiating abilities if you’re
already out in the trenches? Experience can be a superb teacher,
but only if it produces a systematic set of effective mental models
for the wide array of situations you can expect to face. Because ne-
gotiations come in so many shapes, learning by experience alone
can be time-consuming and haphazard, and the mistakes you make
along the line can hurt.

This book is designed to equip you with the tools you need to
become a breakthrough negotiator. Because ample practice siz-
ing up a broad spectrum of situations is crucial, negotiation analy-
sis and strategy development skills are best learned using cases.
A case allows you to stop the action for purposes of analysis, and
exposure to a well-chosen array of cases helps to build your intu-
ition. Fortunately, cases lend themselves well to presentation in
book form. You can count on your profession and your personal
life to offer you a wealth of opportunities for direct negotiating ex-
perience. This book offers you, in an accessible and actionable for-
mat, a set of tools for sizing up these situations and making the
most of them.

February 2002 Michael Watkins
Cambridge, Massachusetts
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Introduction

Whatever business you are in, whether you are an entrepre-
neur or a manager in a large company, you are negotiating all the
time. Think about your daily responsibilities: How much of what
really matters involves negotiating? If you are like most other busi-
nesspeople, you are constantly negotiating for support and re-
sources internally even as you deal with external constituencies
such as customers, suppliers, investors, banks, and government
agencies. Negotiation skills are vital to your success.

Most businesspeople are embedded in networks of negotiations
like the one illustrated in the figure on page xviii. This book could
have been organized around that reality, with chapters devoted to
negotiating with suppliers, negotiating with investors, negotiating
with unions, and so on. That approach would have been plausible
because negotiations in different contexts are shaped by different
rules of the game, such as securities law or contract law or labor law.

But proceeding in that way would have obscured a powerful un-
derlying truth: that there is a set of foundational concepts that can
be applied to all negotiations. It’s essential to learn these first, be-
fore delving into the nuances of negotiations in different contexts.

This book will give you the tools you need to achieve break-
through results in all types of business negotiations. You will learn
to negotiate more skillfully by tracing the thinking processes of
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negotiators who face classic business challenges, and you will gain
insight into the principles and lessons that flow from these exam-
ples. In the process, you will acquire a practical, actionable frame-
work for approaching any future negotiation.

We will begin with a handful of overarching principles of break-
through negotiation. Keep them in mind as you make your way
through the chapters that follow. Spelling out some of the impor-
tant take-home lessons up front will help you zero in on essential
commonalities in the situations you will encounter in this book
and in your professional life.

PRINCIPLE 1: NEGOTIATIONS HAVE STRUCTURE

However complex a negotiation is, it can be mastered by breaking
it down into its key components and interactions. Every negotia-
tion has a structure: it involves certain parties and certain sets of
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issues, which result in predictable dynamics.1 More complex ne-
gotiation systems can be analyzed as interlinked sets of negotia-
tions. Consider, for example, a manager advocating for a change
initiative, a legislator seeking support for a crucial vote, and a fam-
ily member promoting a favorite vacation destination. On the face
of it, these negotiations have nothing in common. But closer ex-
amination reveals that they share an underlying structure: all three
are negotiations involving more than two parties in which no one
wields veto power. As a result, negotiators must build coalitions to
advance their interests. Breakthrough negotiation is founded on
this kind of structural analysis. Without it, you will end up thrash-
ing about and being swamped by complexity, or being blindsided
when a threat emerges from an unexpected direction. Thorough
diagnosis of the situation and its structure is a core negotiating skill
and a hallmark of breakthrough negotiators.

PRINCIPLE 2: STRUCTURE SHAPES STRATEGY

There are no one-size-fits-all approaches to negotiation, because
strategy has to be matched to the situation and its structure. Break-
through negotiators carefully assess their situations and devel-
op strategies and tactics accordingly. They don’t adopt a single
style and apply it to all situations; they understand that context 
matters—that deal making demands different approaches than dis-
pute resolution does and that multiparty negotiations pose funda-
mentally different challenges than two-party ones do. Think about
the difference between a two-party negotiation over the sale of a
new car and a merger negotiation between two large multinational
companies. To be successful, the company leaders have to build
support internally and win approval from many external parties:
regulators, Wall Street analysts, and shareholders. This means that
they have to be good at coalition building. The number of parties
(a key characteristic of structure) shapes negotiators’ strategies. As
one experienced negotiator put it, “When you have a multilateral
negotiation, you need to be able to build coalitions. You need to
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find ways of getting different people on board.” It is thus crucial to
figure out early on whose support is necessary and who wields in-
fluence with other important players. Effectiveness at coalition
building is not a requirement in straightforward two-party negoti-
ations. The bottom line is that good negotiators develop strategies
based on a clear diagnosis of the structure of their situation.

PRINCIPLE 3: THE STRUCTURE OF NEGOTIATIONS 
CAN BE SHAPED

Breakthrough negotiators never treat the structure of a negoti-
ation as preordained or fixed. In other words, the game can be
played as it’s dealt, but it can also be changed. Structure shapes
strategy—but strategy can also shape the structure, often by means
of actions taken to influence who will be at the table and what the
agenda will be. Skilled negotiators act as architects of structure by,
for example, transforming two-party negotiations into multiparty
negotiations by inviting in additional parties. Much of what is de-
cisive in shaping the structure, such as decisions about whom one
negotiates with and what the issue agenda is, takes place before the
parties sit down across the table from each other.2 Similarly, ac-
tions taken away from the table can be as important as what goes
on at the table. Even after the negotiation has begun, adroit nego-
tiators continue shaping the structure by altering the agenda, 
introducing action-forcing events, and linking or delinking nego-
tiations. When negotiating is based on clear-eyed analysis, adept
efforts to shape the structure have a powerful impact on outcomes.

PRINCIPLE 4: PROCESS CONTROL IS A SOURCE 
OF POWER

It’s easy to become overly caught up in the substance of negotia-
tions—assessing interests, developing positions, making offers—
at the expense of opportunities to influence the process. But control
of process design is a potent source of power, one that enables you



to steer the proceedings toward desired outcomes. This calls for
early attention to designing negotiation processes, such as influ-
encing the agenda, possibly well before others even realize that the
game has begun. It also means acting to take control of the flow of
information, managing who interacts with whom and who gets ac-
cess to what information when. Skilled negotiators understand the
importance of framing arguments and approaching people in the
right order to win their support. They appreciate that one-on-one
negotiations are suited to some situations and group negotiations
to others. They are cognizant of the potential benefits and costs of
setting up a secret channel. Above all, they are reflective about
the process-design choices they make, acutely aware that a bad
process—one perceived as unfair, illegitimate, or confusing—
creates unnecessary barriers to agreement and that good pro-
cess design can help to create momentum.

PRINCIPLE 5: THE FLOW OF NEGOTIATION CAN 
BE CHANNELED

Negotiations rarely proceed smoothly from initiation to agree-
ment. Instead, they ebb and flow, with periods of deadlock or in-
action punctuated by bursts of progress until agreement is reached
or breakdown occurs. Lawsuits, for example, may grind along for
months or even years and then suddenly be settled on the court-
house steps. Breakthrough negotiators recognize these patterns and
work to channel the flow of the process productively. Successfully
identifying shared interests and developing an attractive vision of
a desirable future pulls the other side forward toward desirable
agreements. The flow of the process can also be facilitated by pro-
posing a new formula for agreement or a face-saving compromise
that breaks a logjam. But irreversible movement can also be cre-
ated by setting up barriers to backsliding that propel the process
forward. By getting early agreement on basic principles or a frame-
work for detailed bargaining, for example, a negotiator can make
reversal more costly. Action-forcing events such as deadlines are
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another tool for spurring others to make hard choices. By chan-
neling the flow in these ways, skilled negotiators are able to cre-
ate and claim substantial value.

PRINCIPLE 6: EFFECTIVE NEGOTIATORS ORGANIZE 
TO LEARN

Those who organize to learn most effectively have a big advantage
in negotiation. Effective learning means much more than figuring
out what your counterparts and constituents need and want (al-
though this is very important). Breakthrough negotiators immerse
themselves in information about their environments, searching
for emerging threats and opportunities; they systematically iden-
tify and tap into good sources of information and build networks
of relationships to support intelligence gathering. They also reflect
on their past experiences in order to learn from them. 

Good negotiating organizations also organize to learn. If a com-
pany is depending on acquisitions or strategic alliances to drive its
growth, it had better be good at negotiating these deals, or work
to get better fast. More generally, organizations often employ many
negotiators who pursue similar negotiations with different coun-
terparts. Consider, for example, a manufacturing company with
many purchasing managers and salespeople. What happens if these
negotiators don’t learn from their past negotiations, capture the
resulting insights, and, crucially, share these insights among them-
selves? The answer is that precious opportunities to improve 
organizational performance are lost. Knowledge about how to ne-
gotiate effectively is a precious resource. It is therefore important
to focus on management of organizational learning, not just de-
velopment of individual competence.

PRINCIPLE 7: GREAT NEGOTIATORS ARE LEADERS

Great leaders are often great negotiators, and the reverse is also
true: the actions of individual negotiators can make all the differ-
ence in the outcomes of complex negotiations. This is certainly
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true when a chief executive officer decides to acquire another com-
pany, or national leaders decide to negotiate a new international
trade regime. But it’s also true when less senior negotiators repre-
sent their organizations; they too have to lead. When skilled ne-
gotiators are asked, “Which is harder, dealing with the other side
or your own side?” they overwhelmingly respond that managing
internal differences poses the biggest challenge. At the same time,
breakthrough negotiators constantly look within the other side 
for opportunities to build cross-cutting coalitions. In a merger ne-
gotiation, for example, there may be serious internal rifts within
each side about the desirability of doing a deal. On both sides,
some managers stand to lose and others to gain. Those in favor on
both sides represent a potential coalition in favor of a deal, while
the losers share the goal (in which they may tacitly collude) of try-
ing to kill it. The negotiator thus has to manage external negoti-
ations, internal deliberations, and the interactions between the
two. The best negotiators are never passive go-betweens. They lead
from the middle, shaping the perceptions of those they represent
as well as those of their counterparts across the table.

INTRODUCTION xxiii





PART ONE

Foundations of the
Breakthrough Approach

It is both tempting and foolhardy to focus narrowly on what
happens at the negotiating table. Such a focus can lead you to ig-
nore the work you should be doing before meeting with your coun-
terparts for the first time and between negotiating sessions as well.
This is a matter of far more than just gathering information; it also
involves thinking through how you can improve your bargaining
position. Can you alter your counterparts’ perceptions of their al-
ternatives to an agreement with you? These are the objectives of
four tasks you undertake at and away from the table:1

Diagnosing the situation: Systematically assessing the
components of the negotiation to identify potential
barriers to agreement

Shaping the structure: Influencing who participates, what the
issues are, and what your alternatives are, so you don’t
find yourself playing someone else’s game

Managing the process: Preparing for and conducting face-
to-face interactions in order to build momentum

Assessing the results: Setting goals and periodically
evaluating how you are doing in order to refine your
diagnosis and rethink how to shape the structure and
manage the process

1



2 BREAKTHROUGH BUSINESS NEGOTIATION

These four core tasks are not undertaken in lock-step se-
quence; breakthrough negotiators shift back and forth among them
as their negotiations evolve. We will discuss them one by one, but
the cases will also illustrate how analysis and interaction, strate-
gizing and bargaining, and actions at and away from the table in-
tersect in the course of actual negotiations.

Chapter One will demonstrate how to diagnose a negotiation
by pinpointing unexplored opportunities in a recruiting situa-
tion at a start-up. Chapter Two uses an impasse in a commercial
lease deal to explore the process of shaping the structure of a ne-
gotiation. Chapter Three examines how to orchestrate face-to-
face interactions by looking closely at negotiations between an
airline and its pilots’ union. And Chapter Four follows up on all
three cases to illustrate how to judge the success of ongoing nego-

Away from the Table At the Table

Diagnosing Analyze the structure of Learn in order to test and
the situation the negotiation and hone your hypotheses.

develop hypotheses about
counterparts’ interests 
and alternatives.

Shaping Shape who participates Work to set the agenda 
the structure and how current and frame what is at 

negotiations are linked stake.
to others.

Managing Plan how to learn and Influence counterparts’ 
the process influence counterparts’ perceptions of what is 

perceptions of the acceptable.
bargaining range.

Assessing Establish goals before Periodically assess what 
the results going to the table. is happening so you 

Between sessions, evaluate can make midcourse 
how you are doing. corrections.



tiations and make midcourse corrections. These four chapters con-
stitute the fundamental tools for managing complex negotiations.
In Part Two, we will explore how the breakthrough approach can
be applied in challenging situations that managers routinely face:
dealing with power imbalances, building coalitions, leading teams,
representing others, and negotiating crises.

INTRODUCTION TO PART ONE 3





1
Diagnosing the Situation

In late 1997, Daniel Riley, the thirty-seven-year-old director
of Alpha Microsystems’ Technology Center in Austin, Texas, re-
ceived a call from a headhunter. She told Daniel that a Colorado-
based entrepreneur wanted to talk to him and members of his team
about joining a new software venture.

Barely a month earlier, Alpha Micro had announced its deci-
sion to close the Austin facility and transfer its personnel elsewhere.
The move was intended to consolidate Alpha’s programming staff.
Daniel, recruited by Alpha five years earlier to build the Austin cen-
ter, had successfully assembled and led a respected forty-member
team of skilled programmers. Nevertheless, he had learned of
Alpha’s decision only one day before the formal announcement.
Because the Austin center had a very low attrition rate, Alpha man-
agement expected most of its engineers to agree to move. But
Daniel knew otherwise:

The executive team at Alpha mistook the low attrition rate
for an indication of pure love of Alpha. And that was cer-
tainly a factor, because we had a lot of dedicated Alpha em-
ployees. But I think a very significant reason was that people
were very rooted in the community. They were motivated 
to stay here if they could. I conveyed this to management. 

5



6 BREAKTHROUGH BUSINESS NEGOTIATION

I said that there are lots of high-tech opportunities here in
Austin, and I think people will elect to stay.

Daniel himself had long toyed with launching his own busi-
ness in Austin, and now he began to think seriously about doing
so. He had been with a start-up before joining Alpha and had
found it exhilarating to build an enterprise from the ground up.
His top people all expressed interest in joining him. By year’s end,
Daniel’s warning to Alpha had been borne out: few of his col-
leagues were planning to leave Austin.

When the headhunter heard that a team of experienced soft-
ware engineers was scouting opportunities, she had told Ken Gour-
lay, an accomplished forty-five-year-old Colorado entrepreneur
with a Stanford M.B.A. and solid experience in the software in-
dustry. Ken envisioned Omega Systems, his new start-up, as a pro-
vider of turnkey systems solutions to managed care organizations.
Ken immediately flew from Colorado to Austin to meet with
Daniel and four of his top engineers.

Daniel and the other engineers knew little about managed
care, but Ken’s vision and the strength of his business plan excited
them all. They were confident they could deliver the core tech-
nology rapidly and reliably. For all five, the main issue was that the
company be located in Austin. For his part, Ken was delighted to
come across the core of an experienced engineering team whose
proven ability to work together was likely to have a positive im-
pact on time to market. Potential competitors were sure to be eye-
ing the same opportunity, and it was essential to get there first.

Ken made simultaneous written offers to Daniel and the four
other engineers. His offers were all well in line with what they
thought they could get elsewhere. Daniel was offered the position
of vice president of engineering, a competitive salary, and 2 per-
cent of the equity in the company. The other four engineers would
be team leaders; each would get 0.5 percent of equity. The options
would vest at 25 percent per year for four years. Ken expressed re-
luctance to move the company to Austin but left the question



open. The key to making the move, he said, was that the five en-
gineers would have to take the lead in recruiting the rest of a
thirty- to forty-member engineering team from among their group
at Alpha. Ken also said that he was negotiating with venture cap-
italists for early financing and wanted to tell them that he had en-
gineers on board. He needed their decisions within a week.

What would you advise Daniel to do?
In reality, Daniel and the four other engineers accepted Ken’s

offers. Ken’s willingness to move the company was easily imple-
mented, because he was its sole employee at the time. To Daniel’s
delight, all but three members of his forty-person Alpha team de-
cided to follow him to Omega Systems, giving the company a run-
ning start in developing its core systems. Three years later, Omega
Systems went public, with a market capitalization of over $350 mil-
lion. The company’s ultimate success was still uncertain, but Omega
Systems had a dozen major accounts. Daniel was worth several mil-
lion dollars on paper, but he had been replaced as vice president of
engineering once development of the system was complete; he was
languishing in a special-projects assignment waiting for his options
to vest. His four team leaders remained in their positions, but many
other team members had departed once the bulk of the software
development was complete. This was far from a disastrous out-
come, of course—but suppose Daniel had it to do over. What could
he have done differently?

The first step in preparing to negotiate from a position of
strength is to diagnose the particulars of the situation thorough-
ly. For Daniel, this would have meant taking a hard-headed look
at each of the seven key structural elements of his negotiation
with Ken:1

Parties: Who will participate, or could participate, in the
negotiation?

Rules: What are the rules of the game?

Issues: What agenda of issues will be, or could be,
negotiated?

DIAGNOSING THE SITUATION 7
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8 BREAKTHROUGH BUSINESS NEGOTIATION

Interests: What goals are you and others pursuing?

Alternatives: What will you do if you don’t reach
agreement?

Agreements: Are there potential agreements that would be
acceptable to all sides?

Linkages: Are your current negotiations linked to other
negotiations?

The purpose of exploring these questions is to identify barri-
ers to achieving your goals and ways to overcome them.2 Naturally,
there are constraints on your ability to gather all the information
you might like to have. But as Louis Pasteur so aptly put it, “Chance
favors the prepared mind.” It’s essential to do this kind of analysis
in order to gain the informational high ground. Daniel should un-
dertake an information-gathering blitz: he should talk to colleagues
in the industry, recruiters, and venture capitalists, and he should
do some background research on the managed care industry and
on Ken. And because diagnosis is never a one-time event, he should
continue to invest in learning and update his assessments as the
negotiation proceeds.

PARTIES: WHO WILL PARTICIPATE, 
OR COULD PARTICIPATE, IN THE NEGOTIATION?

The key parties to a negotiation may appear self-evident, and
sometimes they are exactly as they appear to be. Often, however,
particularly in a nominally two-party negotiation, other less con-
spicuous players are already involved. Sometimes other parties 
unexpectedly enter the negotiation and change it in unforeseen
ways. And sometimes you would gain by pulling in other parties
yourself. It is essential to take the time to identify the active and
potential parties to the negotiation and ask yourself whether you
would benefit from the participation of others.



Identify All the Players (and Potential Players)

First, Daniel should try to find out who else Ken is negotiating with.
What venture capitalists is he talking to, and what are they offer-
ing? Has Ken interviewed other candidates for the vice president
of engineering position? Are there key technologies that are not
yet under Ken’s control? Is he talking to anyone about situating
the company somewhere other than Austin? These are questions
that Daniel can legitimately put to Ken and expect to get accurate
information. By asking such questions, gauging Ken’s responses,
and cross-checking his answers, Daniel could also gain insight 
into the character of his negotiating partner. Other information
(such as what terms Ken is being offered by the venture capital-
ists) he will have to pursue by more indirect methods, such as con-
sulting another venture capitalist or friends who have launched
companies.

Daniel should then ask himself whether it would be advanta-
geous to try to shape the game by pulling in other parties.3 Should
he try to cultivate offers from other potential employers? Negoti-
ate jointly with the other engineers? Talk to venture capitalists
about other companies in need of engineering talent? If so, how
should he go about it? In what order should he undertake such dis-
cussions?

Analyze Coalitions

In negotiations involving more than two parties, outcomes are al-
most always strongly shaped by coalitions.4 So one of the first or-
ders of business is to look for existing and potential alliances, both
supportive and antagonistic.

The other engineers on Daniel’s team are potential allies. Ken
is clearly trying to deal with Daniel and his colleagues separate-
ly rather than as a group, perhaps as an intentional divide-and-
conquer strategy to prevent them from coalescing. But if Daniel
and his team negotiated collectively, they could substantially 
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increase their bargaining power. Their value as an intact team is
far greater than their value as a collection of individuals.

Alone or with his colleagues, Daniel should explore questions
about other coalitions. What alliances might Ken try to create?
Whose support is necessary to achieve his objectives? Who wields
influence over other key players? If they learn that Ken is talking
to another group of engineers, that changes the equation. And if
they conclude that Ken needs a team in place before the venture
capitalists will fund the company, the venture capitalists are de
facto allies.

Look into the Other Side

It’s always a mistake to treat the other side as a monolithic block.
You don’t negotiate with an organization; you negotiate with the
people who make the decisions, only some of whom are typically
at the table. Daniel should probe how decisions are made within
Omega Systems. Has Ken recruited a board of directors? Have “an-
gel” investors already committed funding to the company, and, 
if so, what say do they have in deals with Daniel and the other en-
gineers? What about other key management positions? Who is in
place, and who isn’t?

Daniel should clarify Ken’s authority to commit to a deal. If he
has full authority, fine. If not, Daniel should expect him to use the
need for others’ approval to veto deals particularly favorable to
Daniel and his team—a ratification tactic that car salesmen and
their managers often use. 

In negotiations with large organizations, the crucial questions
about decision-making authority within the other side are:

• Who has the authority to make which decisions? Does the
other side’s representative have the authority to make a deal,
or do others have to ratify it?

• How is the performance of the people at the table measured
and rewarded?
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• Are there any differences between the interests of the ulti-
mate decision makers and those of their representatives at
the table?

These questions often arise in commercial negotiations in
which the authority of the salesperson or purchasing agent is re-
stricted. Business development representatives in alliance nego-
tiations often need sign-offs from higher-ups. Salespeople are
typically rewarded for meeting quotas and hence may become
more flexible as their deadlines draw near.

Draw Up a Party Map

Sketching a party map can help clarify who the participants and
potential players are. Daniel’s party map for his negotiation with
Ken, shown on page 12, includes possible participants whom he
hasn’t even contacted yet, such as other venture capitalists and
other potential employers. He could consider extending the analy-
sis even further by including parties whom Ken might involve,
such as other job candidates.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION: DIAGNOSING THE PARTIES

This is the first of a series of boxes that will help you to apply
key concepts to your own negotiations. Choose a negotia-
tion you know well—past, ongoing, or upcoming—and want
to understand better. Apply these questions to that negotia-
tion, making an effort to think inventively and broadly.

• Are the right parties at the table?

• Are there too many parties? Too few?

• Could other parties get involved and change the game?

• Could opposing coalitions form?

• Could you build supportive coalitions? 
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RULES: WHAT ARE THE RULES OF THE GAME?

At this point, Daniel and Ken are feeling their way into a nego-
tiation, inventing it as they go along, but they aren’t making up
all the rules from scratch. Their interactions are unavoidably sub-
ject to certain established codes of conduct, or rules of the game.
The nature of these rules and conventions varies with the cir-
cumstances, making it particularly important for Daniel to ask
himself which set of rules governs his negotiation with Ken. The
rules of business negotiations, for example, are quite different from
those of personal injury lawsuit settlement talks or international
trade negotiations. And even within business, the logic of merger
negotiations is very different from that of union-management bar-
gaining. What we are calling rules here can consist of laws and reg-
ulations, social conventions, and professional codes of conduct.

For Daniel, the rules that matter most flow from intellectual
property law and employment law. Omega Systems is not a direct
competitor to Alpha Micro, Daniel’s current employer, but if Alpha
considers the tools and techniques that Daniel developed under
its aegis as trade secrets, he may not be allowed to take them with
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him to a new employer. Failure to understand these constraints
could trigger litigation that would cripple Omega.

Soliciting other Alpha employees to work for Omega could also
pose problems. Fortunately, Daniel isn’t explicitly prohibited from
doing so by his employment contract, but Alpha may sue him and
Omega anyway in order to delay or deter a hemorrhaging of talent.
Daniel should discuss these issues with an employment lawyer be-
fore he makes any decisions about Ken’s employment offer.

A thorough understanding of the rules of the game can be a
source of advantage because other players may not fully under-
stand their implications. If Daniel doesn’t hire a good lawyer and
doesn’t understand the employment law issues, he may inadver-
tently make serious errors. For example, suppose Ken asks him to
sign a restrictive noncompete agreement, and Daniel does so with-
out fully understanding the consequences. Or suppose he fails to
realize that Ken can unilaterally change his job responsibilities later.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION: DIAGNOSING THE RULES

Return to the negotiation you have begun analyzing and an-
swer the following questions:

• What laws and regulations apply here? 

• What social conventions shape the parties’ behavior?

• Are there professional codes of conduct that apply here?

• What other rules of the game will influence other parties’
behavior?

ISSUES: WHAT AGENDA OF ISSUES WILL BE, 
OR COULD BE, NEGOTIATED?

It’s easy but dangerous to treat the agenda as fixed. To do so is to
fail to take actions to shape it in favorable ways. The agenda—
the set of issues the parties decide to negotiate—is itself subject
to negotiation. Ken will have his preferred agenda, but Daniel
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may want to add or subtract issues. If Daniel wants to get his is-
sues considered, he will have to introduce them early on and per-
haps even press for a prenegotiation session with Ken about the
agenda. As we will see in Chapter Two, efforts to mold the agenda
are an important piece of shaping the structure of negotiations.

Identify the Full Set of Issues

However obvious the issues in a negotiation appear to be, it is
worthwhile to probe beneath the surface. How has the agenda of
issues been defined, and who defined it? Is the agenda too narrow,
or overly broad? What existing or potential sources of conflict
could become blocking issues?

It’s particularly useful to think through contingencies that
might occur, such as a sale of the company before it goes public;
doing so will point you to issues you might otherwise miss. It’s im-
possible to foresee all potential contingencies, but failure to lay
out all the relevant issues often flows from imprecise shorthand
thinking. In a situation where both sides are jockeying for advan-
tage, the side that fails to identify the full set of issues can be ex-
ploited.

Unbundle the Issues

As David Lax and Jim Sebenius have noted, issues often get in-
tertwined, so it’s crucial to unbundle them.5 In Daniel’s nego-
tiation, the issues are typical of a hiring negotiation: location,
compensation, and job title. Compensation bundles salary and 
equity (in the form of stock options); equity in turn is a question
not just of how many options but also of how quickly they vest.
And what about protecting them against dilution? Should Daniel
try to add that to the agenda?

Job title and responsibilities can also be unbundled. Daniel
should ask himself whether he cares about being a founder of the
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company. Should he press to be chief technology officer (CTO),
or is the vice president of engineering title okay? Should he ask for
a seat on the board? How will his job responsibilities be defined,
and—crucially—under what conditions can they be changed?
What will happen once the technical work on the system is done?
Should he seek some protection (such as immediate vesting) in
the event that another firm acquires Omega? The table below sets
out what a fully unbundled list of Daniel’s issues might look like.

Assess Whether Relationships Are an Issue

What is the nature of Daniel’s relationship with Ken, and how does
it influence their negotiation? There is a world of difference be-
tween negotiating a deal and resolving a dispute. In a deal, pre-
existing antagonism is not an issue; the parties tend to approach
the negotiation coolly and rationally, at least at the start. In dis-
putes, feelings of grievance or victimization often provoke urges
to harm the other side, even at a cost to oneself.6 Conflict also tends
to distort perception, leading to breakdowns in communication
and tendencies to dismiss conciliatory gestures by the other side.
As a result, the relationship between the contending parties often 
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becomes the central issue in a dispute, and it is wise to address the
relationship early on.

We can differentiate similarly between a negotiation whose
context is a long-term relationship (established or anticipated) and
a one-time transaction. You are likely, for instance, to negotiate dif-
ferently with a neighbor over the joint purchase of a fence than
with a stranger whose car you’re buying. With your neighbor, the
desire to maintain a good relationship promotes equity and con-
sensus rather than back-and-forth bargaining over price.

The intersection of deal versus dispute and transaction versus
relationship yields four distinct types of negotiations: deal mak-
ing, relationship building, dispute resolution, and conflict man-
agement (see the table below). The type of negotiation says a great
deal about its internal logic and has implications for the behavior
of the participants. The most difficult of all negotiations are those
that arise in a long-term bitter dispute between parties who must
continue to interact on an ongoing basis. Such conflicts can rarely
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be definitively resolved; negotiations focus instead on managing
tensions and ensuring the continuation of uneasy coexistence. For-
tunately, this is not Daniel and Ken’s situation—at least not yet.

What Daniel and Ken are engaged in is relationship-building
negotiations. We can thus predict that in the name of building the
relationship, both will abstain from highly aggressive value-
claiming behavior (trying to claim the biggest piece of the pie at
the other party’s expense). The need to cooperate and engage in
an ongoing relationship may lead both sides to moderate their de-
mands and refrain from doing anything to poison the relationship
early on.

The type of negotiation they are pursuing, however, can eas-
ily shift over time: every effort at deal making is a dispute waiting
to happen. If Daniel and Ken fail to address important contin-
gencies in their initial agreement, they could easily end up ne-
gotiating to manage damaging conflicts later on. And efforts to
negotiate a merger or work out a restructuring of a company’s debt
can easily escalate into a dispute and break down in acrimony.

Identify and Deal with Toxic Issues

Certain issues can be toxic in the sense that they are exceedingly
difficult to agree on. Their inclusion thus poisons the potential for
agreement on less contentious issues. A classic example of a toxic
issue in merger negotiations is the question of who will lead the
combined entity, an issue fraught with dueling egos and other pit-
falls. In cross-border mergers, the question of where the head-
quarters will be located can also prove highly contentious.

It may be prudent to defer a toxic issue until most of the rest
of the deal is worked out. Alternatively, it could be best to resolve
it early so that it doesn’t cast a shadow over the entire process.
Which way to go will depend on whether you consider the tough
issue to be resolvable early. If so, success in doing so can create 
momentum. If not, it’s best to wait until your counterparts have
more invested in the process and, ideally, until you have developed
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more confidence in each other. For Daniel, the question of loca-
tion has the potential to be toxic. There is no point in continuing
to negotiate if Ken isn’t willing to consider locating the company
in Austin. Should Daniel make that a precondition? Should he
propose a package deal? Should he postpone it until the end?

PRACTICAL APPLICATION: DIAGNOSING THE ISSUES

• Are you negotiating the right agenda of substantive issues?

• Are relationships an issue in this negotiation, or is it a
transaction? What are the implications for how people
will behave?

• Is past conflict part of the picture? Does the prospect of a
long-term relationship create opportunities?

• Would deferring toxic issues or dealing with them up-front
help move things forward? 

INTERESTS: WHAT GOALS ARE YOU AND OTHERS
PURSUING?

Early on, often in parallel with efforts to nail down the agenda, 
negotiators typically begin to stake out positions. Positions are es-
sentially demands, often backed up by some combination of ra-
tionales, principles, commitments, and threats. When Ken made
Daniel and his colleagues industry-standard employment offers,
he was simultaneously framing the agenda—defining the issues he
wanted to negotiate—and taking a position. Daniel could respond
with a counteroffer on Ken’s agenda items, perhaps asking for more
equity or accelerated vesting of his options. Or he could try to broad-
en the agenda by indicating that he wants to discuss a seat on the
board, an antidilution clause, and a different job title.

As a rule, though, taking a hard position early is rarely a good
idea. As Roger Fisher and William Ury stress in Getting to Yes,
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Daniel is likely to benefit more in the long run by concentrating
first on assessing interests—the underlying goals and desires he
and Ken are pursuing.7 By analyzing interests, you can often dis-
cover ways to create value—to enlarge the pie—and avoid focus-
ing only on claiming value, or getting the biggest possible slice of
a small pie.8

Suppose Ken says he wants to keep Omega Systems in Color-
ado. The question of where to situate the company could easily
become a battle of incompatible positions. Now suppose Daniel
probes further and learns that Ken wants to be near key investors
and customers and that Ken’s family is rooted in Colorado. By ex-
ploring interests in this way and then generating creative options,
Daniel and Ken could decide to situate the engineering group in
Austin and the headquarters and marketing arm in Colorado—a
value-creating outcome.

When exploring interests, keep in mind the three basic prin-
ciples for creating value in negotiations:

Seek out shared interests. Look for things that you and your
counterpart both care about and can achieve better by
combining your resources.

Propose mutually beneficial trades. Identify things that are
more valuable (costly) to your counterpart than to you,
and trade them for things that are more valuable to you
than your counterpart. For example, Daniel is willing to
give up some compensation if Ken will agree to locate the
engineering group in Austin.

Secure insecure contracts. If you don’t fully trust each other,
find ways to minimize your vulnerability and thus avoid
the defensiveness that constrains value creation. By
getting clear guarantees about what happens if the
business is sold, for example, Daniel might feel more
secure about entering into an employment agreement.
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Seek Out Shared Interests

Even negotiators with many conflicting interests may be able to
cooperate to advance the interests they share. This can be true
even when the parties are engaged in a bitter dispute. “Two ele-
ments must normally be present for negotiation to take place:
there must be both common interests and issues of conflict,” a
shrewd commentator on negotiation has observed. “Without com-
mon interests there is nothing to negotiate for; without conflict-
ing interests there is nothing to negotiate about.”9 If the parties to
a lawsuit want to see it resolved expeditiously, for example, they
may implicitly cooperate to speed things up. But to do so, they
have to be willing to acknowledge their shared interests and not
let spite govern their decisions.

Achieving shared goals is sometimes as simple as combining
forces to accomplish something you can’t do alone. In a merger,
for example, rationalizing purchasing systems can generate econ-
omies of scale and reduce costs. If the companies have comple-
mentary technologies or operate in different markets, they can also
realize economies of scope in serving diverse markets. The key is
to do a thorough analysis of interests, and then to identify and ex-
plore promising opportunities to advance shared goals.

Both Daniel and Ken want Omega to have a strong engineer-
ing team, so they share an interest in recruiting Daniel’s team
members from Alpha. Daniel and Ken bring complementary re-
sources to this endeavor, and the potential for joint economic gain
is the core rationale for entering into an agreement. At the same
time, Daniel may be able to use Ken’s need to get a good team on
board quickly to claim some value, such as by proposing that the
size of his own equity stake be tied to his success at recruiting.

Propose Mutually Beneficial Trades

If you and your counterpart weigh the importance of specific
issues differently, your differences could create opportunities for
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cross-issue trades. Start by thinking hard about your own interests
and the kinds of trades you would be willing to make; you are un-
likely to care equally strongly about achieving gains on all the is-
sues. Suppose you and a friend are negotiating to trade some wine.
You are willing to trade two bottles of chardonnay to get one bot-
tle of cabernet. Now suppose it emerges that your counterpart
prefers chardonnay to cabernet. You have the basis for a mutually
beneficial trade.

This process of assessing trade-offs—concessions you are will-
ing to make in exchange for gains—can be made more rigorous by
explicitly ranking the relative importance of achieving gains on
each issue. For Daniel, location is of prime importance. But what
about job title, a board seat, protection against dilution, and changes
in responsibilities, salary, and options? What trade-offs would he
be willing to make across these issues? How much compensation
would he forgo to get the company to move to Austin? What is
founder status or a board seat worth to him?

Once you have a clear grasp of your own interests, analyze the
other parties’ as best you can, asking yourself how much weight
they are likely to assign to each issue and what trade-offs they might
be willing to make. If this analysis reveals complementary differ-
ences in interests, it may be possible to realize gains through trade.

The trade-off matrix shown on page 22 summarizes Daniel’s ap-
praisal of his own trade-offs and his provisional assessments of
Ken’s.10 The direction of the arrows in the matrix signifies the na-
ture of a preference, and the number of arrows indicates its relative
strength (on a scale of 1 to 5). What opportunities for trades show
up here? We have already discussed possible shared interests on job
title and Daniel and Ken’s differences on location (as well as a pos-
sible creative resolution). Equity seems likely to be a sticking point,
because both care a lot about it. But trades appear possible on other
issues: Daniel probably cares less than Ken does about a seat on the
board, antidilution protection, and accelerated vesting; he cares
more about protection against changes in his job responsibilities.
If Daniel succeeds in broadening the agenda, he may be able to
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fashion a package deal by ceding on issues he cares less about in ex-
change for concessions on those he cares more about.

It may also be possible to create value by trading on other dif-
ferences in interests:

Are there differences in sensitivities to time? Ken appears to be
in far more of a hurry than Daniel is. Daniel will get a
decent severance package from Alpha, and he has some
savings, so he should be in no rush. Because Ken wants to
capitalize on first-mover advantage in carving out a new
market, he may be willing to give on other issues in return
for getting a deal done quickly.

Are there differences in attitudes toward risk? If there are, it
might be possible to craft agreements that shift risk (and
return) to the less risk-averse party. Daniel is more risk-
averse than Ken, so he might accept more compensation
in the form of salary and less in equity.

Are there differences in expectations of the future? Suppose
Daniel is more optimistic than Ken that he will be able to
recruit a full thirty-person team quickly. A contingent
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Issue Daniel Ken

Location in Austin ↑↑↑↑↑ ↓↓↓
Higher salary ↑↑ ↓
More equity ↑↑↑ ↓↓↓↓
Quicker vesting ↑ ↓↓
Antidilution protection ↑ ↓↓↓
Seat on the board ↑ ↓↓↓
Chief technology officer title ↑↑↑ ↑
Restrictions on changes ↑↑↑↑ ↓↓↓
in responsibilities



agreement would reward Daniel with more equity if he
meets certain recruiting goals.

Secure Insecure Agreements

Worry about the sustainability of an agreement effectively shrinks
the pie, because hedging against risk makes negotiators conser-
vative and even defensive. Right now, Daniel’s value to Ken’s en-
terprise is very high. But he would be wise to think about what will
happen once he and his team have finished building the system.
If he trusted Ken, it might be possible to rely on goodwill to re-
solve ambiguities and deal with future contingencies. But because
they barely know each other, he should recall the admonition
against leaving the fox in charge of the henhouse even if you have
an agreement that he will care for the chickens.

What can you do if you don’t fully trust your counterparts, or
if you simply don’t know whether they might ignore or try to rene-
gotiate your agreement if things change? To find ways to secure
agreements in the absence of trust or if future contingencies could
threaten the integrity of your agreements, ask yourself the follow-
ing questions:

Would it help to set standards or establish guiding principles?
Daniel could press for additional stock options tied to
specific performance goals.

Would it help to embed decision-making and dispute-resolution
mechanisms in the agreement? Daniel and Ken can’t
possibly anticipate every circumstance that will arise in
the next four or five years. But Daniel can insist on a
decision-making and dispute-resolution mechanism that
gives him adequate control over how he is treated in the
future. For example, he could press for a clause specifying
that his job responsibilities cannot change without
mutual agreement and a provision for mediation if no
agreement can be reached.
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Would it help to set up monitoring regimes? Daniel could press
for a seat on the board, which would involve him in
regular reviews of company strategy and direction.

Would it help to create guarantees? Daniel might negotiate a
golden parachute if his job responsibilities change
substantially or the company is sold.

Would it help to proceed incrementally? It is sometimes wise to
implement agreements in small, mutually verifiable steps.
This approach makes future gains contingent on meeting
current obligations so as to avoid end-game effects—the
tendency to claim as much value as you can when you
know a relationship is about to end. This is why venture
capitalists and entrepreneurs like Ken require stock
options for key personnel to vest over time and not 
right away.

Advancing shared goals, trading on differences, and securing
insecure agreements jointly constitute a toolbox for crafting at-
tractive package deals. But it is important to guard against focus-
ing too narrowly on the substance of the deal and ignoring the
people across the table.

Factor in Personal Interests

Along with forging a good deal, virtually all negotiators care about
their self-images, reputations, and future effectiveness. Your coun-
terparts may even be willing to give up something of substance to
protect these intangible assets. Conversely, threats to their sense of
competence or reputations can hobble a good substantive agree-
ment. The questions in the box will help you think about how your
counterparts experience (or want to experience) the process.11

ASSESSING YOUR COUNTERPARTS’ PERSONAL INTERESTS

Every negotiator seeks to protect and advance personal in-
terests in every negotiation. Sometimes your counterparts’
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reputations and tactics are well known. Sometimes others
who have negotiated with them in the past can offer insight
into their styles and personalities. And sometimes you just
have to reach your own conclusions by carefully observing
them at the table. As a starting point, ask yourself how much
the following values matter to your counterparts:

• Preserving reputation. Do they care a lot about maintaining
or enhancing their reputations as effective (firm or tough)
negotiators?

• Demonstrating competence. How urgently do your
counterparts want to feel competent and skillful at
negotiation? Are they seasoned experts or novices
insecure about their skills?

• Remaining consistent. Do your counterparts care about
consistency with their prior commitments or statements 
of principle, and about avoiding undesirable precedents?12

• Minimizing transaction costs. Do your counterparts care
about minimizing the direct costs (time and resources) of
negotiation and about the opportunity costs of forgoing
other initiatives?

• Achieving side effects. Are your counterparts using the
negotiation with you to pursue objectives external to it,
such as improving relationships with other influential
parties or tapping into new resources?13

PRACTICAL APPLICATION: DIAGNOSING INTERESTS

• What do the other parties care most about? What trade-
offs might they be willing to make across the issues?

• Do you and they share any goals that could be achieved by
combining resources? Are there ways to realize economies
of scale or scope?

• Could you create value by making trades across issues or
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by trading on your differences with regard to time, risk, or
expectations of the future?

• Is sustainability a potential problem? Would it help to
incorporate standards or dispute-resolution provisions into
the agreement?

If Daniel is going to organize the engineers and press Ken for
more equity and more decision making in the running of Omega,
he should think hard about how to manage the process so that Ken
doesn’t react defensively. Roger Fisher and William Ury counsel
negotiators to “separate the people from the problem.” By col-
lecting data on what others have received in similar situations,
Daniel can ground his position in facts and head off emotional re-
actions. A demand without a supporting rationale risks poisoning
the relationship and the deal. To take the sting out of his demands,
he could also link them to successful recruitment of a full engi-
neering team, ensuring the creation of more value for Ken. As
William Ury puts it, Daniel should build Ken a “golden bridge”
and not push him to the edge of a cliff.14

ALTERNATIVES: WHAT WILL YOU DO IF YOU DON’T
REACH AGREEMENT?

It sounds self-evident that you should enter into an agreement only
if that will yield more value than not doing so. But negotiators
contemplating a potential agreement often fail to ask themselves
the obvious question: As compared to what? Unless you have
worked out what you will do if you can’t reach agreement, you
won’t know how to answer this question. Roger Fisher and William
Ury have called this option your best alternative to a negotiated
agreement, and its acronym, BATNA, has entered the standard
vocabulary of negotiation.15 The diagram on page 27 illustrates the
decisions that Daniel and Ken face between agreement and their
respective BATNAs. 
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Work Out Your BATNA

A BATNA is a course of action; it is what you will do if there is
no agreement. Depending on what’s at issue, it could be to go to
court, strike, or seek a divorce. Taking time to think through your
BATNA rigorously will solidify your alternatives and clarify 
your situation. The better your BATNA is, the better your agree-
ment is likely to be. A strong BATNA has to be built; it isn’t just
handed to you. What are Daniel’s alternatives to a deal with Ken?
He hasn’t cultivated other offers or developed a compelling idea
for starting his own business. At this point, his BATNA is vague
and weak.

Daniel should also make a careful assessment of Ken’s BATNA.
It’s easy to forget that the other side also has to be convinced that
a deal is beneficial—that it yields more value than their BATNA.
Daniel can’t hope to craft an advantageous deal if he doesn’t un-
derstand how Ken perceives and values his alternatives (as distinct
from how Daniel thinks Ken should perceive his alternatives, a
common mistake). Can Ken quickly recruit another skilled and
cohesive team? If so, Ken probably would have mentioned it, so
his silence conveys information about his BATNA. Does he need
to move quickly before someone else makes a move into the same
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market? If so, Ken’s BATNA is weak and Daniel is in a strong po-
sition. Discussions with venture capitalists who specialize in this
area might help Daniel gain some insight.

Define Your Walk-Away Position

The next step is to define your walk-away position: What mini-
mum value do you need to get to enter into an agreement? Estab-
lishing this value as a benchmark and keeping it in the forefront
of your mind helps protect against the pitfalls of getting so com-
mitted to your demands that you refuse deals that are better than
your walk-away and allowing yourself to be pushed below your
walk-away in the heat of the process.

Translating a BATNA (a course of action) into walk-away po-
sitions (the minimum values you would accept in an agreement)
isn’t always straightforward.16 Suppose you’re buying a new car and
debating whether to sell your old one or trade it in. Is your walk-
away in a private sale identical to your walk-away in a trade-in at
a dealership? It may be higher, because you don’t want the hassle
of advertising and selling your car.

Suppose Daniel’s BATNA is to find another employer. How
should he go about pinpointing his walk-away in negotiations with
Ken? Thorough analysis of the market for engineering talent is a
good starting point. He thinks Ken’s offer is approximately what he
could get elsewhere, but he needs to make sure, perhaps by talking
with recruiters and colleagues who have recently taken new jobs.
Another way to establish value is to generate competing offers.

Assessing walk-aways is harder when you are negotiating mul-
tiple issues. The key is to identify possible trade-offs across the is-
sues (how many bottles of chardonnay is one bottle of cabernet
worth to me?) and then to develop an approach—even a spread-
sheet model—that enables you to compare the value of different
package deals. If Daniel can’t assess the value of the packages Ken
offers, he will have trouble either creating or claiming value. Sup-
pose Daniel is offered 3 percent of the equity in the company and
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the title of vice president of engineering. How should he compare
that offer to 2 percent of the equity, the title of chief technology
officer, and founder status?

Explore the Effect of a Coalition on Your BATNA

When there are more than two parties to a negotiation, it is more
complicated to establish BATNAs and walk-aways. Parties who
find their alternatives to submitting to others’ demands unappeal-
ing can often dramatically improve their BATNAs by joining a
coalition. And changes in coalitional alignments can dramatically
change BATNAs or even cause coalitional BATNAs to vanish.

Suppose Daniel and his engineers negotiate as a team. Col-
lectively, they are worth much more than they are individually,
but what is an intact engineering team worth to an early-stage
start-up in the current market? Suppose they contacted venture
capitalists and offered to auction the team to the highest bidder:
What could they hope to get under such circumstances? Certainly
much more than the 2 percent of the company that Ken is cur-
rently offering them, as well as representation on the board. So
building a solid coalition can substantially improve your BATNA.

At the same time, Daniel must be careful not to become too
dependent on a coalition. It is often better to “hang together rather
than hang separately,” but it’s essential to think through what will
happen if the coalition breaks down. For Daniel, this means de-
veloping his own personal BATNA as well as collective options.

Consider the Impact of Time

Never forget that one option in negotiation is always to do noth-
ing, and that patient negotiators often have an advantage over
their less patient counterparts. Ask yourself whether there is a good
reason to act now. Will your alternatives improve or worsen as
time passes? What about those of your counterparts? Will options
that are currently unavailable open up?
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Now suppose Daniel can convince Ken that delay costs him
practically nothing. If Ken will incur substantial costs as time passes
(including opportunity costs if he risks falling behind his compet-
itors), we can expect him to make concessions to close the deal.17

No specific event triggers this action; instead, the pressures of cu-
mulating costs eventually provoke activity.

Action-forcing events like deadlines, by contrast, are break
points that compel action. They are intended to change the game
by eliminating doing nothing as an option and compelling your
counterparts (and perhaps others on your own side) to make hard
choices in order to avoid large and irreversible costs. Ken has im-
posed a deadline on Daniel and the others by linking his negoti-
ations with them to his negotiations with venture capitalists, and
by making them exploding offers—offers that will expire after a
deadline, backed by an assertion that they will not be renewed. 
He has also pumped up a sense of urgency by suggesting that the
opportunity will be lost if they don’t move quickly. But it isn’t clear
what time constraints Ken really faces. Does he need to conclude
this deal quickly to get funding, or is this simply a negotiating ploy?
Is he really worried that allowing more time to pass will allow
Daniel to explore other offers or to organize the engineers to ne-
gotiate as a group? It is probably in Daniel’s interest to slow things
down. “I understand that you want to move quickly,” Daniel can
say, “but we need more time to consider our options. In the mean-
time, I would be pleased to talk with the venture capitalists about
the opportunity.”

It’s essential for Daniel to understand that his bargaining lever-
age is greatest before he makes a commitment to join Omega Sys-
tems. He can use the power of coalitions and competition to build
his BATNA (and, by extension, to weaken Ken’s). Once he has
signed an employment agreement and joined the company, his
ability to renegotiate terms is extremely limited. This is why it’s
crucial for him to secure the time to improve his BATNA so he
can negotiate the best possible deal.
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Guard Against Overconfidence and Overcommitment

It’s sometimes difficult to nail down your BATNA because of un-
certainty about what will happen in the event of no agreement. If
I turn down this job, will another good one come along? If I refuse
the union’s terms, will they strike? If I go to court, will I win? By
and large, people are notoriously poor at evaluating their no-
agreement options in the face of uncertainty. Overconfidence
about winning in court, for example, is a well-recognized barrier
to settlement of legal disputes.18 So it’s essential to be rigorous and
realistic about assessing potential outcomes and their probabili-
ties in order to clarify your BATNA when there is uncertainty. Is
the company’s likelihood of success 10 percent, or is it 25 percent?
Consulting a venture capitalist with experience in this area might
help to sharpen Daniel’s estimates.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION: DIAGNOSING BATNAS

• What will you do if you are unable to reach agreement?
What will your counterpart do?

• Can you think of ways to strengthen your BATNA or
weaken your counterpart’s?

• Are you or your counterpart overconfident about what you
will get if you don’t reach agreement? How do you know
you aren’t overconfident?

• Can you alter others’ perceptions of their BATNAs by
building coalitions? By promoting competing offers?

• Are cumulating costs forcing you to make concessions? If
so, can you reduce your costs or raise your counterparts’?

• Are action-forcing events pressuring you to make
unattractive choices? If so, can you find ways to neutralize
deadlines or impose your own?
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AGREEMENTS: ARE THERE POTENTIAL AGREEMENTS
THAT WOULD BE ACCEPTABLE TO ALL SIDES?

If potential agreements exist that would leave both you and your
counterpart better off than your respective walk-away values, we
say that there is a bargaining range.19 Ordinarily, negotiators won’t
know whether such a range exists until they begin to explore in-
terests and options at the table. Even so, Daniel should try to dis-
cern the rough outlines of the bargaining range before meeting
with Ken.

Try to Find the Bargaining Range

Using his assessment of Ken’s interests and BATNA, Daniel can
try to estimate Ken’s walk-away. He will be dealing in uncertainty,
of course, but so will Ken. And the exercise of trying to locate the
bargaining range is likely to stand Daniel in good stead when 
negotiations begin, because he will be in a position to probe more 
effectively. He will probably have to revise his assessment, but at
least he’ll have an assessment to revise.

Bargaining Range in Distributive Negotiations

The nature of the bargaining range depends on whether a negoti-
ation is, or its participants believe it to be, purely about claiming
value (dividing the pie) or whether there are opportunities to cre-
ate value and enlarge the pie.20 Sometimes negotiations are dis-
tributive: there is a fixed pie to be divided among the parties, and
anything one side gains, the other loses. The objective of both
sides is therefore to claim value—to get as big a wedge of the pie
as possible.

If the negotiation between Daniel and Ken were solely about
the size of Daniel’s equity stake in Omega, Ken would have to lose
for Daniel to gain and vice versa. A hypothetical bargaining range
for this negotiation could look like the one in the following diagram.
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Ken won’t give Daniel more than 5 percent, and Daniel is will-
ing to accept a minimum of 3 percent, so the bargaining range oc-
cupies the region between 3 percent and 5 percent. The range
defines the universe of potential agreements, but it doesn’t spec-
ify where within it (or even whether) they will reach an agreement.
The exact outcome will emerge from the process and will depend
on the tactics that Ken and Daniel employ.

It is also possible that Daniel and Ken have incompatible walk-
aways. If this is the case and nothing can be done to enlarge the
pie, no agreement is possible and there is no bargaining range. 
Suppose, as illustrated in the diagram on page 34 showing no 
bargaining range, Ken is unwilling to give Daniel more than 3 per-
cent, but Daniel won’t accept less than 5 percent. Unless some-
thing happens to transform one or both of their walk-aways, no
agreement is possible. Such lack of agreement isn’t necessarily a
bad thing: it’s essential to keep in mind that no agreement is bet-
ter than a bad one.

As David Lax and Jim Sebenius recognized, if you are negoti-
ating over a fixed pie and there is no way to enlarge it, you need
to be adept at claiming value.21 Common approaches to doing this,
which we will discuss further in Chapter Three, are anchoring and
commitment tactics. Anchoring means using offers and concessions
to anchor the negotiations at the favorable end of the bargaining
range by shaping your counterpart’s perceptions of your walk-away.
For instance, Daniel could ask for 6 percent and gradually concede
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to 5.5 percent, then 5.15 percent, and finally 5 percent. Of course,
Ken could counter with 2 percent, then 2.5 percent, and so on.
The risk of anchoring, obviously, is that both participants will con-
clude there is no bargaining range.

Negotiators employ commitment tactics when they assert a po-
sition so unequivocally that it will be costly, even humiliating, to
make additional concessions.22 If Daniel says, for example, “Five
percent is the very least I could possibly take,” his reputation will
suffer if he makes further concessions. Constraints imposed by 
others—such as “I promised my wife I wouldn’t move the kids out
of Austin”—can also operate as commitments.

Commitments have to be used with caution; they can lock you
into untenable positions, undermining the potential for beneficial
agreements. On the other hand, if you can credibly commit to a
position that is within the bargaining range but favorable to you,
you may be able to create value.

Bargaining Range in Integrative Negotiations

Few real-world negotiations are purely a matter of claiming as much
value as possible. Most situations offer opportunities for creating
value—enlarging the pie through cooperation and mutually ben-
eficial trades. Eventually, of course, the value that gets created still
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has to be divided or claimed. Negotiations of this kind are there-
fore integrative: they combine efforts to integrate interests and cre-
ate value (to enlarge the pie) with efforts to claim value (to divide
the pie). Typically, value creation is accomplished by negotiating
several issues simultaneously and creating package deals.

Suppose you are negotiating to buy a house that needs exten-
sive repair. You have tentatively agreed on a price, with the pro-
viso that the seller will make certain repairs. The seller plans to hire
a contractor, which will take time and cost several thousand dol-
lars. Now suppose you want to occupy the house quickly, enjoy
home repair, and think the materials would cost no more than five
hundred dollars. This is an opportunity to create value: the seller
can take a lower price, and you can perform the repairs. How much
lower the price will be remains to be negotiated: value has been
created, but it must also be claimed.

Let’s look at this point another way. If Daniel and Ken expand
their negotiation to include other issues besides the amount of
Daniel’s equity, the possibility of creating value by means of pack-
age deals transforms the bargaining range for their negotiation
from a line to a region. In the figure on page 36, the x-axis repre-
sents the total value of potential package deals to Daniel, and the
y-axis represents the value of the same package deals to Ken.

To make this more concrete, suppose Daniel and Ken negoti-
ate the issues sequentially and agree first that Daniel’s equity stake
will be 4 percent. The resulting partial deal, shown as point A in
the diagram, is acceptable to both, but just barely. It’s better for
both Daniel and Ken than their respective walk-aways, but op-
portunities to create joint gains have gone unrealized.

Now let’s hypothesize a package deal B that gives Daniel a
guaranteed 2.5 percent equity stake and another 2.5 percent con-
tingent on successful recruitment of a complete team by a certain
date. Value gets created here, but Ken captures most of it because
Daniel gets only a bit more equity than in deal A if he succeeds,
but ends up substantially worse off if he fails.
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Let’s also hypothesize a deal C that gives Daniel the same eq-
uity stake contingent on successful recruitment but with contrac-
tual protections against changes in job responsibilities, including
provisions in case the company is sold. Here, value has been cre-
ated, and both sides have claimed balanced portions of it.

There are limits to the amount of joint value the parties can
create through trades. Negotiation theorists call the outer limits
of joint value the efficient frontier,23 represented in the bargaining
range diagram as a line. Agreements situated on this frontier are
termed efficient because neither party can be made better off with-
out making the other worse off. Agreements inside the frontier
(such as the one at point A) are inefficient because other feasi-
ble agreements would benefit at least one party without harming
the other’s interests.

The take-away lesson from this short detour into theory is that
value gets simultaneously created and claimed in most negoti-
ations. The implication for action is that you need to think both
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about whether you can create more value and about how you will
claim value. In real-world negotiations, of course, it is often very
difficult to tell whether more value can be created. Daniel and Ken
may never know how near they have gotten to the efficient fron-
tier. And appraisals of who has claimed how much value are in-
evitably murky and subjective, mainly because of uncertainty about
the other party’s interests and alternatives.

Harness the Power of Good Information

If you and your counterpart know a lot about each other’s inter-
ests and bottom lines, you can work together openly to create
value with little risk. Usually, though, you know far more about
your own interests, BATNA, and walk-away than about your
counterpart’s. Daniel understands his own side of the equation but
is much less certain about what Ken will accept. This means that
he must be very cautious about sharing information. Otherwise he
could succeed in creating value, only to end up letting Ken claim
the lion’s share.

Suppose that Ken has learned a lot more about Daniel’s inter-
ests and BATNA than Daniel has about Ken’s, perhaps simply by
asking the right questions. Ken could exploit this informational
imbalance by concealing information, or even by being actively
misleading, in order to shape Daniel’s perceptions of the bargain-
ing range. Daniel, because of his informational disadvantage, can’t
do the same. Because there is no alternative to acting on the basis
of your own understanding, however partial it is, having better 
information is a clear advantage. That’s why prenegotiation in-
formation gathering and effective learning at the table are so im-
portant.

Now suppose that both sides are highly uncertain about each
other’s interests and BATNAs: both will work to shape each other’s
perceptions of the bargaining range, and their efforts to claim value
may prevent them from finding a bargaining range even when it
exists.
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Probe Shared Uncertainties

Both Daniel and Ken are uncertain how Omega Systems will do:
Will it attract customers and achieve critical mass, or will it en-
counter unexpected competition and crash and burn? In the face
of shared uncertainties about the future, negotiators tend to make
self-serving predictions about their BATNAs. Ken may be over-
confident that Omega will succeed, and he may believe that he
can easily find another engineering team. Daniel may be com-
parably overconfident about finding a more attractive offer of 
employment. As a result, both could mistakenly conclude that no
agreement is preferable to agreement. (However, as we saw when
discussing trade-offs, these differing beliefs about the future can
also be grist for mutually beneficial trades through contingent
agreements.)

The key to situations characterized by extreme uncertainties
and high stakes is good scenario planning. This doesn’t mean eval-
uating the full range of potential outcomes; it means developing
a set of plausible scenarios: best guess, optimistic, and pessimistic.
Daniel would imagine that Omega does okay and gets acquired,
that it is a huge success and goes public, and that it fails. Then he
would use these scenarios to probe potential contingencies and
structure deals that take them into account. Without such sce-
narios, he could end up blindsided by an unexpected outcome.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION: DIAGNOSING POTENTIAL

AGREEMENTS

• Have your negotiations been taken over by value claiming
at the expense of opportunities to create value? If so, how
could the negotiation be reframed?

• Are you being unrealistic about your BATNA? Is your
counterpart? Can you create a bargaining range by altering
your perceptions of your own alternatives or theirs?

• Do you and your counterpart have more or less equivalent
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knowledge, or are asymmetries generating uncertainty and
feelings of vulnerability?

• Are there important unknowns? Could differing beliefs
about the future make it possible to fashion contingent
agreements?

LINKAGES: ARE YOUR CURRENT 
NEGOTIATIONS LINKED TO OTHER NEGOTIATIONS?

Stand-alone negotiations are surprisingly rare.24 Even as simple a
negotiation as buying a house typically involves competition with
other purchasers, dealings with mortgage lenders, and sometimes
interactions with several sellers. Negotiators’ BATNAs tend to be
strongly influenced by such linkages. If the prospective seller gets
another offer or the prospective buyer finds another attractive
house, the dynamics of the negotiation can shift dramatically.

Mapping Linked Negotiations

As it happens, Daniel’s negotiations with Ken interact with at least
seven other sets of negotiations. The party map Daniel constructed
earlier can help him get a handle on these links:

• Daniel’s negotiations with Ken

• Daniel’s negotiations with the other engineers

• The other engineers’ negotiations with Ken

• Ken’s negotiations with venture capitalists

• Daniel’s (possible) negotiations with other employers

• Daniel’s (possible) negotiations with venture capitalists
about a start-up of his own

• Daniel’s (possible) negotiations with Alpha Microsystems to
keep the Austin facility open
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• Negotiations within Omega if other key players (investors or
a board) are already involved

If Daniel were talking to another potential employer, those ne-
gotiations would be competitively linked to his negotiations with
Ken. Only one deal could reach fruition, and Daniel might be able
to play off the two potential “buyers” of his talent against each
other. If the other offer gave him a larger equity stake, he could
use that fact to persuade Ken to sweeten his offer—possibly giv-
ing him still more leverage with the other potential employer.

By contrast, Ken’s negotiations with venture capitalists and his
negotiations with Daniel are reciprocally linked: both must reach
fruition if the overall enterprise is to go forward. Ken is clearly try-
ing to bootstrap by getting the talent lined up first and then going
to the venture capitalists. But if Daniel hesitates to commit him-
self before Ken has funding, Ken has a chicken-and-egg problem.
One solution is for Ken to negotiate conditional commitments with
Daniel and the venture capitalists whereby each agrees to a deal
if the other also agrees.
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Restructuring the Linked System

Mapping the links sets the stage for the next step: restructuring
the linked system in favorable ways. We will look at this process
in more detail in Chapter Two, but it is worth noting here that
Daniel could do a number of things to shape the structure in fa-
vorable ways. He could agree with the other engineers that they
will negotiate collectively and that Daniel will be their represen-
tative. This move would prevent Ken from playing them off against
each other. On his own, Daniel could seek out offers from other
employers or investors.

Daniel should also think about the sequence of his moves in
the linked negotiations. Whom should he talk to first, and what
should he try to achieve? Daniel’s first priority should be to talk to
the other engineers and solidify his coalition. Then he should
probably talk to local venture capitalists about opportunities.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION: DIAGNOSING LINKAGES

• Can you combine separate issues to create new
opportunities for trades?

• Can you build momentum by undertaking negotiations in
a particular sequence?

• Can you use competitive linkage to enhance your
bargaining power? 

• Have reciprocal linkages created any constraints that
hinder agreement? If so, can you delink negotiations or
relax the constraints? 

IDENTIFYING BARRIERS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Having undertaken this thorough diagnosis, Daniel is in a much
stronger position to proceed. He now has some ideas about ways
to create value by broadening the agenda and seeking mutually
beneficial trades. He also recognizes that he has opportunities to
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improve his BATNA by building a coalition with the other engi-
neers, creating competitive linkages, and buying himself time to
explore his options.

As Jim Sebenius has noted, the point of all this analysis is to
pinpoint potential barriers to agreement and opportunities to
shape the negotiation favorably.25 The accompanying table lists
typical barriers and opportunities associated with each element in
a negotiation. You may want to use it to help diagnose the situa-
tion in your next negotiation.
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Identifying Barriers and Opportunities

Barriers Opportunities

Parties The wrong parties are at Invite in allies, and try to 
the table. exclude adversaries.

Too many parties are at Reduce the number of parties 
the table. by convincing some to be 

represented by others.
Rules Legal, historical, social, Understand the rules better 

or cultural factors than your counterparts do.
constrain strategy. Try to change the rules

by influencing rule 
makers and referees.

Issues The agenda is too narrow Broaden or narrow the issue 
or too broad. agenda.

The sequence in which Establish control of the 
issues are being sequence in which issues 
negotiated is get negotiated.
disadvantageous.

Bad relationships have Build productive working 
become an issue in relationships with 
their own right. counterparts.

Interests Parties are locked into Focus on interests, and find
incompatible positions. opportunities to enlarge

the pie.



Identifying Barriers and Opportunities (continued)

Barriers Opportunities

Alternatives The alternatives to Take away-from-the-table 
agreement are actions that transform
unattractive. alternatives.

You are overconfident Try to establish a common 
about prevailing if there basis of facts with your 
is no agreement. counterpart to temper 

overconfidence.
The cost of delay is high. Shape your counterparts’

perceptions to create a 
sense of urgency.

Action-forcing events Relax or set up other
limit your flexibility. action-forcing events.

Agreements Negotiations are framed Reframe the negotiations to 
purely in value-claiming enhance opportunities to 
terms. create value.

No bargaining range Alter perceptions of
seems to exist. walk-aways to create a 

bargaining range.
Linkages Linkages cause binding Try to decouple negotiations 

constraints. to create more flexibility.
Your counterparts use Create new linkages of your 
competition to your own.
disadvantage.
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2
Shaping the Structure

Claire Prescott, the young founder and CEO of a year-old
commercial real estate company, was close to abandoning her ne-
gotiations with BargainMart’s newly hired regional director for 
development, Eric Mersch. Claire had been negotiating to sign
BargainMart, a respected nationwide discount retailer, as the an-
chor tenant in a shopping mall she was developing in Fairfield, a
midsized city north of Boston. Three days earlier, her discussions
with Mersch had broken down acrimoniously. Claire was nearly
ready to call it quits when he requested another meeting. His call
raised her hopes of getting the negotiations back on track, but she
was uncertain how to move in a more productive direction.

Claire was under a great deal of pressure to get a deal done.
Eleven months earlier, after leaving an established development
company to start her own firm, she had negotiated a one-year op-
tion on an attractive parcel of land in Fairfield. The resulting mall
project was her new company’s first major deal, and she was count-
ing on it to put her on the map. Failure to reach an agreement with
BargainMart or another retailer of equivalent stature would be a
severe setback.

Claire’s development plan for the mall called for one large an-
chor store and many smaller satellite stores. She had planned to
close a fifteen-year deal (with options to extend) with a good an-
chor tenant and then to negotiate seven-year leases with satellite
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tenants. Once these leases were signed, she would conclude a fi-
nancing deal with a local commercial bank and exercise her option
on the land. The bank had provisionally agreed to a ten-year re-
payment schedule if the credit officer was satisfied that Claire had
put together a viable mall.

Progress was smooth until Claire hit a snag over zoning. Al-
though ultimately resolved satisfactorily, the permitting process
ate up nine months of precious time. Claire then quickly initiated
discussions with the best anchor-tenant candidate, BargainMart.
She had considered approaching BargainMart’s arch-rival, Value-
Shops, too, but her early conversations with Eric had been very
encouraging. He had seemed to want to close a deal promptly, so
Claire had focused on coming to terms with him.

Initial discussions over the size and configuration of the space
went smoothly, but then the tone changed. Eric expressed mis-
givings about Fairfield’s economy—vibrant but highly dependent
on the defense industry—and pressed for very low rent and broad
flexibility to transfer the lease to another firm if BargainMart 
didn’t prosper. He also insisted on carte blanche about use of the
space. It was BargainMart’s policy, he said, not to enter into agree-
ments that restricted its use of space or its freedom to sublet por-
tions of the space to others. Eric invoked BargainMart’s standard
clause about use, transfer of the lease, and subletting, and asserted
that he could not deviate from it: “The premises may be used for
any lawful purpose. Tenant may transfer this lease or sublet the
whole or any part of the premises, but if it does so, it shall remain
liable and responsible under this lease.”

This clause was a deal breaker for Claire. Her bank would not
finance the project under such conditions, and satellite tenants
would not be likely to find the mall attractive without some con-
straints on BargainMart’s ability to enter new lines of business, sub-
let to potential competitors, or close up shop without warning.
Claire’s suspicion that Eric was playing hardball with her led to an
angry exchange. With only weeks left before expiration of her op-
tion on the land, she felt up against the wall. For BargainMart, this
project was only one of many potential opportunities, but for her



company it was make-or-break. Claire was facing up to the
prospect that the entire project would collapse when she received
Eric’s call.

Take a few minutes to decide what advice you would give
Claire about what to do now. And if she had it to do over, what
should she have done differently?

THE DIAGNOSIS

Before meeting with Eric for the first time, Claire should have care-
fully diagnosed her situation using the tools developed in Chap-
ter One: a party map, an assessment of barriers and opportunities,
and a trade-off matrix. Let’s review the diagnosis she could have
made and then look at where she stands now and how she can re-
pair her disadvantages.

Mapping the Linked System

Claire should have begun by identifying all the parties, actual and
potential, and mapping the linked system of negotiations as shown
in the figure below.
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What might Claire have learned from this map? First of all, her
negotiation with Eric is only one strand in a web of linked nego-
tiations. Second, existing and potential linkages create some for-
midable barriers and opportunities. Her negotiations with Eric are
sequentially linked to her previous negotiations with the land-
owner over the option, which is the time bomb she hears ticking.
Her negotiations with the bank, on the other hand, are recipro-
cally linked to her negotiations with Eric; she can’t do a deal with
the bank without doing a deal with Eric, and vice versa. The time
and funding constraints that flow from these two linkages are com-
plicating her discussions with Eric. But Claire also has opportuni-
ties to create competitive linkages that could strengthen her
bargaining position, such as by initiating discussions with Bar-
gainMart’s competitor ValueShops.

Diagnosing Barriers and Opportunities

A thorough analysis of the structure of the negotiation as it stands
now, using the seven-element structural framework presented in
Chapter One—parties, rules, issues, interests, alternatives, agree-
ments, and linkages—will help Claire identify barriers and oppor-
tunities in her negotiations with Eric.

Barrier Opportunity

Parties The negotiation was Make an overture to 
defined as a two-party ValueShops.
interaction, though there 
are other influential
parties.

Eric may try to use Negotiate to build a
ratification tactics. coalition of attractive 

satellite shops.
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Barrier Opportunity

Rules Zoning problems delayed Find out if local government
the project. would offer tax breaks to 

improve the economics of 
the project.

The bank’s credit See if the bank is willing to 
standards impose be more flexible or explore 
constraints. whether BargainMart can 

help with financing.

Issues Multiple issues are Unbundle the issues of use, 
bundled into lease transfer, and 
BargainMart’s standard subletting, and analyze 
uses clause. their relative importance.

Acrimonious interactions Work to defuse bad feelings.
with Eric may have 
poisoned the relationship.

Interests Both Claire and Eric are Look for shared goals and
locked into positions. mutually beneficial trades.

Alternatives Claire has no alternative Make an overture to 
to dealing with ValueShops.
BargainMart, but Eric 
is under no pressure to 
close a deal.

Agreements The negotiations have Try to reframe the
been framed as purely negotiations to emphasize 
value claiming in nature. potential joint gains.

Eric may feel pressure to Look for ways to help Eric 
produce a big win in his back away from his position 
first deal for BargainMart. gracefully.

Linkages The deadline on the land Negotiate to extend the 
option is forcing action. option, if possible.

The bank is imposing Talk to other potential 
restrictive conditions. sources of financing.

BargainMart is the only Set up competitively linked 
option. negotiations with 

ValueShops.



By doing this analysis, what does Claire learn? First, she dis-
covers that her BATNA is weak and Eric’s is probably strong. Her
BATNA is to abandon this project and invest her time and re-
sources elsewhere. She hasn’t developed alternatives and is there-
fore in a vulnerable position; she urgently needs to strengthen her
BATNA. As for Eric, Claire doesn’t know for certain whether he
has alternatives locally or elsewhere, but it is reasonable to assume
that he is exploring options, including the option to focus on a 
different market altogether. She may be able to pick up clues by
querying others in the industry and by studying publicly available
information about BargainMart’s strategy and plans.

Second, the negotiation has clearly become focused on claim-
ing value, although there appear to be significant opportunities to
create value. Claire should try to reframe the proceedings to em-
phasize opportunities for joint gain. Because the focus on Bar-
gainMart’s standard clause about use, transfer, and subletting is
obscuring the fact that these are separable issues, she should try to
unbundle them in order to identify opportunities to enlarge the pie.

Third, Claire needs to figure out whether BargainMart’s stan-
dard clause is a hard constraint or—as is more likely—a bargaining
position. If Claire can persuade developers who have previously
dealt with BargainMart to describe the provisions of their deals on
use, lease transfer, and subletting, she can probably figure out how
much substance there is in Eric’s invocations of company policy.

In hindsight, Claire could have negotiated more effectively 
to influence how local government applied its regulations to her
project. The problems with zoning were probably foreseeable and
avoidable, and early discussions might have led to tax breaks and
agreements on infrastructure that would have helped make the
project more attractive.

Creating Value

Claire should analyze her own and Eric’s interests and trade-offs.
Suppose this analysis resulted in the accompanying trade-off ma-
trix. (Obviously, this initial assessment of Eric’s interests must still
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be validated through learning at the table.) What does it suggest
about potential opportunities to make mutually beneficial trades?

The issues of use and transfer of the lease appear to present a
promising opportunity: if Claire’s analysis is correct, Eric might be
willing to accept some constraints on use in return for more at-
tractive terms on transfer. There could also be room for a trade on
the issues of lease price and subletting.

As the final step in her diagnosis, Claire could brainstorm ways
to advance shared goals, make beneficial trades, and create mech-
anisms to secure agreements. The resulting analysis is summarized
in the table on pages 52–53. Be sure to note how the standard
value-creating tools described in Chapter One, such as trades
across time and risk-shifting agreements, potentially help Claire
to expand the pie.

FROM DIAGNOSIS TO SHAPING THE STRUCTURE

Now Claire is ready to address the second major element of the
breakthrough framework: shaping the structure of the negotiation.
This calls for a shift of focus from diagnosis to thinking like an ar-
chitect about how to fashion the components of a negotiation into
favorable configurations.

It’s possible to shape the structure of negotiations because they
are, to a degree, socially constructed. This means that (1) the par-
ties and the issue agenda are not fixed in advance but influenced
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Approaches to Creating Value

Parties

Issues Claire Eric

Lease price ↑↑↑ ↓↓
Use ↓↓↓↓ ↑↑
Transfer of the lease ↓↓ ↑↑↑↑
Subletting ↓ ↑↑
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Source of 
Joint Gains General Approach Specific Example

Advancing Economies of BargainMart and the satellite stores 
shared goals scale pursue joint marketing stategies

facilitated by Claire’s firm.
Economies of BargainMart is permitted to sublet 
scope to providers of complementary 

services (such as a children’s play 
area) in exchange for revenue 
sharing of the incremental rents 
with Claire’s firm.

Making Cross-issue trades BargainMart gets more flexibility
beneficial on lease transfer and subletting in 
trades exchange for somewhat higher rent 

and more stringent use provisions.
Trades across BargainMart gets more flexibility on 

time use and lease transfer in the future 
(such as after five years) and Claire 
gets more stability up front so she 
can secure funding.

Risk-shifting BargainMart’s rental payments are 
agreements linked to its in-store sale revenues.

Contingent Transfer of the lease is tied to an 
agreements index of local economic activity: 

the healthier the local economy, 
the less flexibility for 
BargainMart.

Securing Standards and BargainMart can transfer the lease, 
insecure principles but only to an agreed-on list of
agreements reputable companies.

Changes in use may not directly 
compete with major satellite stores.

Subletting is permitted up to a 
specific percentage of the space.



by the negotiators, and (2) perceptions of interests, BATNAs,
and bargaining ranges are inescapably subjective, often unclear
to the negotiators themselves at the outset, and subject to change
as the process unfolds. Although markets, organizations, laws,
and customs establish boundaries for the bargaining range and
shape the rules of the game, you almost always have scope to in-
fluence the basic structure of your situation and the perceptions
of your counterparts. And perceptions are often more important
than realities. What is your bottom line? It’s what you think it
is, or what your counterpart believes it to be.

It’s essential to begin this design work before going to the table.
As Abraham Lincoln astutely remarked, “If I had eight hours to
chop down a tree, I’d spend six sharpening my ax.”

SELF-ASSESSMENT: SHAPING THE STRUCTURE

• Have you tended in the past to take negotiating situations
more or less as they are presented to you?

• Have you focused too much on what happens at the
negotiating table, and not enough on actions you can take
away from the table?
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Dispute- Provisions for how disagreements 
resolution will be handled, possibly including 
provisions mediation and arbitration clauses, 

are included in the contract.
Monitoring Regular independent inspections are 
regimes made of the space and its condition.

Incremental The lease is structured for a ten-year 
implementation initial term with an option to 

renew.
Guarantees Performance bonds are posted for 

timely completion of the project.



• Can you recall a negotiation that other parties shaped in
ways that were disadvantageous to you? How were they
able to do so?

• What might you have done differently? 

So far, Claire has played Eric’s game. She hasn’t tried to influ-
ence who participates or to set the agenda. She is also at the mercy
of a deadline she negotiated, and she hasn’t cultivated attractive
alternatives. Fortunately, she has recognized this dilemma in time,
and she is eager to repair it using all of the structure-shaping tools
at her disposal:
• Changing the players: Influencing who participates by adding

and eliminating parties

• BATNA building: Improving your own alternatives or weak-
ening your counterparts’ (or both)

• Setting the agenda: Adding issues, deferring or eliminating
others, and influencing the order in which issues get 
negotiated

• Framing and reframing: Influencing your counterparts’ under-
standing of what is at stake and what is possible

• Controlling information: Influencing who gets access to which
information and when

• Forcing and delaying action: Imposing deadlines and other
kinds of time pressure that force your counterparts to make
hard choices

• Developing a sequencing plan: Deciding on the order in which
you will deal with other parties and make moves in linked
negotiations

These strategies are implemented through a mutually rein-
forcing mix of actions at and away from the negotiating table.
Away from the table, you can influence who participates and im-
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prove your BATNA. Controlling the agenda and framing (or re-
framing) the basic problem calls for face-to-face interaction. Will
Claire be able to use these tools to level the playing field and cor-
rect her previous missteps? We’ll look at some of the moves avail-
able to her and then work out a sequencing plan.

Changing the Players

A particularly potent way to shape the game is to influence who
plays.1 One method of doing this is to invite other players into
the negotiation. Claire could consider inviting the bank into her
negotiations with Eric. She can’t do a deal with Eric unless she
gets approval from the bank; her credit officer could bolster her
case by saying to Eric, “We can’t provide funding for this project
if you [BargainMart] insist on these conditions.” This maneuver
could in turn help generate some creative agreements. For ex-
ample, Eric might agree to help Claire find an alternative source
of funding or provide some sort of guarantee.

At the same time, Eric might be able to convince the bank to
relax its constraints. Note that Claire has positioned herself here
as a kind of intermediary in negotiations between BargainMart
and the bank; by changing the players, she has changed the game.
She can support the bank on some points and Eric on others, all
the while working to advance her substantive agenda. Of course,
there are potential costs: by inviting in other players, Claire gives
up some control over the process.

Inviting in parties is one way to change the players; working
to exclude parties is another. Sometimes, though not in Claire’s
situation, it is advantageous to try to prevent parties from partic-
ipating or to remove them from the game. In coalition-building
situations, for example, it may be possible to marginalize implac-
able opponents in order to withhold from them the standing and
opportunity to wield veto power. In some complex multiparty ne-
gotiations, there are simply too many participating parties to make
expeditious progress. It may be possible to convince some to allow
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themselves to be represented by others as a way of reducing the
core of negotiators.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION: CHANGING THE PLAYERS

Return to the negotiation you began to analyze in Chapter
One, and answer the following questions:

• Could it be advantageous to invite other parties into the
negotiation?

• Would it make sense to bring in a mediator?

• Are there parties involved that you might be able to
exclude?

• If there are too many parties, can you convince some to
allow themselves to be represented by others?

BATNA Building

Good alternatives to agreement are rarely lying around in plain
sight, ripe for the picking. A more typical scenario is that your
BATNA must be painstakingly built, maintained, and improved.
But what if, like Claire, you are on the wrong side of a power im-
balance? She runs a small, untested company, and this deal is cru-
cial for her. Eric represents a large and respected retailer for whom
this is one deal among many. Claire has no obvious way to influ-
ence Eric’s BATNA unilaterally or to improve her own. What can
she do?

Actually, Claire can do a lot to strengthen her alternatives (and
weaken Eric’s) before she resumes negotiations. But she has to
think carefully and take some actions before returning to the table.
Specifically, she should consider activating the latent power of com-
petition, coalitions, and constraints.

Promote Competition. To harness the power of competition, Claire
could have cultivated alternative negotiating partners and con-
ducted competitively linked negotiations with them. Even now, it
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may not be too late to do so. How would Eric’s perception of his al-
ternatives shift if Claire opens negotiations with BargainMart’s
arch-rival, ValueShops? It depends on the threat posed by Value-
Shops’ interest, which in turn depends on the uniqueness of what
Claire has to offer. Suppose that (1) ValueShops and BargainMart
are locked in a fierce battle for market share, (2) Claire controls a
very attractive site in an untapped market, and (3) the presence of
one would effectively shut out the other. This combination of fac-
tors would substantially strengthen Claire’s potential bargaining
power: it would simultaneously worsen Eric’s BATNA and improve
Claire’s.

Build Coalitions. In a situation like Claire’s that involves more
than two parties, coalitions can profoundly alter all the parties’
BATNAs. A supportive coalition consisting of an attractive set
of satellite stores would enhance Claire’s ability to influence Eric.
She might begin by negotiating with a few high-quality satellites,
eventually making them conditional commitments along the lines
of “Assuming that I’m successful in getting BargainMart, would
you be interested in coming on board?” With a critical mass of
conditional commitments, she can then go back to BargainMart
to say, “If you are willing to sign on, I can deliver this very at-
tractive set of satellites.” At the same time, Claire can use the ex-
istence of the coalition of satellites to persuade Eric to be more
flexible on use, assignment, and subletting by arguing, “They won’t
be willing to sign on unless they get assurances concerning non-
competition in the event that you decide to alter your strategy,
or to sublet portions of the space.” Once Claire has BargainMart’s
commitment, she can return to negotiating over terms with the
satellites.

Relax Constraints. When two negotiations must both reach
fruition for an overall deal to go forward (reciprocal linkage), con-
straints in one negotiation can paralyze the overall deal. The key
is to look for ways to loosen the most binding constraints. What
are the most pressing constraints that Claire has to contend with?
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The time pressure she is under because the option will run out and
the restrictions imposed by her bank. To relax these constraints,
Claire could negotiate with the landowner to extend her option
on the land. She could also explore whether other sources of fi-
nancing might offer more flexible conditions. She might even talk
to several financing sources in parallel, once again drawing on the
power of competition to improve her position. Successfully relax-
ing the constraints on timing and financing will simplify her deal-
ings with Eric.

At other times, constraints in one negotiation can actually
help you claim value in others. If the bank is unwilling to be more
flexible, Claire can try to invoke the bank’s requirements to con-
vince Eric that he must be more flexible. Eric, in turn, can use 
constraints imposed by his boss (real or feigned) to convince Claire
that he can’t make concessions. Both would thus be using the con-
straints they face in a linked negotiation to bolster the credibil-
ity of their commitments to their positions.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION: BUILDING ONE’S BATNA

• How can you build your BATNA and (possibly) weaken
the BATNA of your counterpart? 

• Can you use the power of competition to strengthen your
position?

• Can you build supportive coalitions? 

• Can you relax binding constraints in linked negotiations
or use them to bolster your commitments?

Setting the Agenda

It is crucial to have an impact early when the agenda is being set—
when what will and won’t be negotiated is being defined—before
momentum builds in the wrong direction, or irreversible commit-
ments are made, or too much time passes. Breakthrough negotia-
tors treat the agenda not as fixed but as something that can be
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shaped. “Pay great attention to the agenda of the debate,” cautions
one experienced commentator on negotiation: “He who defines
the issues and determines their priority is already well on the way
to winning. . . . It is just as important, and on the same grounds,
to deny your opponent the right to impose his language and con-
cepts on the debate, and to make sure you always use terms that
reflect your own values, traditions, and interests.”2

Skilled negotiators typically negotiate over the agenda early
on, seeking to define certain issues as nonnegotiable and to set pre-
conditions before negotiating the substance. The Israelis declare
that Jerusalem will remain their undivided capital; a union leader
states that she will not consider pay-for-performance systems; Eric
asserts that use, assignment, and subletting are effectively non-
negotiable. Negotiations over process details, such as where the ne-
gotiations will take place and who will represent the sides, also
take place early on. Agenda setting often takes place during a
prenegotiation session and sometimes continues at the negotiat-
ing table.

As we have seen, it is sometimes possible to create value by
broadening the agenda to allow for mutually beneficial trades.
Claire’s diagnosis suggested the possibility of getting BargainMart
to help with financing for the project. Claire could therefore try
to add financing to the agenda by inquiring whether BargainMart
would help her secure financing from a more flexible source. Suc-
cess in doing this could allow her to give BargainMart more lati-
tude on use, assignment, and subletting—and to create joint gains.

Agenda setting sometimes involves (though not in this case)
postponing toxic issues or eliminating them from consideration.
Inclusion of toxic issues can stymie progress on the rest of the
agenda. If they can be deferred, agreement may be possible on the
other issues. In a negotiation over a merger, for example, the ques-
tion of who fills which positions in the combined entity is often
left to the end. That way, both sides can more fully appreciate the
benefits of the combination before grappling with the very difficult
issue of control. Here again, early negotiations over the agenda
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can help to build momentum and prevent barriers from sabotag-
ing the entire process.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION: SETTING THE AGENDA

• How did the agenda get defined?

• Who had the most influence in defining the agenda, 
and how did they influence it?

• Could you have added issues in order to expand
opportunities for mutually beneficial trades?

• Could issues have been deferred or excluded to eliminate
barriers to agreement? 

Framing and Reframing

Framing is defining the problem to be solved and the set of poten-
tial solutions in a favorable way, by means of argument, analogy,
and metaphor.3 Skillful framing resonates with the target audience,
evoking images and emotional reactions that influence the behav-
ior of your counterparts, constituents, and other influential parties.
Efforts to frame (or reframe) often consist of coordinated actions
both at the negotiating table (by means of argument) and away
from the table (such as through use of the media).

Negotiators often compete in a frame game—attempting to
define the dominant frame for the negotiation, not only to per-
suade each other but also to influence the perceptions of other in-
fluential parties. Consider, for example, the efforts of a coalition
of U.S. pharmaceutical, software, and entertainment companies
in the early 1990s to win stronger protection for their intellectual
property.4 These companies were losing billions of dollars annu-
ally because of copying of drugs, computer programs, videos, and
CDs in China, India, and other countries. Although copying was
legal in those countries, the coalition undertook a campaign to
label it as intellectual piracy, thus invoking powerful images of
plunder and illegitimacy. The developing countries tried to frame
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the situation in terms of fairness, arguing that control of technol-
ogy was a new form of colonialism. But the piracy framing stuck
because it resonated with such key audiences as the U.S. Con-
gress, the administration, and the press, and it strengthened ef-
forts to build a supportive coalition in the United States, Japan,
and Europe. The net result was agreement at the 1994 Uruguay
Round of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade negotia-
tions on a sweeping new set of global rules protecting intellectual
property.

Framing is a particularly potent tool when your counterparts
haven’t yet decided what is at stake or fully developed their posi-
tions. By providing a compelling frame of reference that defines
the problem (such as piracy) and a set of criteria for distinguish-
ing good outcomes from bad, skilled negotiators can gain ad-
vantage at the start. Framing tactics work because (1) people’s
assessments of what is at stake tend to crystallize only when they
confront the need to make choices, and (2) the conceptual frame-
works, or mental models, that people employ to make sense of a
situation depend on how that situation is presented to them.5 As
the intellectual piracy example illustrates, the art of framing is a
matter of defining the problem and the options in ways that tap
into particular preconceived beliefs and attitudes, elevating the
importance of some interests and leaving others dormant.

Reframing is necessary when the existing frame has become
a barrier to agreement.6 Claire’s diagnosis of the situation suggests
that Eric has framed their negotiation in purely value-claiming,
win-lose terms. He is not open to creative solutions or joint prob-
lem solving. He probably thinks he holds all the cards, which is
why he is taking such a hard line. But she has pinpointed several
promising opportunities for joint value creation. What can Claire
do to reframe Eric’s view of the problem and the options? As a
start, she can try to convince him that no agreement is possible
if he continues to approach the negotiation in this way.

Persuasive arguments are sometimes enough to accomplish this.
What is the best argument Claire can make to convince Eric that
BargainMart’s standard clause can’t be the basis for agreement? It
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would probably be most effective to point out the external con-
straints she faces. She could say to Eric, “If you insist on this clause,
it won’t be possible to go forward with the project. I won’t be able
to get financing, and I won’t be able to convince satellite stores to
sign on. I personally don’t care that much about the provisions on
use, transfer, and subletting. But we have to address the concerns
of the bank and other potential tenants in order to move things
forward.”

If argument alone is not enough, Claire can leverage her
BATNA-altering efforts to reframe the proceedings. Claire might
tell Eric straightforwardly that she has extended her option on the
land and begun discussions with ValueShops, putting him on no-
tice that she has an alternative to dealing with him.

Once Eric is “unfrozen,” she can work to plant a new concep-
tual structure in his head. For instance, she could prompt him with
a suggestive model for joint gains that illustrates how differences
in interests can create value: “I understand that you need some flex-
ibility to alter your business to respond to changing conditions, but
I can’t give you unlimited flexibility. Also, I’m concerned about the
short term, while you seem to want long-term flexibility. Perhaps
we can reach a compromise that gives you more flexibility later on.”

Finally, successful reframing often calls for helping your coun-
terparts find face-saving ways to back away from their positions
gracefully. Claire could say to Eric, “I understand BargainMart has
a policy on these issues, and you’re obligated to uphold it. But sure-
ly there have been other special situations in which you’ve made
exceptions. We’re a young company and don’t have the same bar-
gaining power with banks and satellites that larger developers do.
Perhaps you could confer internally on this.”

PRACTICAL APPLICATION: FRAMING AND REFRAMING

• How did the problem and the options get framed?

• Who was most influential in establishing the dominant
frame, and how did they go about it?
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• Did you overlook opportunities to reframe the game?
What might you have done differently?

Controlling Information

Power flows to those who control other parties’ access to infor-
mation.7 Information control techniques are especially potent
when you have private access to valuable information (which
makes sharing versus withholding it a key decision) and when ne-
gotiations involve multiple parties and interlocking levels of deci-
sion making (which makes who to share it with, and when, highly
significant). Consider, for example, Claire’s linked negotiations
with ValueShops and BargainMart. Neither knows that she plans
to conduct these negotiations in parallel, so Claire has an infor-
mational advantage: she knows something important that the other
players don’t. When and how should she reveal this information,
given that it is clearly in her interest to do so at some point?

Suppose she could start over and decided to negotiate first with
ValueShops. Should she reveal that she planned to negotiate with
BargainMart too? Not right away, because she would want Value-
Shops to feel invested in these negotiations and hence to make an
attractive offer (which she can then shop to BargainMart). If Val-
ueShops asked, she could have truthfully answered that she ap-
proached them first and that her next steps would depend on how
things go in their discussions; the specter of BargainMart need not
have been raised explicitly at this point.

Now suppose that her initial discussions with ValueShops went
well. Should she proceed to negotiate a detailed agreement with
ValueShops? Probably not. Instead, she might say she that had
some thinking to do and open up dialogue with BargainMart.
Should she then reveal to BargainMart that she had been talk-
ing to ValueShops? Yes—but she should frame her message with
care. She could say, truthfully, that she had had some initial dis-
cussions with ValueShops, but that they had not reached the point
of serious negotiation. She could also reveal her preference for a
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deal with BargainMart and work at launching serious negotiations
with them, while making clear that she planned to continue her
discussions with ValueShops. If things went well with Bargain-
Mart, she might solicit a detailed offer. But if progress bogged
down, she could return to ValueShops and let BargainMart know
that she was doing so. Once she had an offer from BargainMart,
she could communicate it to ValueShops to see if she could get
substantially better terms, and so on. In this way, Claire could use
her position as a bridge between linked negotiations to shape the
perceptions of other players.

Broadly speaking, information control relies on several types
of techniques:

• Sharing information selectively. As Claire has demonstrated,
privately held information and analysis can be employed as a tool
to shape the beliefs and attitudes of other parties. This type of in-
formation control is a matter of “withholding information, releas-
ing information at pre-determined times, releasing information in
juxtaposition with other information that may influence percep-
tions, . . . [and] communicating information to selected audiences.”8

• Influencing patterns of communication. Another form of in-
formation control consists of encouraging or discouraging com-
munication among other parties to the negotiation. Convening
potential allies—such as, in Claire’s case, a group of prospective
satellite tenants—can have a potent effect on coalition building.
Although not the case in Claire’s situation, it is sometimes also pos-
sible to disrupt potential opponents’ efforts to communicate and
organize.

• Drafting agreements. The question of who will draft agree-
ments provides another opportunity for information control. If
Claire can convince Eric to let her draft the first comprehensive
written proposal, she will gain some control over how key provi-
sions are phrased. As one experienced corporate deal maker put
it, “We always do the drafting, partly because we think we are bet-
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ter at it. These are very complex deals, and your ability to do the
drafting gives you an advantage.”

Efforts to control who gets access to what information often go
hand in glove with decisions about issue sequencing, or the order
in which issues get negotiated. Issue sequencing can have a pow-
erful impact on your ability to create and claim value. In multiparty
situations, furthermore, the sequence in which issues get negoti-
ated can influence the formation of coalitions. By focusing on an
issue that divides potential opponents early on, you can sometimes
forestall formation of a blocking coalition; and opening with an
issue on which you and potential allies agree may help to seal a win-
ning coalition and build momentum.9

Consider Claire’s linked negotiations with BargainMart and
with potential satellite tenants. It would probably make sense for
her to try to get some good satellites on board before talking to Bar-
gainMart. She could then reveal to Eric that she has provisional
agreements, thus influencing his perceptions of the attractiveness
of the deal. But should she negotiate a full set of terms with the
satellites before negotiating with BargainMart? Probably not, be-
cause the satellites would press for more attractive terms if they
knew she had not yet signed BargainMart. Instead, she might ne-
gotiate over the basic outlines of an agreement with key satellites,
then do a deal with BargainMart, and finally return to negotiate
the details with the satellites—an example of bootstrapping.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION: CONTROLLING INFORMATION

• Did you have (or could you have had) access to important
information that other parties lacked?

• Would it have been more advantageous to share that
information or to withhold it?

• When was the best time to reveal what pieces of
information?
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• Could you have advantageously promoted or impeded
communication among other parties?

• Could you have exerted more control over the drafting of
agreements?

• How might information control have been synchronized
with issue sequencing?

Forcing Action or Buying Time

Deadlines and other forms of time pressure can effectively build
momentum toward agreement.10 Claire is facing a serious action-
forcing event: she has to do the deal before her option on the land
runs out. Meanwhile, though, she may be able to engineer her own
action-forcing events to induce Eric to make hard choices.

Linkages among negotiations offer one way for Claire to cre-
ate time pressure. Suppose she gets ValueShops to make an at-
tractive offer and then communicates it to Eric. Claire may then
be able to propose an exploding offer: a take-it-or-leave-it pack-
age linked to a deadline for acceptance or rejection. In response,
Eric could feel compelled to make a concession. Action-forcing
events play a role in internal decision-making processes as well. If
Eric is facing internal resistance to relaxing company policy,
Claire’s efforts to force action by negotiating with ValueShops may
actually help Eric to move things forward. In this and other ways,
negotiators explicitly or implicitly collude to build momentum.

Similarly, the need to complete one set of negotiations before
undertaking another (sequential linkage) can be used either to
stimulate action or to excuse delay. Success in driving the first set
of negotiations to completion may stimulate action in the follow-
on set. Similarly, delaying completion of one set of negotiations
may effectively delay the second set of negotiations.

Negotiators frequently use delay to buy time for their alter-
natives to improve, or for others’ interests to shift. When an action-
forcing event is disadvantageous, you should look for ways to relax
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its hold over you. If Claire can extend her option on the land, for
instance, she will gain time to make other structure-shaping moves.
Of course, your counterpart may try to prevent such moves. Eric
could try to wriggle out of Claire’s exploding offer, for example, by
accepting it “provisionally” and asserting that he has concerns he
has to raise with higher-ups, attempting to use a ratification tactic.

Action-forcing events need not be deadlines. Simply calling a
meeting or scheduling the right telephone call can sometimes
serve to force action.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION: FORCING OR DELAYING

ACTION

• What forced action to occur? How were the parties
(including you) induced to make the hard choices
necessary to reach agreement? 

• Who was more effective at shaping the pace of the
process, you or your counterparts?

• Could you have used action-forcing events to build
momentum?

• If you were subject to time pressure, could you have
relaxed its impact on you?

Developing a Sequencing Plan

Claire has already begun to develop a sequencing plan that moves
the process in desired directions, as we saw in our discussion of her
dealings with ValueShops and BargainMart.11 Now she is ready to
flesh out her sequencing plan in more detail, working out the se-
ries of moves she will make to create momentum in the linked sys-
tem of negotiations.

Her first move (M1—that is,Move 1—in the figure on page 68)
should clearly be to buy more time by negotiating to extend the op-
tion on the land. Making this a top priority is in keeping with a
basic rule of thumb for sequencing: seek to relax your most binding
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constraints early on. If you can’t do that, you may not have the time
or resources to work through the rest of your plan. If Claire can get
an additional six months, life gets a lot easier.

Her next move should be to talk to local government about
building the infrastructure to support the mall, such as roads and
utilities. She might also explore whether she can get a tax break.
It’s important for Claire to talk to the municipality before she 
goes too far down the road with the project. Key officials must be-
lieve that the community has something at stake in making the
project work and not be presented with a fait accompli. If Claire
already had all the details wrapped up and agreements signed with
BargainMart and the satellites, the town would know she was ir-
reversibly committed and would have no incentive to make con-
cessions. This is an example of another sequencing principle: nail
down agreements with parties who have a strong stake in the outcome
early, before you are committed to going forward regardless.

Her third move is to talk to the bank and other possible sources
of financing. The agenda here is not just to see if the bank will loos-
en its requirements, but also to clarify precisely what those re-
quirements are. This move embodies another general sequencing
rule: seek to solidify advantageous external constraints, and then lever-
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age those constraints in linked negotiations. If Claire can go to Eric
with an iron-clad set of conditions from the bank, she will be well
situated to get him to back away from his position or to help her
come up with a creative option.

Her fourth move is to begin to build a coalition of satellites by
launching exploratory negotiations with them. Here too, se-
quencing matters. Claire should think carefully about the order in
which to approach potential allies, keeping in mind another prin-
ciple of sequencing: once you have the right initial ally or allies, it is
easier to recruit others. She should begin by thinking through who
defers to whom on a given set of issues—or, to put it another way,
who is likely to be swayed by whose endorsement?

This kind of sequencing transforms uncommitted parties’ per-
ceptions of their BATNAs. Initially, their options are twofold: to
join your coalition or not. Once you have assembled a critical mass
of support, they face quite a different choice: to join the coalition
or be left behind. This is the critical mass principle at work: as your
likelihood of prevailing grows, recruiting becomes increasingly
easy. Claire might decide to approach a highly respected satellite
first and then leverage its support. Alternatively, she might choose
to recruit a few very good satellites first, to create a bandwagon ef-
fect, and only then approach the tougher-to-recruit ones.

Then, with a better grasp of her constraints and resources, she
will be in a stronger position to open up dialogue with ValueShops
(M5). And not until this point would she go to the table to negoti-
ate with Eric (M6). As we have seen, Claire can potentially gain lev-
erage by sequencing back and forth between these competitively
linked negotiations. This strategy illustrates yet another sequenc-
ing principle: preserve your options in competitively linked negotia-
tions as long as possible. Eventually, Claire will have to do a deal with
BargainMart or ValueShops, so at some point she will have to break
off one of these negotiations. But if she does so too early, she leaves
herself in a more vulnerable position, like the one she got into by
negotiating only with BargainMart in the first place.

This is not the only feasible sequence of moves open to Claire,
but it’s a good initial plan. Naturally, Claire should keep in mind
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that other players will also try to shape the game, and she should
be prepared to respond to events flexibly. The first mover has an
important advantage, so it’s well worth the effort to try to antici-
pate others’ moves and get there first. At the same time, you should
try to forestall reactive coalition building. If other parties are alarmed
by your coalition-building moves, you may provoke formation of
a blocking coalition.

You should also be prepared to respond to your counterparts’
efforts to use sequencing to undermine your position in linked ne-
gotiations. For example, Eric may be negotiating over another site,
elsewhere in the area, without Claire’s knowledge. He could even
be dragging out his negotiations with her to prevent her from
doing a deal with someone else until he completes the other ne-
gotiations.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION: DEVELOPING A SEQUENCING

PLAN

• How effective were you at planning a sequence of moves
that advanced the process in favorable directions?

• Could you have exploited patterns of deference?

• Were there opportunities to sequence in building
coalitions?

• What might you do differently the next time?

CHANGING THE GAME

At the beginning of the chapter, Claire appeared to be disadvan-
taged by her own initial missteps. But if she implements the cor-
rective plan she has developed, she will be in a much stronger
position. Claire will have leveled the playing field by purposefully
shaping the structure—by changing the players, altering BATNAs,
setting the agenda, reframing Eric’s view of the process, control-
ling the flow of information, forcing and deferring action, and de-
veloping a promising sequencing plan.
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Now that you are familiar with shaping the structure of a ne-
gotiation, we will take a close look at the next core task: managing
the process of interacting with your counterparts across the table.
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3
Managing the Process

Van Bolton, Global Corporation’s new CEO, had expected
things to go quite differently. Bolton had recently announced Glob-
al Airways’ intent to acquire Regional Air, a small East Coast car-
rier, for $100 million in cash. To his surprise, the resulting bitter
dispute with Global’s pilots’ union had already cost Global over
$70 million in lost revenues and saddled the union with a $10 mil-
lion fine that threatened to bankrupt it.

Bolton had expected a more favorable reaction from the pi-
lots’ union, in that the takeover would boost traffic on Global’s
East Coast routes, thus preserving jobs. It would also expand the
union’s membership base. The company’s eighty-five hundred pi-
lots were represented by the Airline Pilots’ Union (APU), an in-
house union. Regional Air’s three hundred pilots belonged to the
rival International Pilots’ Society (IPS), the far larger union that
represented pilots at most other U.S. airlines. Now they would be-
come members of the APU.

Even before the acquisition, Global’s relations with its pilots
had been badly strained. Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, Bolton’s
predecessor had sought to reduce labor costs sharply. During a down-
turn, the former CEO had successfully imposed a two-tier wage 
system that sharply lowered the pay of newly hired pilots and pro-
voked rifts within the union. Later, he had furloughed over six hun-
dred pilots for two years, costing them both lost wages and service
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time for calculating pensions and other benefits. This history of
conflict had radicalized Global’s pilots, and the union leaders who
came to power in the mid-1990s had campaigned on a platform of
“no more givebacks.” Bolton had been CEO for less than a year,
but he had been with Global for close to twenty years. He had a
reputation for toughness and attention to detail. The pilots under-
standably viewed him and his management team with distrust.

When Bolton announced the Regional Air acquisition, union
president Stuart Adams, a former air force fighter pilot and ag-
gressive defender of union rights, fired off a letter of protest, de-
manding a meeting to discuss how the smaller airline would be
integrated into Global. The APU leader feared that Global would
operate Regional as a separate low-cost carrier, using lower-paid
pilots. But Bolton pushed the deal through without reaching agree-
ment with Adams over how to merge Regional into the larger com-
pany. Adams’s second letter of protest, distributed to the union’s
membership, asserted that management’s handling of the acqui-
sition was in violation of the collective bargaining agreement’s
stipulation that “all flying done for Global must be done by Global
pilots” and demanded full and immediate integration of Regional.
Bolton shot back, “During our last round of negotiations, APU
never proposed that we abandon the established practice of main-
taining an acquired carrier as a separate entity while a transition
agreement is negotiated, a practice that has taken place at Global
and is common in the industry.”

Adams pointed out that “a senior Regional captain flying a 
150-seat MD-80 earns less than a Global captain flying a 55-seat
regional jet. That would be a terrible precedent, to allow that to
continue.” Global captains earned $150,000, Regional pilots rough-
ly half of that. Invoking the earlier negotiations that had produced
the two-tier wage structure, Adams expressed alarm “that the Re-
gional Air acquisition could well represent another effort by man-
agement to establish a two-tier wage scale at Global Airlines.”

Adams demanded that Regional pilots start at the bottom of
the APU seniority list but receive immediate raises to match
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Global’s wage scales. The additional cost to Global was estimated
at $50 million. A spokesman for the Regional pilots protested,
“We should not have all our years of service ripped away from us.
Many of us are in the last years of our career here, and we should-
n’t be treated as new hires.”

Knowledgeable observers pointed out that the dispute actually
had little to do with Global’s acquisition of Regional. The real is-
sues appeared to be the integrity of the APU contract and Global’s
strategy in a consolidating industry. One senior Global executive
was on record as having said, “It’s about control. The pilots want
to be right there in the decision of whether we buy another com-
pany or not.”

Global’s pilots were prohibited by federal labor law from strik-
ing over the Regional Air dispute. But soon after the acquisition
was announced, the pilots refused to work overtime and began call-
ing in sick. At the peak of the ensuing ten-day sick-out, Global
cancelled over 50 percent of its flights. The cost to the airline was
estimated at over $70 million. Global’s management immediately
sought an injunction in U.S. district court. The judge issued a tem-
porary restraining order to end the sick-out, comparing the pilots’
response to “killing a gnat with a sledgehammer.” But the union
refused to back down.

On the eighth day of the sick-out, the court found the union
in contempt and imposed a $5 million fine. The sick-out ended,
but the dispute remained unresolved. The judge then ordered the
APU to pay Global $10 million in damages, more than the union’s
total assets. Adams and other union officers were also found per-
sonally liable. The union appealed unsuccessfully.

If the APU was forced to pay, Bolton knew, it would bankrupt
the union. Destruction of the in-house union could, in turn, trig-
ger a move by Global’s pilots to the industry-wide International
Pilots’ Society (IPS), increasing the larger union’s clout. This was
not a desirable outcome. Meanwhile, Bolton understood, dissatis-
faction with APU leadership was growing within the union, es-
pecially among more radical pilots who saw no reason to end the
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sick-out. Adams could be difficult, but Bolton preferred dealing
with him to the probable alternatives.

Further complicating matters, Global was facing other issues
in its negotiations with the APU. The pilots’ contract was due to
expire in a year, and the union was pressing management for a 
stipulation that its members fly all jets with more than fifty seats,
including those increasingly being flown by Global Focus, the
company’s lower-cost commuter subsidiary, which was not union-
ized. (Both Global Airways and Global Focus were wholly owned
subsidiaries of Global Corporation.)

How should Global’s CEO Bolton approach negotiations with
the APU’s President Adams over the integration of Regional Air?

DIAGNOSING THE SITUATION

First, take a few minutes to apply some of the principles you have
already encountered to this negotiation. Examine the situation
with Global’s interests in mind, but devote equal attention to an-
alyzing the union’s point of view, interests, and circumstances.

Begin by sketching out the parties and linked system of ne-
gotiations, answering the following questions:

1. Have past negotiations between the company and the union
created important precedents? Are the current negotiations
being carried out in the shadow of future ones? Are concur-
rent sets of negotiations linked?

2. Give some thought to negotiations within the company and
the union. What are the key dynamics there? What barriers
and opportunities do they present?
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3. Think about the rules of the game. What sets of rules influ-
ence these negotiations? How might Bolton use the rules to
his advantage?

4. Define the issues. What are the existing and potential issues
in the dispute between Global and the APU? How might 
issues be linked or delinked?

5. Assess each party’s interests and BATNA. What do the
managers and union leaders really care about, and what are
their alternatives in the event of no agreement?

6. Think about potential bases for agreement. How might
Bolton and Adams bridge key differences? What might 
a potential deal look like?

7. Based on this assessment, what are the key barriers and 
opportunities facing Bolton?

SHAPING THE STRUCTURE
Think about how Bolton could shape the structure of the negoti-
ation. Should he try to bring in other parties, such as a federal me-
diator? If so, who, how, and when? Should he try to broaden the
originally agreed agenda, perhaps by proposing to Adams that they
link the Regional acquisition to the issue of who will fly Regional
jets? Or should he try to narrow the agenda? How should he try to
frame the situation? With whom should he meet, and in what se-
quence? Take a few minutes to fill out the following table.
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MANAGING THE PROCESS

The next task before going to the negotiating table is to think
through how Bolton should manage the face-to-face negotiations.
Managing the process is the third major element of the break-
through negotiation framework. Whoever controls the process
powerfully influences the substance and outcomes of negotiations.
This is especially true in complex situations that allow one to take
advantage of the fog of negotiation—that is, the atmosphere of
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complexity, ambiguity, and uncertainty that characterizes most
real-world negotiations.

Managing the at-the-table process requires, first and foremost,
understanding the core dynamics of the negotiation process. To
fully understand a process as complex as the negotiation that Tay-
lor and Adams are engaged in, we have to examine it from several
complementary points of view. First, it helps to recognize the se-
quence of stages through which this negotiation proceeds. It is 
also productive to deepen this macro-look with a more micro-
examination of the turbulent minute-by-minute interactions
among the participants. At the same time, we can benefit from an
attentive look at the evolution of the negotiators’ internal men-
tal states as the process proceeds. These perspectives represent pro-
gressive levels of resolution. We have chosen to call them the
macro-flow lens, the micro-interaction lens, and the mental pro-
cess lens. Each lens provides a distinct perspective on an impor-
tant dimension of negotiation. Together, they provide negotiators
with the complete view of negotiation dynamics necessary to ef-
fectively manage the process.

The Macro-Flow Lens

As William Zartman and Maureen Berman pointed out, virtually
any negotiation—whether it involves dispute resolution or deal
making—passes through distinct phases as it progresses from ini-
tiation to agreement or impasse.1 During the diagnostic phase, ne-
gotiators evaluate the circumstances and opportunity and decide
whether to go to the table. This is the juncture that Bolton and
Adams are at right now. If they decide to negotiate, they will move
on to the formula stage and begin to grope for the basic framework,
or formula, for a deal. If they find a promising formula, they will
move on to the detailed-bargaining stage and shift to hard bar-
gaining over details. If agreement eludes them, they may cycle
back and search for a better formula. Or they may break off nego-
tiations, triggering a new round of escalation in their dispute. The
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characteristic features of each phase are summarized in the table
at the bottom of the page.

Tailoring Your Posture to the Phase. Different phases call for
different negotiating postures. The diagnostic phase is the time to
establish (or repair) relationships. Van Bolton would be well ad-
vised to work on Global’s relationship with the union by involv-
ing third parties or carefully crafting his negotiating team or by
reaching out personally to the union’s leaders.

The formula phase is the time to cast a wide net in pursuit of
ways to create value and bridge differences. If he gets to the table
with Adams, Bolton should use his analysis of potential agree-
ments to put forward a promising formula, perhaps broadening the
agenda to permit more trades to be made.

The detailed-bargaining phase is the time to hammer out the
minutiae—calling for persistence, a steady eye on the goal, and a
strong stomach. Whatever relationship capital you can amass in
the diagnostic and formula phases will be spent when the going
gets tough in the detailed-bargaining phase.

Matching People to the Phase. Different phases of negotiation
often involve different people. When should Van Bolton get per-
sonally involved, and when should he put the negotiations in the
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hands of subordinates? In merger and acquisition negotiations, the
CEOs of the buyer and seller organizations typically meet at the
start to agree that a deal makes sense and again at the end to make
final concessions and bless the deal. In between their bookend ap-
pearances, subordinates and investment bankers work out the basic
formula while lawyers hammer out tax and warranty considera-
tions and draft the agreement. Similarly, diplomats hammer out
the details of agreements initiated and concluded by national lead-
ers. Bolton should probably plan to meet with Stuart Adams to
launch the process, set the agenda, and agree on goals and ground
rules. Most of the hard bargaining will be delegated to knowledg-
eable subordinates, and Bolton and Adams can reconvene at the
end to seal the deal.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION: IDENTIFYING THE STAGES

Think about the various types of negotiations you engage in:

• What stages do they usually go through? 

• What are the characteristic challenges of each stage?

• How do you alter your approach from one stage to the
next?

• Who is usually involved at each stage, and what roles do
they play?

The Micro-Interaction Lens

Viewed through the macro-flow lens, negotiations can seem to 
flow smoothly from phase to phase. We may occasionally wish this 
were the whole story, but if it were, negotiation would be a less
compelling pursuit. Viewed at a higher level of resolution, we can 
see that negotiations consist of a complex sequence of micro-
interactions as the parties share information, table offers, and make
concessions. These micro-interactions are profoundly nonlinear
in nature, and small actions may have disproportionate impacts.2
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Suppose Van Bolton makes Adams a specific offer to end the
dispute. Will his offer provoke (1) clarifying questions, (2) a con-
cession by the union, or (3) outrage and a breakdown in the talks?
It depends on the two men’s relationship, the prior history of 
the process, the stakes, and the offer’s content and formulation.
Adams’s response is not fully predictable, but Bolton can exercise
some control over it by building rapport with Adams, laying the
groundwork for his arguments, and framing the offer. Adams in
turn enjoys some control over his response: he may decide to sup-
press his annoyance, for instance, or fake outrage. But forces be-
yond his control, such as his own emotions or internal politics
within the union, may constrict his ability to manage the process.

To grasp how this micro-oriented take on the process comple-
ments the macro-oriented overview, think about the flow of a river.
We can predict fairly accurately how much water will flow from
one point to another over a long period, but flow on a given day is
much harder to predict. From a distance, the river appears smooth-
flowing, but up close even the gentlest stream reveals eddies and
whirlpools. Both perspectives accurately describe the river, and
the macro-flow and micro-interaction views both illuminate the
dynamics of negotiation.

Although unquestionably challenging to manage, order is ap-
parent in the seeming chaos of micro-interactions among nego-
tiators. Specifically, negotiations exhibit characteristic nonlinear
patterns that can be shaped if the negotiator is aware of them and
prepared to exploit them. Each of these micro-level dynamics can
contribute to the creation of either vicious and virtuous cycles.

Sensitivity to Early Interactions. How a negotiation begins tinges
everything thereafter. Initial impressions, based on limited infor-
mation, persist and are resistant to change, and no relationship
buffer exists yet to smooth over early rough spots. If Bolton builds
mutual respect and rapport with Adams up front, the likelihood
of agreement increases; by the same token, bad blood at the start
can poison all that follows. Similarly, promptly taking charge of
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the agenda and shaping the other side’s views of what is at stake
makes it easier to create and claim value later.

Negotiating representatives should therefore be chosen with
great care, because human chemistry and sensitivity to social norms
matter. Every negotiation should be thought of as a casting call.
What kind of person would best manage this relationship? Demon-
strations of sensitivity to cultural and social norms can powerfully
affect initial impressions. If the union has a history of poor rela-
tionships with the vice president of labor relations, for example,
Bolton might be well advised to lead early interactions himself,
rather than reinforce a nonproductive dynamic.

Irreversibilities. Negotiators often walk through doors that lock
behind them. Once a conflict has begun to fester, as in the Global-
APU case, attitudes harden. And once you have made a conces-
sion, attempts to take it back may poison relationships and damage
your reputation. Actions that undermine trust are particularly
likely to provoke irreversible changes in peoples’ attitudes toward
each other. As the old adage puts it, “Once bitten, twice shy.”

Irreversibility has its uses, though. If Global can persuade the
union to make a small commitment to flexibility, such as about the
timing of integrating Regional, it may be possible to leverage it
into a more substantial commitment. This is an example of the
strategy of entanglement—moving people through a series of small,
irreversible commitments to do something they wouldn’t have
done in a single leap.3

Tipping Points. When a negotiation reaches a threshold, or “tip-
ping point,” even small, incremental moves result in very large
shifts.4 In escalating conflicts like this one, seemingly minor provo-
cations may trigger a downhill slide into all-out war. If two nations
are close to war, for example, even a small skirmish can trigger a
broader conflict. At the same time, negotiators sometimes reach
thresholds where incremental effort moves their relationship into
a new, much more positive dynamic.
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Bolton needs to recognize the approach of tipping points be-
yond which new sets of rules will apply. Has the other side been
pushed to the point where they will no longer react rationally to
threats or inducements? Are they close to feeling forced to adopt
desperate means? Is it time to call for a break to let things cool off?
Such strategies for pulling back from such thresholds belong in
every negotiator’s toolbox. So does awareness of your own emo-
tional thresholds and coping mechanisms to avoid being pushed
over the edge. Bolton should be very careful when raising issues
that are hot buttons for the other side, such as “making the pilots
whole” for the lost time during furlough or the question of who
will fly Global’s growing fleet of small regional jets.

Vicious and Virtuous Cycles. Once a pattern of interaction gets
established, it readily becomes self-reinforcing. The result may be
either a virtuous cycle that builds momentum toward a desirable
outcome or a vicious cycle that spirals into breakdown. If Adams
feels threatened, he may adopt defensive tactics that trigger sim-
ilar responses from Bolton. On the other hand, a productive work-
ing relationship can function as a psychological buffer during the
inevitable tough times.

It is instructive to approach micro-interactions with an eye to
creating virtuous cycles—positive feedback loops that move the
process in promising directions—and avoiding vicious cycles. Are
Bolton’s actions contributing to building momentum toward or
away from agreement? How can he prevent undesirable momen-
tum? How can he get Adams headed in the direction he wants? It
is far easier to prevent negative feedback loops than to break them
once they get established.

Path Dependence. The specific path or sequence that negotia-
tors choose matters a great deal. This point pertains to both the
starting point you choose (sensitivity to early interactions) and 
irreversibility (once you have started down a path, you can’t go
back). Some paths build momentum and create virtuous cycles.
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Effective preparation on the part of all sides, for  example, con-
tributes to mutual confidence, which promotes judicious infor-
mation sharing. Other paths undermine progress and initiate
vicious cycles. Poor preparation on the part of any participants cre-
ates a sense of vulnerability that may lead to defensiveness and
compensatory toughness. This is likely to provoke matching re-
sponses from counterparts, impeding communication and rein-
forcing positional bargaining.

A negotiator should therefore develop a sequencing plan, de-
tailing in what order to talk to others and the sequence in which
issues will be raised. A central sequencing question for Bolton is
whether to seek federal mediation early, and hence appear con-
ciliatory to outside audiences, or wait to see what happens in ini-
tial negotiations with the union.

Even the most skilled negotiator’s ability to influence the course
of events has limits. But you need to hone the ability to recognize
and use nonlinearities to build momentum in desired directions
by, for example, establishing a constructive tone early, encourag-
ing incremental moves in productive directions, and engineering
action-forcing events.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION: MANAGING

MICRO-INTERACTIONS

Think about a recent negotiation that didn’t go well:

• Did your actions contribute to the creation of vicious
cycles?

• Did early interactions have a big impact?

• Were irreversibilities a factor?

• In retrospect, did thresholds get crossed that you should
have pulled back from?

• If you had it to do over, would you choose a different
sequence of actions?
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The Mental Process Lens

Finally, the negotiators themselves will unavoidably leave their im-
prints on the negotiation. What goes on inside their heads—their
mental models, motivational drives, aspirations, and emotions—is
likely to shape the proceedings and the outcome, often in a decisive
way. It is worthwhile to look closely at how negotiators’ mental
processes evolve in parallel with the flow of events and interactions.
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Mental Models. Like all of us, negotiators perceive new ex-
periences using established interpretive frameworks, or mental
models.5 Mental models mediate between our observations and 
experiences and our interpretation of them, enabling us to make
sense of a novel situation. They embody our beliefs about cause
and effect, others’ intentions, and the lessons of history.6 How are
Adams’s and Bolton’s mental models likely to differ? What for-
mative experiences have shaped their perceptions of what is and
isn’t desirable? How are they likely to view each other and make
attributions about each other’s intentions? What implications do
these differences have for their negotiation?

Without mental models, we would have to figure out every new
situation from scratch. But embedded mental models also pro-
mote rigidity and block learning in new situations. What will hap-
pen, for example, if Bolton and Adams consistently approach
their negotiation with zero-sum mind-sets? The frameworks that
negotiators use to interpret reality are often so deeply embedded
in their psyches that they are unaware of their biases. As a result,
they may overlook information that is inconsistent with cher-
ished truths—a process known as selective perception. Conversely, 
people tend to seek evidence that confirms their biases: if union
members expect hostility from management, they may devalue
conciliatory gestures as tricks or traps—a bias known as reactive
devaluation.7 Suppose Bolton offers a concession on making the
furloughed pilots whole. Will the pilots see it as conciliatory or a
sign of weakness?

Motivational Drives. Negotiators are often driven by inner psy-
chological needs or motivational drives. Because Bolton is a new
CEO, still operating in the shadow of his predecessor, he may feel
he can’t afford a reputation for weakness toward unions. And what
about Adams? How deeply does he care about maintaining con-
trol of the union? About winning the engagement with Bolton?
When assessing your counterparts’ motivational drives (and your
own), you should think in terms of the following motivations. All
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are likely to be present to some degree, but which are dominant?
What are the implications for how you need to manage the process?

Maintaining control: In order to feel competent, do they
need to feel in control of the process and not controlled
by others?

Exercising power: Do they need to “win” or to dominate
their counterparts, and perhaps to demonstrate to others
that they are doing so? 

Preserving reputation: Are they preoccupied with
maintaining a reputation as effective (perhaps “tough”)
negotiators?

Being consistent: Do they care about maintaining
consistency (or appearing to) with prior commitments or
statements of principle?8

Maintaining relationships: Do they care about preserving
relationships and being liked?

Bolton and Adams both appear to have high needs for power,
so we shouldn’t be surprised if they become embroiled in an es-
calating quest for dominance. Alternatively, though, if one of them
taps into the other’s motivational drives, it can prove to be a po-
tent source of advantage. Getting a potential ally with a high need
for consistency to make a public commitment of support, for ex-
ample, may create a potent block to backsliding. Offering a coun-
terpart who is protective of his reputation a face-saving way 
to back down can help avoid impasse. Can Bolton help Adams to
back away gracefully from his demand for immediate integration
of Regional into Global and to save face? What would represent a
“win” for Adams?

Aspirations. Negotiators approach the table with goals in mind.
These aspirations typically take two forms: “red lines” that can’t
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be crossed without creating psychological havoc, and outcomes
that would generate delight. What are Bolton’s red lines in this
dispute? What are Adams’s?

Because our minds tend to operate in relative rather than ab-
solute terms, the process of setting goals is inherently subjective.
Negotiators often measure success in terms of an initial reference
point: Will I experience a gain or a loss relative to where I am to-
day? Most people fight harder to avoid loss than they do to cap-
ture an equivalent gain. So Bolton should try to figure out what
reference points Adams uses in setting goals. What is Adams try-
ing to achieve? Is he really seeking immediate integration of Re-
gional Air into Global, or would some incremental process be
acceptable? Pinpointing how Adams sets goals will also equip
Bolton to shape Adams’s reference points, perhaps by means of an-
choring tactics or threats.9

The solidity of the other side’s commitment to its goals mat-
ters too. Negotiators who set their sights high tend to do better
than those with lower aspirations.10 However, unrealistic expec-
tations function as a barrier to agreement. Negotiators who com-
mit to specific goals sometimes pursue them doggedly long after 
it has become clear that their objectives are unrealistic. If Adams
promises his constituents never to compromise, he may find him-
self in a box of his own making. If no agreement results when a mu-
tually beneficial agreement was possible, the negotiators may have
fallen prey to overcommitment.

The main antidotes to overcommitment are skillful learning,
flexibility, and the capacity to craft face-saving compromises. Is
there a formula that would allow the parties to back away from this
dispute gracefully? As we have seen, you can’t hope to have full
information at the outset; you must learn and unlearn at the table.
As you learn about the bargaining range and others’ interests, you
can adjust your aspirations accordingly.

But there’s no escaping the fundamental tension between com-
mitment and flexibility. This tension arises because both sides try
to shape their counterparts’ perceptions in such a way as to deflate
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their aspirations. Techniques like anchoring are explicitly designed
to shape perceptions of the bargaining range. This means that
learning and goal setting take place under conditions of adver-
sity and uncertainty. Do I have to accept less than I aspire to, or has
my counterpart successfully shaped my perceptions? Am I com-
mitted or overcommitted?

Emotions. Emotions, real and feigned, enter into most negoti-
ations. A timely display of anger, for example, can demonstrate 
resolve so long as it is employed infrequently. At the same time,
escalating disagreements and the emotions they engender can
crowd out rational assessments. Emotions are certainly running
high in the Global Airlines case. What can Bolton do to moder-
ate them?

Emotions have predictable life cycles, and they also produce
residues that persist and complicate the negotiation process.11 Over
the course of a negotiation, participants typically experience cycles
of optimism and discouragement. Optimism builds as the process
moves in favorable directions; discouragement sets in when nego-
tiations bog down and tough choices have to be made. But opti-
mism is not necessarily an unalloyed good, nor does discouragement
presage failure. Overconfidence can contribute to impasse, and dis-
couragement often stimulates a useful reassessment of goals and al-
ternatives.

Intense anger often flares in negotiation. Real damage may
have been done (lives may even have been lost) or a norm 
may have been violated (the other side could have withdrawn a
concession). But negotiators are also subject to inner turmoil, and
hence anger, because of their motivational drives. A sense of loss
of control, for example, could trigger defensive reactions in nego-
tiators like Adams who have a strong need for control. Feelings of
shame can also trigger anger.

Once strong emotions are triggered, they dissipate slowly. The
psychological and hormonal effects of anger can’t simply be turned
off; the result may be temporary inability to think rationally about
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the costs and benefits of your own actions. Time must pass before
you settle down and become open to reflection and persuasion.
Skilled negotiators track their own and their counterparts’ emo-
tional temperatures in order to assess when to push, when to back
away, and when to let things cool off.

Care must also be taken not to let emotions irreversibly color
negotiators’ attitudes toward each other. A sense of betrayal or per-
sonal insult can infect the process and contribute to a vicious cycle.
As Roger Fisher and William Ury note in Getting to Yes, the ideal
stance is to “separate the people from the problem.” Bolton should
try to focus the negotiations on the substantive issues and adopt a
problem-solving attitude. He should resist getting caught up in
power games or personal attacks, even if Adams provokes him.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION: SHAPING MENTAL PROCESSES

Think of a counterpart with whom you recently negotiated:

• What role did his or her mental models play in shaping
the process? Did your mental models differ, and if so how?

• What were her or his most important motivational drives,
and how did they influence the negotiation? Based on
what you know now, what would you have done
differently?

• What role did aspirations play in your interactions? Was
your counterpart undercommitted or overcommitted to a
position?

• What role did emotions play in your negotiations? In
retrospect, would you have managed the emotional
dynamics differently?

PLANNING STRATEGY

The point of examining the negotiation process at these three dif-
ferent degrees of resolution is to equip you to manage at-the-table
interactions more productively. If agreement is your objective, the
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fundamental goals at the table are twofold: (1) to learn about your
counterpart’s interests, alternatives, and bottom lines and (2) to
shape your counterpart’s perceptions of what is attainable in order
to gain a favorable agreement within the bargaining range. In
other words, Bolton’s agenda should be to learn about Adams’s in-
terests and walk-aways and to shape Adams’s perceptions of what
is acceptable. As we will see, efforts to learn and to shape percep-
tions inevitably come into conflict; that’s what makes face-to-face
negotiation so compelling.

In planning what to do at the table, Bolton and his team should
think through (1) what they want to learn from the union side,
(2) what changes they want to bring about in the other side’s per-
ceptions, and (3) what strategies they will use. Bolton should also
try to anticipate what Adams will try to find out and how Adams
will try to shape his perceptions.

Learning

As you hypothesize about your counterparts’ interests, think about
how you will test your hypotheses at the table. You can learn a lot
from strategic questioning and active listening. Bolton should draw
up an initial list of questions for Adams and then keep probing.
What really concerns Adams about this merger? A useful tactic is
to ask the same question in different ways and triangulate the re-
sponses. Bolton could ask Adams, “What are the most important
things you need to get to walk away happy?” and “How important
is the issue of making your furloughed people whole?” and “Why
is rapid integration of Regional so important to you?” These are
all ways of getting at Adams’s interests and trade-offs among is-
sues. Are his responses consistent or inconsistent? Bolton should
also feed back what he hears to test his comprehension, demon-
strate that he is listening, and explore seeming inconsistencies:
“So if I understand you correctly, you need X. But earlier you men-
tioned that Y is important. Have I got it right?”

Your counterparts also inevitably reveal their interests in in-
direct ways. Each offer they make conveys information about what
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they want (or want you to think they want). Their concessions also
convey information: big concessions signal more to give; small
concessions signal resistance, real or feigned.

You can learn by making offers of your own as well. One ap-
proach is to propose multiple package deals—ideally, deals whose
distinctions you are indifferent about—to find out which the other
side prefers. If they respond truthfully, you will learn something
about their preferences across the issues. Keep in mind that they
too will learn something from your offers.

Shaping Perceptions

Shaping your counterparts’ perceptions of the bargaining range is
partly about framing and reframing; it’s also a matter of sharing in-
formation in such a way as to influence their perceptions of inter-
ests and walk-aways, both theirs and yours.

Bolton’s perception-shaping goals are to convince Adams that:

• The positions he is taking cannot lead to agreement.

• Creative agreements can meet both sides’ needs if Adams is
willing to be more flexible.

• He can back away honorably from his public commitment to
immediate integration.

The arsenal with which negotiators shape their counterparts’
perceptions at the table consists largely of a handful of classic tech-
niques of persuasion:

• Anchoring. Your initial position strongly influences the other
side’s perception of the bargaining range. An offer that is high (or
low) but not so extreme that it triggers a breakdown of negotiations
or dismissal of the offer can anchor your counterparts’ perceptions
in a favorable way. In response to Adams’s demand for immediate
integration of Regional, Bolton could try to anchor high.
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• Patterns of concessions. Substantial early concessions followed
by progressively smaller concessions signals increasing resistance.
This tactic can be used to shape the other side’s perception of your
walk-away position. Having anchored high, Bolton could make a
series of concessions that end with a final offer that meets his aspi-
rations.

• Threats. Threats are promises to do harm, typically used to
shape others’ perceptions of the consequences of no agreement.
Threats have to be credible to be effective. Even if credible, they
can provoke irrational resistance and escalation. Bolton could
threaten to continue to expand the use of regional jets by Global
Focus.

• Warnings. Warnings are milder than threats and hence less
likely to trigger escalation.12 Instead of saying “If you do that, I will
punish you,” a warning says, “If you do that, bad things [not caused
by me] will happen to you.” Bolton could stress the financial im-
pact of any agreement on Global’s ability to remain competitive
in the industry.

• Commitments. Commitments are self-imposed costs. Nego-
tiators commit to a course of action (perhaps by putting their rep-
utations or credibility at stake) to convince their counterparts that
their hands are tied. The risk, as we have seen, is overcommitment
and impasse. Overcommitted negotiators stand firm long after it
has become apparent that their objectives are unachievable. Bolton
could make a final offer, stressing that his board of directors would
never approve anything more.

• Action-forcing events. Deadlines, meetings, and other key
events can be invoked to move the process forward. Bolton could
establish a deadline for agreement, beyond which he will simply
proceed with his own plan to integrate the airlines.13

Managing Fundamental Tensions

As Bolton seeks to manage the process, he will confront some built-
in tensions. These tensions arise because he and Adams each have
private information that the other doesn’t possess and because both
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will try to claim value. As a result, both of them will share and
withhold information strategically to try to shape each other’s per-
ceptions. This maneuvering vastly complicates the learning process.

Suppose Bolton and Adams were engaged in a purely distrib-
utive negotiation over pay increases for the Regional pilots. Then
suppose that Adams had somehow learned the maximum that
Bolton was willing to offer, while Bolton remained in the dark
about the minimum Adams would accept. Adams would enjoy a
huge tactical advantage: he would be in a position to shape Bolton’s
perceptions using offers and counteroffers, but would himself be
immune to Bolton’s perception-shaping efforts. Adams could peg
his initial offer high enough to anchor Bolton’s perceptions with-
out causing negotiations to break down, followed by a series of
concessions, and then a commitment to a “final offer” he knows 
is marginally acceptable to Bolton and highly attractive to the
union. Clearly, information is power in the sense that it allows you
to shape the other side’s perception of the bargaining range.

Now suppose instead that Bolton and Adams are both uncer-
tain about each other’s walk-aways. Bolton is hobbled in his ef-
forts to learn about the union’s bottom line because he doesn’t
know the extent to which Adams is trying to manipulate his per-
ceptions. The greater his uncertainty about Adams’s interests and
alternatives, the more he needs to learn—but the more he is vul-
nerable to having his own perceptions manipulated.14 The same is
true for Adams. This conundrum is known as the learning-shaping
dilemma.

In integrative negotiations, a similar dilemma arises: your ef-
forts to learn about the other side’s interests and trade-offs in order
to create value conflict with your efforts to shape their perceptions
in order to claim value. If Bolton is to propose mutually beneficial
trades, he needs to learn about Adams’s true interests and trade-
offs and judiciously share information about his own. But if Bolton
is truthful about his own interests, he will be vulnerable to the
union leader’s value-claiming tactics. And if he conceals or mis-
represents his own interests and the other side responds in kind,
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the potential for joint gains dissolves. Bolton is thus confronting
what David Lax and Jim Sebenius have termed the negotiator’s
dilemma.15 (See the table below.) If he shares information about
what he really needs in order to create value, he risks having
Adams claim value from him. But if he misleads Adams about his
true interests, he risks not identifying opportunities to made trades
and create value.

Tailoring Tactics to Type of Negotiation

Bolton’s tactics for managing the process ought to be tailored to
the nature of the negotiation. Any negotiation can be positioned
on a spectrum ranging from purely distributive to purely cooper-
ative (joint problem solving in which incentives are perfectly
aligned).

If the negotiation is truly distributive, Bolton has little to gain
by being open about his interests; the key is to be adept at shap-
ing the other side’s perceptions and claiming value. If, on the other
hand, both sides’ interests are largely congruent, little is lost by
sharing information and jointly exploring options to create value.
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Integrative negotiations, with their mix of value creating and value
claiming, occupy the middle ground. It is in the integrative arena
that the negotiator’s dilemma is most problematic.

To manage the negotiator’s dilemma, Bolton ought to think
hard about what information he reveals. He should neither share
his walk-away position nor specify his exact trade-offs among 
issues. But he could tell Adams that he is more reluctant to pay
retroactive wages than he is to give the pilots furloughed in the
1990s pension credit for the furlough period. This revelation could
set the stage for a mutually beneficial trade. The central point is
that information sharing should be reciprocal, not one-way. It is
wisest to proceed incrementally—sharing some information, see-
ing what you find out in exchange, and rigorously testing it for
plausibility.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION: LEARNING AND SHAPING

PERCEPTIONS

Think about a negotiation in which you are engaged right
now:

• What are the most important things you need to learn at
the table? How will you go about learning them? What
would your counterparts most like to learn about you?
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• How has the other side tried to shape your perceptions
about the bargaining range? How successful have you been
at shaping their perceptions so far? 

• Are there ways you can better manage the tension
between creating and claiming value in this negotiation? 

BUILDING MOMENTUM

Having diagnosed the situation and strategized about learning and
shaping perceptions, the next step is to devise a tactical plan. The
rough road map shown here outlines how you want the interac-
tion with your counterpart to proceed. It blocks out your approach
to building momentum toward your desired outcomes.

How should Bolton approach learning about and shaping the
perceptions of Adams and his team? First, he should recognize that
he can neither fully control the process nor anticipate all possible
contingencies. The best he can do is to get the negotiation off to
a good start and concentrate on moving it in favorable directions.
He should try to anticipate and plan for the union leadership’s re-
actions, but beyond that he has to be flexible and adapt to devel-
opments.

As a first cut at a process plan, Bolton might think in terms of
the rough sequence of activities illustrated in the accompanying
figure.

• Task 1: Building the relationship. Bolton should begin by
working on the strained relationship with Adams and the APU
leadership. Otherwise, the negative feelings generated by their 
previous encounters will continue to poison the proceedings. He
needs to build up some relationship capital; he might need it to
spend if the going gets tough later on. Bolton could, for example,
raise Adams’s strained relationship with his predecessor and say
that he hopes that he and Adams will be able to work together
more productively.
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• Task 2: Negotiating the process. Bolton shouldn’t expect to
jump directly into the substance of the dispute; this is a common
mistake that inexperienced negotiators make. Instead, he should
spend some time negotiating the process with Adams. Agreeing
on an agenda also offers an opportunity to shape the union lead-
ership’s expectations about what will be accomplished. He might
say, for example, “I think we should concentrate on exploring
whether there is a basis for going forward” and “We won’t be mak-
ing any specific offers today. I want to see if we can identify some
creative options for addressing our concerns.”

• Task 3: Changing the frame. Bolton is now in a position to
begin to reframe the negotiation, prodding Adams and his col-
leagues to embrace a more integrative view of the possibilities. He
might start by saying that there will be no basis for agreement if
they continue down the same road. Then he could highlight po-
tential joint gains by saying, “It seems to me that our needs for flex-
ibility in integration and preservation of the scope clause in the
contract [which gives union pilots the exclusive right to fly all
Global Airways’s aircraft] need not be incompatible.”

Bolton could then work to transform Adams’s perception of
his interests by deftly informing Adams of his openness to sepa-
rate negotiations on the timing and terms of payment of the dam-
age award the court imposed on the union. He might also broaden
the agenda to include issues like pension credit for the pilots’ fur-
lough period.

• Task 4: Testing hypotheses. Bolton could then move on to
finding out as much as possible about the interests that underlie
the union’s position. His earlier analysis of Adams’s interests
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yielded hypotheses that have to be tested and validated at the
table. He should ponder carefully which information he needs
most and how to elicit it. He might begin by asking, “What are
your biggest concerns about the Regional acquisition?” and then
practice active listening, carefully summarizing what he hears both
to show that he understands and to test his comprehension.

• Task 5: Finding the formula. The stage is now set for Bolton
to move from the diagnostic phase to the formula phase and to
begin to explore potential trades with Adams. These trades will
jointly constitute the formula for the deal—the overarching frame-
work for agreement. Once a promising formula has been identi-
fied, management and the union can move on to hard bargaining
over the details.

Drawing on his prior analysis, Bolton could introduce multi-
ple potential trades. For instance, he could suggest the following
as potential bases for a deal:

• Partial compensation to Regional pilots for the interval
since Global took over

• Partial credits to furloughed pilots for pensions and benefits

• Impartial arbitration of the effective date of takeover

• Follow-on negotiation of a “fair process” for consultation on
integration of future acquisitions, perhaps with the help of a
mediator

• An extended payment schedule for the damage award if the
union does not engage in further sick-outs

• Task 6: Creating a sense of urgency. The final step is to create
a sense of urgency. Movement toward (or away from) agreement
tends to be turbulent, with periods of deadlock or inaction punc-
tuated by bursts of progress. Negotiators for Global and the APU
may make initial progress, but they will inevitably arrive at diffi-
cult choices, such as whether to make concessions that will disap-
point internal constituencies or whether to cross psychologically
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important red lines. Negotiations may stall until accumulating costs
become intolerable, or an action-forcing event like a deadline com-
pels the participants to make concessions or break off negotiations.
If some or all of the parties decide to improve the terms on offer,
accumulated tensions get released, and momentum builds toward
agreement.

Managing the flow of negotiations is like influencing the flow
of a river. You may seek to advance your interests by damming the
flow in places, letting it loose in others, and channeling it in de-
sired directions. The flow toward agreement can be dammed by
purposefully engineering impasses; tension can be released and
channeled by proposing a new formula or face-saving compromise.
In the process, the more patient and creative negotiator may be
able to create and claim substantial value.

If Bolton believes that the union incurs substantial costs for
delay (because of the lawsuit) and is unwilling to negotiate in a
more integrative manner, it may be worth delaying the process
to let pressure build. On the other hand, if the dispute over Re-
gional Air is a time-consuming distraction for a management team
that is grappling with serious strategic challenges, it may be worth-
while to propose an attractive formula for settling the dispute.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION: BUILDING MOMENTUM

Think further about a current negotiation:

• Did you spend time up front on the relationship? 

• Did you negotiate the process?

• Were you able to shape or change the frame favorably?

• Did you test hypotheses about the other side’s interests
and learn effectively? 

• Did you work to identify a promising formula? 

• Were you successful at instilling a sense of urgency in the
other side? 
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PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

Managing the process calls for awareness of the multiple levels at
which negotiations unfold. Your negotiations will recapitulate pre-
dictable stages, but those stages will be filled with turbulent micro-
interactions, and the participants’ mental processes may twist and
turn dramatically. Armed with that understanding, you can begin
to craft strategies to learn and to shape perceptions and a tactical
plan to manage interactions and build momentum.

Bolton reached agreement with Adams on the integration 
of Regional Airlines. Bolton devoted significant time to wide-
ranging discussions with Adams about the future of the airline 
and somewhat improved the relationship. “Stuart and I came to
see each other as reliable partners,” Bolton recalled, “even though
there was no love lost between us.” Bolton also postponed nego-
tiations over payment of the union fine to avoid creating the ap-
pearance of linkage. At the same time, he indicated to Adams his
“openness to negotiating a long-term payment plan.”

Bolton then unblocked negotiations by offering to submit the
effective date of takeover to impartial arbitration, an offer the union
leader accepted. By setting that potentially toxic issue aside, Bolton
and Adams were able to focus on the issues of wages and senior-
ity. Their eventual agreement extended the Global pay scale to the
Regional pilots and gave full seniority credit to the oldest Regional
pilots and partial credit to the younger ones. The issue of pension
credit for time on furlough was deferred until contract negotiations,
with the understanding that management would seriously consider
offering partial credit. Several months later, Bolton offered Adams
an extended payment schedule for the damage award, with the im-
plicit understanding that the union would not engage in further
sick-outs. The union accepted, and Bolton avoided the crisis that
bankrupting the union might have precipitated.
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4
Assessing the Results

Once a negotiation is under way, you should step back peri-
odically to evaluate how you are doing. It comes most naturally to
step back between negotiating sessions, but it can (and should)
also be done in the heat of battle. The ability to “go to the bal-
cony,” as William Ury put it, to look at your situation from a 
distance, can be cultivated.1 Difficult at first, it gets easier with
practice. Keep asking yourself, “What would outside observers say
about what is going on here? What would they suggest I do to get
things back on track?”

Appraising an ongoing negotiation is partly about whether you
are meeting the specific goals you set for yourself. Clearly identi-
fying your goals while preparing to negotiate is only half the bat-
tle; you have to keep those benchmarks firmly in mind as you go
forward. Research shows that negotiators perform best when they
set ambitious stretch goals and then strive to meet them, as long
as they don’t get overcommitted and fail to accept agreements that
are better than their BATNAs.2

Negotiations are so fluid that it’s dangerous to adopt a rigid
once-and-for-all approach, and stepping back can also help you
stay as flexible about means as you are firm about goals. Describ-
ing his successful negotiations to end the war in Bosnia, Richard
Holbrooke defined his approach as “very flexible on tactics, but
firm on goals.”3 General Dwight D. Eisenhower elaborated the
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point: “A sound battle plan provides flexibility in both time and
space to meet the constantly changing factors. . . . Rigidity in-
evitably defeats itself, and the analysts who point to a changed de-
tail as evidence of a plan’s weakness are completely unaware of the
characteristics of the battlefield.”4 Plans are not an end, but they
are an essential means.

The insights that result from stepping back will sharpen your
diagnosis of the situation and reveal new opportunities to shape
the structure and manage the process. After all, how can Daniel
Riley, or Claire Prescott, or Van Bolton hope to negotiate effective-
ly if they don’t evaluate how they are doing and take corrective
action?

Ultimately, judging success is about more than whether you do
well in your current negotiation. It’s also about its impact on your
reputation and relationships, as well as your success at learning
and your adherence to ethical principles that are important to you.
This means you have to keep a broader set of criteria in mind as
you evaluate your performance.

This chapter provides a suggested set of questions for assessing
your progress at diagnosing the situation, shaping the structure,
and managing the process. You should review these questions at
the end of each negotiating session. Over time, as you internal-
ize them, asking them during the negotiation as well will become
second nature.

QUESTIONS ABOUT DIAGNOSING THE SITUATION

When you step back to assess the adequacy of your efforts to di-
agnose the situation, you will in effect be diagnosing your diag-
nosis. Ask yourself the following questions.

Question 1: Do You Have a Clear View of the Situation?

A clear view of your situation is the bedrock on which you build
your strategies and tactics. If your take on the situation is flawed
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or incomplete, you are likely to be blindsided or to underperform.
This is what happened to Daniel Riley in his negotiations with
Ken Gourlay, described in Chapter One. Because he wasn’t suffi-
ciently self-conscious about probing his situation, he missed op-
portunities to create and claim value.

Diagnosing your diagnosis calls for periodically returning to
the basic diagnostic elements we discussed in Chapter One:

Parties: Who will participate, or could participate, in the
negotiation?

Rules: What are the rules of the game?

Issues: What agenda of issues will be, or could be,
negotiated?

Interests: What goals are you and others pursuing?

Alternatives: What will you do if you don’t reach
agreement?

Agreements: Are there possible agreements that would be
acceptable to all sides?

Linkages: Are your current negotiations linked to other
negotiations?

Ask yourself whether anything has happened to make you
question your original assessment of each element. Have new par-
ties gotten involved, or could that happen? If so, what are the im-
plications? Are the rules of the game what you thought they were?
Are the agenda of issues and other players’ interests and BATNAs
what you predicted they would be? Do you see any new implica-
tions for the types of agreements that are possible? Do you under-
stand the full set of existing and potential linkages?

Question 2: Have You Been Efficient and Effective 
in Your Learning?

More preparation is not always better. Diagnosis involves making
a sound investment of your scarce resources to gather and analyze
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information. Daniel Riley failed at this: he squandered numerous
opportunities to learn more at very low cost by talking to other en-
trepreneurs and venture capitalists and simply by asking more
questions.

The more thoroughly you diagnose a negotiating situation, the
more prepared you are likely to be. But trade-offs are inescapable,
and you will have to contend with some limits:5

Resource limits. Unless you have no constraints on your
time, expertise, money, and access to documents and
other data, you will have to make cost-benefit
calculations: Is the information that could be 
unearthed with more research worth its cost? 

Informational limits. Even with unlimited resources, you
could not collect all the information you want.
Negotiations are always games of incomplete
information, because of uncertainty and deliberate 
efforts to conceal or mislead. Remember that there’s 
no point in beating your head against a brick wall.

Cognitive limits. Intense preparation could rigidify your
definition of an acceptable agreement.6 You could also
guess wrong about the other side’s interests, distorting the
way you gather and interpret information, and reinforcing
your misconceptions.7

For all these reasons, you need to plan your investments in di-
agnosis. Take the time to step back and ask: Can I see any inex-
pensive opportunities to acquire more insight? Have I reached the
point of diminishing returns, and would my resources be better
spent on learning from my counterparts at the negotiating table?

QUESTIONS ABOUT SHAPING THE STRUCTURE

Breakthrough negotiators refuse to take the situation they con-
front as a given. Instead, they work to transform the situation’s
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components in ways that make good agreements possible. Here,
too, discipline yourself to step back and assess your success at shap-
ing the structure by asking the following questions.

Question 3: Are You Involved with the Right People?

A highly favorable agreement with the wrong people can be of less
long-term value than a good agreement with the right people. Are
you dealing with the people whose participation offers you the best
opportunities to create and claim value? Could you negotiate a
better deal with a different mix of people? Can your counterparts
be trusted to implement the terms of the agreement?

Think about Claire Prescott’s negotiations with Eric Mersch,
described in Chapter Two. She probably could have done better
by seeking out other sources of funding for the project and by ne-
gotiating with competitors of BargainMart. Doing so would have
strengthened Claire’s ability to create and claim value.

Question 4: Are You Building Your BATNA?

A strong BATNA builds bargaining power. Have you done all you
can to build your BATNA? Do alternatives exist that you haven’t
yet explored? Can you build coalitions or harness the power of
competition? Are there linkages whose creation (or elimination)
would strengthen your alternatives to agreement? What about your
counterparts’ BATNAs? Could you make their alternatives to ne-
gotiated agreement less attractive without triggering irrational re-
sistance on their part?

In her negotiations with BargainMart, Claire neglected sev-
eral opportunities to strengthen her BATNA. She could have ne-
gotiated to extend the option on the land, built a coalition of
satellite tenants, and promoted competition between BargainMart
and its competitor ValueShops. These and other initiatives would
have substantially bolstered her bargaining position.
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Question 5: Are You Shaping the Issue Agenda?

Focusing on the right set of issues enhances your ability both to
create value and to claim it. Ask yourself periodically whether there
are issues you could add to the agenda that would expand oppor-
tunities to create value. If so, how could you accomplish this? Are
toxic issues impeding progress or poisoning the potential for value
creation? If so, how can you defer them or remove them perma-
nently from the agenda?

In the negotiation between Global Airways and the pilots’
union described in Chapter Three, Van Bolton’s agenda-shaping
strategy was central to his success in managing the dispute. Bolton
was able to defer the issue of payment of the damage award, and
by broadening the agenda to include issues like pension credit for
the pilots’ furlough period, he both created and claimed value.

Question 6: Are You Winning the Frame Game?

Your goal in framing is to persuade your counterparts (and other
influential parties) to accept your definition of “the problem” and
“the options.” In other words, you must find a way of framing the
situation that has face validity and resonance with the target au-
dience. Have you managed to accomplish this? If not, what are the
competing frames, and what makes them more compelling? How
might you hone or alter your framing to make it resonate with your
audience?

Both Daniel Riley and Claire Prescott could have done a bet-
ter job of framing. Daniel was in a position to bring a fully func-
tioning design team to a new company, and he should have framed
his negotiations in those terms. Instead, he let Ken Gourlay frame
the situation as an ordinary job negotiation and thus claim value.
Claire would have done better if she had framed her negotiation
with Eric in terms of her external constraints: “If I can’t find fi-
nancing and attract good satellite tenants, we will both lose a very
attractive opportunity.”
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Question 7: Are You Channeling the Flow?

Channeling the flow of a negotiation is like directing the course
of a river: you can dam it or you can reroute it. Have you engi-
neered action-forcing events that compel your counterparts to
make tough choices? Can you use linkages to force action? Have
you raised the cost of delay for the other side and lowered it for
yourself? Would it be productive to engineer an impasse or defer
commitment?

By letting Ken Gourlay determine the pace of the negotiations,
Daniel Riley put himself in a weak position. Ken used the need to
approach venture capitalists as an action-forcing event. Rather
than defer commitment, which would have increased the pressure
on Ken, Daniel allowed himself to be swept along.

QUESTIONS ABOUT MANAGING THE PROCESS

The goals of managing the process are to channel the macro-flow,
shape key micro-interactions, and influence the mental processes
of your counterparts. To assess your success in managing the pro-
cess, ask the following questions.

Question 8: Are You Moving the Process Through the
Right Phases?

There are better and worse ways to structure the flow of the ne-
gotiating process. It’s usually a mistake, for example, to jump to
negotiating details of the substance without first building rapport
with your counterparts and negotiating the process itself. This is
easy to say, but hard to do when you are in the grip of a time crunch
or enmeshed in an emotion-laden conflict.

You have to discipline yourself to step back and ask: Have I
been successful in reaching agreement with the other side about
how the process should be structured? Are the phases through
which I envision proceeding likely to build momentum? If not,
how can I reshape the macro-flow of the process to remove un-
necessary barriers to agreement?
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Daniel Riley didn’t think about the phases through which his
negotiations with Ken should proceed, so he was unable to adjust
his posture accordingly. Van Bolton, on the other hand, did an
outstanding job of thinking through the progression of the pro-
cess. By focusing first on the relationship, then on immediate is-
sues raised by the merger, and finally on the damage award, he
created and sustained momentum.

Question 9: Are You Creating Value as Well as Claiming It?

Nearly all negotiations have some potential for value creation.
Even in the highly contentious negotiations between Global Air-
ways and the pilots’ union, opportunities arose to make mutually
beneficial trades. To be realized, this potential must be identified.
Naturally, you can’t do this single-handedly. But you can period-
ically step back and ask yourself whether there are potential joint
gains that are going unrealized and, if so, what you might try to do.

Of course, it’s not enough to create value; you must claim an
appropriate share of it. But be sure not to sacrifice your own in-
terests in pursuit of joint value creation. Negotiators can err by
placing too much emphasis on either value claiming (thus driving
out the potential for value creation) or value creation (creating
lots of value for their counterparts).

The key is to maintain both a judicious openness to value cre-
ation and caution about having value claimed from you. As we
have seen, it’s often difficult to tell how successful you have been
at creating and claiming value: potential joint gains can easily get
left on the table. But it’s still worth periodically asking whether
you are doing all you can to create value and whether you are giv-
ing up value too easily.

Question 10: Are You Accumulating Negotiating Capital?

Goodwill matters in any ongoing relationship. Claire Prescott can
expect to negotiate with BargainMart on a multitude of issues for
many years to come, as can Daniel Riley and Ken Gourlay, and
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Van Bolton and Stuart Adams. A good relationship will minimize
the need for monitoring compliance and facilitate future agree-
ments. The negotiation process can create or deplete a reservoir
of goodwill; it is possible to create and claim a lot of value but still
squander resources or sully your reputation.

You will feel pressure to do well in the current negotiation, but
you should also consider the impact of your behavior on future ne-
gotiations. So ask yourself: So far, have you accumulated or spent
negotiating capital in this negotiation? Have you begun to build
the foundation for a productive working relationship or poisoned
the well?

Question 11: Are You Crafting Sustainable Agreements?

You can negotiate with the right people and do a good job of cre-
ating and claiming value and still fail. One way to fail is to drive
such a hard bargain that the resulting agreement sets the stage for
your counterparts to renege or renegotiate or cheat in implemen-
tation. The other side has to claim an acceptable share of value too.

In part, crafting sustainable agreements means anticipating
and dealing with contingencies. Some contingencies are unfore-
seeable (the market for software solutions for managed care com-
panies collapses, a new communication technology dramatically
reduces the need for air travel), but others can be anticipated and
prepared for (BargainMart refocuses its business or declares bank-
ruptcy, Omega Systems gets acquired by another company). Ask
yourself: Does the agreement you’ve reached accommodate foresee-
able contingencies? Does it establish mechanisms (such as dispute-
resolution processes and mediation-and-arbitration provisions) for
handling unforeseeable contingencies?

Question 12: Are You Upholding Your Ethical Standards?

“Negotiation ethics” may strike some people as a contradiction in
terms. But negotiators have to live with the consequences of their
actions, and failure to adhere to your core beliefs is corrosive. It’s
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no defense to hide behind your role as representative of an orga-
nization. In the end, you have to live with yourself. Step back oc-
casionally to make sure that you aren’t sacrificing your standards
in the heat of battle.

Negotiation is shot through with tough choices. By and large,
truth telling, fairness, and balanced representation of parties ab-
sent from the table present the biggest challenges. Truth telling
has to do with acts of commission and omission in the sharing of
information. Where does shaping perceptions end and lying be-
gin? Do you owe it to your counterparts to reveal information they
haven’t asked for? Is it simply a matter of caveat emptor?

Issues of fairness are inescapable in negotiations. Should you
aim for the most favorable agreement your power enables you to
achieve? To what extent should notions of fair division shape your
thinking? Even if you want to be fair, there are no objective crite-
ria for fairness. Where you stand depends on where you sit.

Finally, negotiations often affect the interests of people who
don’t have seats at the table. You may represent others’ interests
and also your own. Whose interests come first? Sometimes even
the interests of unborn generations must be balanced against those
of today. To what extent can and should you consider the inter-
ests of those absent from the table?

Question 13: Are You Learning, Both Individually 
and Organizationally?

Finally, every negotiation is an opportunity to learn and to become
more adept. But learning happens only if you invest in capturing
the lessons of experience. This means taking the time to reflect 
on the lessons you learned. What went well? What should you do
differently next time? What did the other side do well, and what
can you learn from them? It is a useful discipline to write an after-
action report summarizing decisive events and lessons. Doing this
will help you avoid the same sticking points in the future, perhaps
by beginning to shape the structure earlier. We will discuss this step
in more detail in the Conclusion.
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CLOSING THE LOOP

These thirteen questions are a template for evaluating your own
performance and progress in any negotiation. They are summarized
in the table on pages 113–114. Use the Actions column to address
any weaknesses that you identify in the Assessment column.

Before proceeding to Part Two, flip back to the Introduction
and briefly review the core elements of the framework: diagnos-
ing the situation, shaping the structure, managing the process, and
assessing the results. Then think about how to apply these ideas
to a negotiation in which you are involved, focusing on what you
will do both at the negotiating table and away from the negotiat-
ing table.
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PART TWO

Building the 
Breakthrough Toolbox

Now that you are familiar with the foundations of the break-
through approach, you are ready to augment your toolbox and try
putting it to use. The following five chapters will present strategies
and tactics for dealing with common challenges that confront real-
world negotiators:

Overcoming power imbalances: What do you do when you
are on the wrong side of a power imbalance? You will
probably have to deal at some point with counterparts
who enjoy substantially more bargaining power than you
do. Chapter Five offers guidelines for such situations.

Building coalitions: When a negotiation involves many
interested parties, influential coalitions spring up and
shape outcomes. How do you build supportive coalitions
and prevent opposition from coalescing against you?
Chapter Six lays out how to analyze influence dynamics
and build coalitions.

Managing conflicts: Many negotiations involve disputes
rather than deals. What do you do when conflict is, or
could be, a barrier to negotiated agreement? Chapter
Seven looks at how to manage conflict while negotiating.
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Leading negotiations: Negotiators are often called on to
represent others who are absent from the table and to
lead teams of people. What does a skilled negotiator need
to know about leadership in such situations? Chapter
Eight looks at the negotiator as a leader.

Negotiating crises: Finally, managers inevitably confront
crises, but few are well prepared to deal with them. The
skills of negotiation and coalition building turn out to be
central to effectiveness in crisis situations. Chapter Nine
looks at how to prepare for and negotiate your way
through crises.

As you begin to apply these ideas to craft specific strategies and
tactical plans, always keep in mind that negotiations are by nature
fluid. Strategies need to be carefully designed, but they also need
to be flexible enough to allow for changes in tactics in response to
evolving circumstances.



5
Overcoming Power Imbalances

A start-up has a promising technology or product. It has se-
cured early-stage funding, assembled a solid management team,
and developed a prototype that clearly demonstrates commercial
potential. Now it faces a big hurdle. To get to market, the young
company must make investments in product development or op-
erations or distribution that are beyond its reach. Perhaps the com-
pany’s product is an enabling technology, such as a new composite
material, or a component to be embedded in the products of much
larger companies with established brands. Perhaps the start-up
lacks the expertise to shepherd the product through convoluted
product development or regulatory processes. Regardless, it has no
choice but to negotiate deals with much larger companies. And
that’s when life can get very hard indeed.

How can a mouse negotiate with an elephant? This is a life-
or-death question for many entrepreneurs (and anyone on the
wrong side of a power imbalance). If they can’t do those early deals
to demonstrate to investors that they are on track, they crash and
burn. Plenty of advice is available on negotiation, but there is sur-
prisingly little on how to negotiate when you are a mouse deal-
ing with elephants. This chapter will show you how to apply the
techniques outlined in Part One.
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THE LIFE AND DEATH OF GO COMPUTER

To illustrate how hard it can be to negotiate with elephants with-
out getting crushed, consider the untimely death of GO Computer.
As chronicled in CEO Jerry Kaplan’s memoir Startup: A Silicon Val-
ley Adventure, GO was founded to develop a small computer that
would be operated by stylus rather than a keyboard, an early per-
sonal digital assistant.1 With initial funding from a gold-plated
group of investors including Mitch Kapor of Lotus Development
and John Doerr of the Silicon Valley venture capital firm Kleiner
Perkins, Kaplan assembled an outstanding team of software and
hardware developers who quickly put together an impressive func-
tional prototype. The prototype attracted interest from State Farm
Insurance for an auto claims estimating application. Kaplan was
sure they were off to the races.

But after a promising start, things started to unravel. State Farm
insisted that GO team up with one of its conventional computer
suppliers, IBM or Hewlett Packard (HP). Kaplan concluded that
IBM would bring more weight to GO’s efforts to establish its pen-
based computer as a standard and decided to negotiate an alliance.
The result was a year-long nightmare in which Kaplan was passed
from person to person in IBM while GO’s cash burned. The deal
that was ultimately signed placed onerous oversight restrictions
on GO and held its intellectual property hostage to performance.
It became evident that some individuals within IBM viewed GO
as a source of technology at best and a potential competitor to be
crushed at worst. Persistent problems in the relationship ultimately
contributed to GO’s bankruptcy.

GO made some classic mistakes in its negotiations with a much
larger partner. Management didn’t understand how to leverage its
core technology to negotiate deals with multiple potential part-
ners, leading to overreliance on a single partner. Worse, the choice
of partner was unfortunate: HP had been anxious to work with
GO, but IBM didn’t really need the start-up and was in no hurry
to do a deal. IBM could afford to wait while GO depleted its re-



sources and then impose very unattractive terms. Perhaps worst of
all, some people within IBM viewed GO as a threat. Kaplan never
found an internal champion or identified a group within IBM that
had a lot to gain by working with GO. At bottom, he simply 
didn’t understand how to dance with an elephant. GO ended up
paying the price.

The GO case is only one of many stories of mice failing to ne-
gotiate effectively with elephants. Often the outcome is less dra-
matic than outright bankruptcy: the mouse gets swallowed by 
its larger partner at terms unattractive to its shareholders. By giv-
ing away too much too early, it prematurely caps its ability to reach
critical mass.

THE MILLENNIUM EXPERIENCE

The difficulty of negotiating with elephants doesn’t mean it can’t
be done. A biotechnology start-up, Millennium Pharmaceuticals,
faced a situation very much like GO Computer’s in the mid-1990s
and the outcome couldn’t have been more dissimilar.2 Millen-
nium’s founders had developed a promising genetics technology
for early-stage drug discovery, and they intended to leverage the
technology to build a full-line pharmaceutical firm. Their strategy
was to create a technology platform that would enable the com-
pany to develop and sell information assets—initially drug targets,
later drug leads, and eventually elements of the technology itself.
The company set out to exploit the new knowledge base produced
by the Human Genome Project to speed drug discovery.

To realize this ambitious vision, the founders of Millennium
had to raise the necessary capital. At the time, the venture capi-
tal community was wary of the high risks and long time frames 
of biotech product development; so was the public investment
community. A typical successful biotech company burns through
between $500 million and $1 billion in capital before it becomes
profitable, and product-based revenues typically do not begin to
flow for at least a decade.
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Management concluded that Millennium could not secure ven-
ture funding at the right terms and decided instead to negotiate
strategic alliances with established pharmaceutical companies,
both to gain access to capital and to validate the company’s tech-
nology in the eyes of the investment community. The new firm
would take advantage of the industry’s thirst for new drug candi-
dates to engage in targeted collaborations. The revenue generated
by contract research would provide funding to develop the tech-
nology platform and eventually to produce and market products.

Strategic deal making was at the core of this ambitious vision.
Millennium not only had to produce knowledge valuable to the
pharmaceutical companies; it had to extract maximum value for
that knowledge while building the base necessary to develop its
own products. Otherwise Millennium would degenerate into a con-
tract research shop. The company also had to develop a diverse cus-
tomer base or risk losing its independence and becoming a captive
research subsidiary of one of the large pharmaceutical companies.

In short order, Millennium negotiated alliances with eight of
the world’s ten largest pharmaceutical companies. These alliances
yielded about $130 million in equity financing, over $200 million
in targeted funding for research, $600 million in licensing fees to
support technology development, and valuable rights to future
milestone payments and royalties, as well as a growing base of re-
tained intellectual property to support the company’s own drug-
development efforts. This string of deals was capped by a 1998 joint
venture with Bayer that qualifies as the largest biotech deal of all
time. By 2001, Millennium’s market capitalization had grown to
close to $5 billion.

DANCING WITH ELEPHANTS

Millennium’s success was founded on a set of principles for nego-
tiating with much larger partners. These principles represent ways
that smaller players can deftly shape the structure and manage the



process when facing a negotiating partner of greater perceived
power. Sometimes there is no substitute for heavy artillery, but you
can do a lot to level the field of battle.

Principle 1: Never Do All-or-Nothing Deals

The biggest mistake a small player can make is to enter into a sin-
gle make-or-break negotiation with a larger partner. Doing so just
reinforces the elephant’s perception of its own strength and in-
evitably leads to disadvantageous deals. This was the hard lesson
GO learned: reliance on a single large partner can lead to depen-
dence and then to absorption or extinction. GO focused on de-
veloping a single application for one customer, and so was limited
to doing a deal with IBM or HP. GO might have survived if it had
defined its technology platform as a pen-based operating system,
which has many potential embedded and stand-alone applications.

This is why it is essential for weaker players to shape the struc-
ture of the situation in such a way that everything is not riding on
a single negotiation. A primary objective, then, is to diversify part-
ner risk so that no single large negotiating partner can exert mo-
nopoly power over you.

One way to do this is to enter into complementary relation-
ships with several larger counterparts. Millennium decided at the
beginning to create a balanced network of alliances with larger
players. If the company could negotiate a portfolio of roughly bal-
anced relationships with larger pharmaceutical companies, the loss
of a partner wouldn’t be fatal, and no single partner could hold the
company hostage.

Millennium had to figure out how to negotiate early deals with
large companies without precluding other future deals. Otherwise,
it risked selling the crown jewels early and getting locked into too
narrow a set of partners. Avoiding this misstep called for leverag-
ing the company’s core assets to generate what the founders called
“partnerable applications” that would create value for a range of
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potential partners. Millennium decided to invest in developing
promising leads in five distinct disease categories: obesity and di-
abetes, cardiovascular, central nervous system (CNS), respiratory,
and oncology. The company then did a separate deal in each of
these areas, with Hoffman-LaRoche (obesity and diabetes), Eli Lilly
(cardiovascular and oncology), Astra (respiratory), and American
Home Products (CNS). A deal for diabetes with LaRoche didn’t
preclude a deal with Lilly for cancer targets. These deals all lever-
aged Millennium’s core gene-based technology platform and met
important needs on the part of the chosen partners. Millennium
reinvested the proceeds of these deals in the technology platform
to create still more partnerable applications.

Even if you believe that you can negotiate a strong, mutually
beneficial relationship with one reliable partner, it’s essential to 
diversify partner risk: the partner’s strategy can change, or your
champions within the partner company can leave, or internal
competitors for your offerings can emerge.

Principle 2: Make Them Smaller

A second classic mistake is to treat a larger partner as a single uni-
fied entity. The notion of big-company-as-powerful-monolith fails
to recognize that large companies are made up of smaller units led
by people with their own incentives and interests. This is increas-
ingly true given large companies’ trend toward increasing decen-
tralization of responsibility and accountability.

The point here is that the mouse should negotiate with the
elephant’s leg or the trunk rather than the whole beast. This means
looking for individuals and units within the larger company likely
to have a vivid interest in what you have to offer and to champion
a deal upwards. Your task is to pinpoint potential alignments of in-
terests and then to work your way up the chain of authority to
someone with real clout and to get them on board. GO never found
such a champion within IBM. Perhaps there was none, in which
case GO shouldn’t have been negotiating with IBM. But it’s equally
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plausible that a champion could have been found if Kaplan had
relentlessly searched for one, perhaps by leveraging his connec-
tions to people like Mitch Kapor and John Doerr.

Millennium, by contrast, understood this principle well. It de-
signed its deals to be attractive to the leaders of specific subunits
within large pharmaceutical companies. This required creativity
in structuring deals. More important, it called for a thorough grasp
of how the larger partner was organized and how the performance
of its key people was measured and rewarded. By framing its early
deals in terms of disease categories, Millennium was able to nego-
tiate with managers inside the big pharmaceutical companies who
cared only about diabetes drugs, or cancer drugs, or cardiovascu-
lar drugs. Because an alliance with Millennium would generate a
lot of value for these managers, they were willing to advocate in-
ternally on behalf of deals with the company.

Millennium’s negotiators structured deals to give these man-
agers what they needed but still claimed a lot of the value that got
created. Specifically, Millennium retained rights to the intellec-
tual property that got created and the right to pursue multiple,
complementary sources of funding. Millennium committed to 
producing a certain number of target genes or drug candidates,
granting exclusive rights for certain disease categories and non-
exclusive rights for others. Steven Holtzman, Millennium’s chief
business officer, put it this way:

One of the key principles was the notion that the major goal
of [units within the large pharmaceutical companies] was the
acquisition of targets for small-molecule drugs. What the
CNS guys care about is developing CNS drugs. What the
cardiovascular guys care about is developing cardiovascular
drugs. That’s where their bonuses lie. And they have budgets
to fund it. So you can go in and say, “We will undertake a
program of research which is going to generate a bucket of
knowledge, lots of different molecules, only some of which
will be relevant for CNS. You will have the right to exploit
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those targets to develop small-molecule drugs for central
nervous disorders. All the bits of knowledge that don’t be-
come CNS targets, we own. If it turns out the target is also
relevant in cardiovascular disease, we have the right to ex-
ploit it.” So we could structure deals where they got targets
for small-molecule drugs for specific disease conditions. We
retained the rights to use that knowledge for many other 
applications.3

A corollary principle is: Don’t try to negotiate deals that require
approvals from multiple powerful groups inside the larger player. Such
deals are a recipe for trouble because cross-unit decision-making
processes are inherently political and time-consuming. They may
also lead the other side to adopt lowest-common-denominator po-
sitions that limit your opportunities to create and claim value. So
keep it clean: structure the deal so that it’s within the purview of
a single unit within the larger company, led by someone whose in-
terests are aligned with yours.

Principle 3: Make Yourself Bigger

There is strength in numbers. So a mouse dealing with an elephant
should focus hard on building coalitions to buttress its bargaining
power. An effective coalition can be built with one or a few large
players or a lot of smaller players: it is essential to diagnose the sit-
uation carefully, identify promising allies, and build alliances with
them. The larger player must come to see that you, in conjunction
with your allies, are a force to be reckoned with.

A related technique is to play balance-of-power politics adeptly.
This means finding other large players that can act as counterbal-
ances in negotiations—finding a gorilla, if you will, to help keep
the elephant in check. GO could have used this strategy but did-
n’t. It had a very eager potential customer in State Farm Insurance
but never exploited this relationship in its dealings with IBM. 
Kaplan decided to go it alone rather than, for example, convening
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a joint steering committee of representatives from GO, State Farm,
and IBM to set objectives and oversee negotiations. This was a big
mistake.

Having built a coalition, of course, you have to expend effort
to maintain it. Otherwise, you risk seeing your supporters slip away,
leaving you alone in the spotlight. Assume that the elephant will
try to blunt your coalition-building efforts and even break your al-
liances.

Principle 4: Build Momentum Through a Sequence 
of Deals

As David Lax and Jim Sebenius have noted, negotiating the right
deals early makes it easier to negotiate subsequent deals at better
terms.4 But early deals with the wrong partners can make every-
thing that follows an uphill battle.

A small company usually has two objectives in negotiating
deals with larger players: building its reputation and acquiring 
resources (funding, technology, distribution) at attractive terms. 
In early deals, the reputation-building component looms large. 
Millennium’s initial deal with Hoffman-LaRoche, for example, put
the company on the map as a serious biotech player. It also gener-
ated resources to develop the company’s technology platform fur-
ther, allowing the company in turn to negotiate alliances with Eli
Lilly, Astra, and American Home Products. Clearly, reputational
gains from early deals can be leveraged in negotiating later deals.

The first major deal is the crux because it defines whether the
company is playing in the big leagues. That’s why GO chose IBM
over HP: IBM had the resources to make the company’s pen-
based computer a standard. So it is advantageous to do the first deal
with a big player, even if smaller ones would provide more attrac-
tive terms.

The risk is that a very strong first partner who negotiates very
attractive terms could set a problematic precedent for future deals.
The ideal first partner is thus the “wounded elephant”—the one
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that has the most to gain from access to the small company’s of-
ferings. In the case of Millennium, the wounded elephant was
Hoffman-LaRoche, which was falling behind the curve in gene-
based drug discovery and hence was eager for an alliance that
would propel it to the forefront.

When you think about sequencing your negotiations with ele-
phants, ask yourself these questions:

• With which set of potential partners would I like to 
do deals?

• Which companies within the set have the most to gain from
doing a deal with me? Pursue these partners first.

• Which potential partners would want to see that I have
done deals with credible partners? Pursue these partners
later.

• What is the most promising sequence in which to approach
potential partners?

Principle 5: Harness the Power of Competition

Trying to dance with several elephants at once may sound like a
dangerous undertaking for a mouse. But a mouse who cultivates
competition among the elephants gains bargaining power. This is
a classic example of creating linkages among negotiations to shape
the structure of a situation favorably.

If successful, the mouse may be in a position to demand denial
value. When elephants realize that you will do a deal with a com-
petitor if they don’t do a deal with you, some will be willing to pay
a premium to prevent you from falling under a competitor’s sway.
Millennium cultivated and exploited this status: competing phar-
maceutical companies that did not want each other to enjoy a leg-
up bid up the value of Millennium’s offerings.

Of course, it is difficult to harness the power of competition in
your earliest deals when you have no reputation. So unless the po-
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tential impact of your offering is relatively certain, massive, and 
well recognized, it’s tough to attract multiple bidders early on. That’s
why it’s important to do an early deal with a wounded elephant.

Once you are on the map and have done the first couple of
deals, things change. The watershed appears when you have de-
veloped a reputation and people recognize the value of what you
have to offer. Potential partners who begin to fear that you will do
a deal with a key competitor may seek you out preemptively. As
Steven Holtzman of Millennium explains, you can cultivate such
fear by strategically sharing information:

Whenever we feel there’s a possibility for a deal with some-
one, we immediately call six other people. It drives you nuts,
trying to juggle them all, but it will change the perception
on the other side of the table, number one. Number two, it
will change your self-perception. If you believe that there are
other people who are interested, your bluff is no longer a
bluff—it’s real. It will come across with a whole other level
of conviction.5

Spreading the word that you may do a deal with someone else
sets the stage for judicious use of competition in negotiating the
terms of deals. As Holtzman points out, competition for your busi-
ness also bolsters the self-perception of your negotiating team. If
you believe that there are other people who are interested, “your
bluff is no longer a bluff—it’s real” and it comes across with much
more conviction. After its initial deal with LaRoche, every op-
portunity that Millennium explored involved negotiations with
multiple potential partners before converging on a single deal.

Principle 6: Constrain Yourself

Most people resist constraints. But when negotiating with ele-
phants, you need plausible rationales for why the elephant can’t
have everything it wants. “I’m sorry but you can’t have my cheese”
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probably won’t cut it. Far more convincing is, “Much as I would
like to, the terms of my contract with Company X prevent me from
giving you that cheese.”

This is why you may want to constrain yourself, by entering into
binding prior agreements, to buttress your bargaining power with
elephants.6 Millennium’s network of relationships with pharma-
ceutical companies functioned this way. Its early deals pinpoint-
ing specific diseases imposed contractual restrictions on what
Millennium could offer to other partners, effectively reinforcing
its strategy of narrow deals with multiple large players.

The same constraints also protected Millennium from hostile
takeover. Acquisition by one of the large pharmaceutical compa-
nies would require unwinding a complicated web of agreements.
In effect, Millennium had a built-in blocking coalition that would
sustain its independence.

The price of using constraints as a source of bargaining power
is, of course, that they are constraining. They can come back to
bite you: if you aren’t careful, you can become so constrained by
prior commitments that you have no room to breathe. Smart mice
carefully balance the benefits of commitments that constrain ne-
gotiating partners against the costs of lost flexibility.

Principle 7: Hold the Informational High Ground

The right information, processed and organized for easy access, is
a potent source of strength in negotiations with elephants. Nego-
tiation positions are built on supporting rationales and arguments:
you have to build a solid foundation of fact for your position while
you attempt to knock supporting pillars out from under the other
side. It’s therefore essential to be better prepared than the elephant
and to gain and hold the informational high ground in the nego-
tiation.7 Ask yourself: What information would most strengthen
my negotiating position? Can I acquire it from prenegotiation re-
search, or must I learn it at the table?

Start by thinking broadly about the types of information that
will leverage you at the negotiating table. You obviously need a
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firm handle on your own assessment of the economics of the sit-
uation so that you are prepared to argue the merits. But in order
to anticipate where the ZOPA will lie, you also need to understand
how the other side is likely to see the economics. “Remember
there’s often a wide window there,” says Millennium’s Holtzman.
“Partly it’s the intrinsic value of what you have. But there’s also
the value to the other side. . . . We spend a lot of time trying to
understand how they are modeling it, so that we know whether
we can fall within their window.”8

You also need to understand who you will be dealing with and
how decisions will be made within the larger firm. What parts of
its anatomy will be involved? Who will make the final call? What
are the key decision makers’ interests and incentives? GO’s Ka-
plan was never able to answer these questions about IBM. Mil-
lennium, by contrast, raised this form of intelligence gathering to
a high art. “We spend a lot of time thinking about the person on
the other side of the table,” says Holtzman, “and how he is going
to have to go sell this deal to the boss.”9

Collecting information is just the beginning. You also have to
analyze and organize the information in such a way that you can
deploy it deftly at the table. Suppose you are negotiating to sell
your company to a much larger player and you foresee a poten-
tial environmental liability on a piece of your property. Identify-
ing the issue is just the beginning: you must also generate a list 
of ways to deal with it. Alternatives might include a reduction in
price, indemnification for the buyer, a take-back of the affected
land, or a restructuring of the transaction as an asset purchase with
the tainted parcel excluded. What is the cost of each alternative?
Which, on balance, is preferable? The arguments for your preferred
option, and the downsides of the others, must be outlined and
quantified before meeting the other side. Which option will the
other side prefer? Where are you willing to compromise? All of this
information ought to be easily accessible to you.

In summary, keep in mind that your core goals in managing
the process are to learn and shape the other side’s perceptions. Ef-
fective learning helps you gain and hold the informational high
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ground, which in turn equips you to share or withhold informa-
tion in order to create and claim value.

Principle 8: Take Control of the Process

If, as a small company, you are at a significant disadvantage in
terms of BATNAs and resources, it is essential to take control of
the process. If you let the elephant select the music and lead the
dance, you are probably in big trouble.

GO’s Jerry Kaplan slipped into this trap: at each stage, he al-
lowed IBM to call the tune, reacting to its moves rather than de-
signing a process favorable to him. When he was shuttled from
person to person within IBM, he dutifully tried to deal with each
new player. When IBM sought to impose more and more oner-
ous terms, he failed to respond.

Millennium’s negotiators, by contrast, skillfully controlled the
sequencing of the process, shepherding it through successive stages
to build momentum. As Holtzman explains:

First we would establish that there was this valuable thing
that we could make together, “a bucket of gold.” Then at the
right time we shift to a dialogue of “Gentlemen, at some
point we really need to establish whether we are in the same
ballpark, on the same block, in the same city, in the same
hemisphere, on the same planet” in terms of monetary 
expectations.10

Articulating the reasons that both parties came to the table in
the first place establishes an initial sense of momentum. Then,
Holtzman says, “We always make the first offer. We want to define
the playing field.”11 The more complex the deal, the more cautious
he was to flesh out the offer thoroughly and work out the basic
structure of the deal (who would get what intellectual property
and rights) before even raising the subject of money.

Millennium also paid close attention to logistics, including
where the negotiation would take place. Holtzman insisted that
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every individual on the other side who needed to vet the deal be
at the table and sometimes even locked the players into a room for
days until the deal was done. Millennium also drafted the agree-
ments. “We always do the drafting, partly because we think we are
better at it,” Holtzman notes. “These are very complex deals, and
you have an advantage if you know how to deal with the com-
plexity.”12

Process control is not a panacea. It can’t compensate for lack
of a credible BATNA or failure to cultivate competition or build
coalitions. But it can have a substantial impact on the margin, es-
pecially in combination with the techniques already described.

Principle 9: Negotiate with Implementation in Mind

It’s one thing to negotiate an agreement with an elephant and 
another to get it implemented satisfactorily. Mice often become
vulnerable after a deal is signed because they have let go (often ir-
revocably) of alternatives. In effect, the strength of their BATNA
erodes once the process moves from deal making to implemen-
tation.

As GO discovered with IBM, when the elephant has you all
to itself and gets access to more information about what you are
up to, it can really get in your face. This is also a juncture when in-
ternal competitors or opponents within the other side can inter-
vene to slow or even stymie implementation of the deal.

So what can a mouse do to reduce its vulnerability in the im-
plementation phase? In brief, try not to burn your bridges, and try
to preserve the strength of your BATNA in case serious problems
arise during implementation. This is easier said than done, which
is another reason not to put yourself at the mercy of a single large
partner.

Second, give your champions within the other side as big a per-
sonal stake as possible in successful implementation of the deal.
They need to own it in a visceral way. Entangle them, cognitively
and emotionally, in making the deal work. As Holtzman puts it,
“There are three things to making deals: you have to move minds,
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hearts, and bodies. You have to move someone’s mind; the deal
has to make sense. But you have to move their heart too. They
have to believe that the deal is good in an emotional way. Then
you have to move the bodies to close the deal.”13

A related technique is to negotiate a formal structure for over-
seeing implementation as part of the deal and, crucially, build a
network of personal relationships that will supply you intelligence
about what is going on and social capital to draw on if things get
tough. GO didn’t build a formal implementation structure or good
working relationships, and repeatedly it got blindsided. Millen-
nium, by contrast, established multilevel governing structures up
front, not just a joint management team with each partner but a
joint steering committee composed of higher-level executives from
both companies. Millennium also fostered informal relationships
at multiple points of contact. That network provided Millennium
with an early-warning system about changes in partners’ direction
and intentions. “That was something which we saw becoming
more important over time,” says Holtzman, “especially as com-
panies change people. We need to be able to maximize the value
of the relationship, even through the changes.”14

Finally, leverage the coalitions you build during negotiation
into implementation of the deal. For example, GO could have in-
vited its champions at State Farm to participate much more ac-
tively in implementation of the deal with IBM.

Principle 10: Build Superior Organizational Capabilities

To apply the first nine principles, you will need specialized orga-
nizational capabilities. The foundation is getting the right tech-
nical and business people on board, and then setting up the right
team structures and coordination mechanisms. Beyond that, it is
essential to forge relationships with skilled external advisers, such
as lawyers and investment bankers.

These are the necessary conditions for success, but they are not
sufficient. You must be organized to learn rapidly as you do more
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deals with elephants. Fast learning is a dynamic source of advan-
tage for small players: if you can learn from past negotiations, cap-
ture the resulting insights, and, crucially, share these insights among
yourselves, you will increase your overall negotiating effectiveness.
But unless you put specific mechanisms in place to capture and dis-
seminate learning, valuable knowledge will be lost. Given the press
of business, it requires real discipline to set up and maintain orga-
nizational learning processes. But the rewards well outweigh the
costs.

It is particularly important for small players to cultivate orga-
nizational capabilities and not just individual competence. Oth-
erwise, you will run the risk of being dependent on one or a few
people and suffering greatly if you lose them. The starting point 
is to ask some basic questions: How can those newly hired learn 
to negotiate? Are insights from past negotiations captured and
shared? How is knowledge preserved and forgetting prevented?
Particularly in organizations with substantial turnover, the risk
of losing institutional memory is very high. Memory loss can be
avoided only by self-conscious management of the acquisition 
and dissemination of knowledge.

Collective knowledge sharing and reflection could take the
form of postnegotiation debriefings that distill and share lessons
learned or reports that summarize specific negotiations. Person-to-
person transmission is usually more flexible and time efficient than
written documentation. Flexibility and time efficiency are im-
portant because of the pace at which most negotiators operate.
Busyness—a given in small organizations—is often the enemy of
learning.

NEGOTIATING AS AN ELEPHANT

It seems only fair to close with a few thoughts on how elephants
ought to deal effectively with mice.

Elephants’ most common mistake is overreliance on their
power (a strong BATNA and lots of resources) to impose terms on
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weaker players. Power may work, but it is likely to provoke resis-
tance on the part of mice who don’t like being dictated to. It may
also provoke reactive coalition building, prompting the mouse to
seek out allies. Even the best-intentioned elephant can fall into
this trap, because the mouse is likely to feel on the defensive be-
fore the negotiation even begins. It takes only small slights to ac-
tivate the mouse’s expectation of being taken advantage of.

A second mistake is to get nibbled to death by many mice. At
the height of the Internet frenzy in the late 1990s, a large soft drink
company was approached by many small firms eager to leverage
the big company’s core brands. The small companies were apply-
ing a principle we endorsed earlier: make overtures to interested
individuals and units within a larger company seeking to cut a
deal. Chaos threatened, so the soft drink company created a cen-
tral point of contact to keep track of and vet deals. Individuals in
the line organizations remained champions of individual deals, but
the central group represented the corporate interest in selecting
partnerships and conducting negotiations.

Beyond using power deftly and maintaining a companywide
perspective, how you approach deals with mice flows from a basic
strategic decision: Will you try to preserve and deploy your power
to extract very favorable agreements, or will you position yourself
as the partner of choice for smaller players? If the former, you
should work to blunt the tactics that we have urged mice to em-
ploy. If the latter, you should cultivate the reputation and ca-
pabilities to negotiate and sustain deals with smaller and more
vulnerable partners.

Many negotiations match stronger and weaker parties: entre-
preneurs deal with venture capitalists, suppliers deal with cus-
tomers, and small companies are acquired by conglomerates. In
these situations, it is essential to be realistic about whether you are
a mouse or an elephant and to condition your approach to nego-
tiation accordingly.
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6
Building Coalitions

After fifteen years of steady advancement at a leading durable-
goods manufacturing company, Dana Monosoff decided to move
on. Recruiters had long been calling her, and she soon had several
attractive options. Ultimately, Dana became the new chief oper-
ating officer (COO) of White Goods, Inc., a struggling maker of
high-end kitchen appliances.

Several years of flat sales at White Goods prior to Dana’s ar-
rival had precipitated the departure of her predecessor. Nimbler
and more aggressive competitors had begun to chip away at the
firm’s traditional quality advantage by introducing new materials
and production technologies. Even more ominous, how products
were sold and distributed was changing. While White Goods con-
tinued to rely on a network of independent dealers, its most for-
midable competitors had begun to establish long-term ties with
large retail stores; some had even begun to manufacture private-
label appliances. Dana expected these trends to accelerate.

Dana was the first senior executive in fifteen years to be brought
in from outside the company. When White Goods’s chief execu-
tive officer, Paul Schofield, hired her to get growth back on track,
he promised Dana that if she did well, she would succeed him as
CEO within a few years. But Dana was convinced that produc-
ing moderately priced products for large stores was the way to go,
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and such a move would not be an easy sell. A decision to market
through large outlets would anger the dealers and could erode
White Goods’s tight control over sales and servicing channels.
Moreover, producing lower-priced offerings was at odds with White
Goods’s proud tradition of manufacturing premium products.

Assuming that Dana is correct about the direction White
Goods should go, how should she build support for needed change?
Take a few minutes to think about how you would approach this
situation.

Dana cannot hope to accomplish the changes she desires by
relying on the authority vested in her position. She needs to be
able to persuade people to go along with her. To be effective, lead-
ers like Dana need to master five core coalition-building tasks:

Task 1: Mapping the influence landscape—identifying who
needs to be persuaded and how to do so

Task 2: Shaping perceptions of interests—influencing
others’ beliefs about what they want

Task 3: Shaping perceptions of alternatives—influencing
others’ beliefs about the options open to them

Task 4: Gaining acceptance for tough decisions—increasing
the likelihood that difficult choices will be accepted

Task 5: Persuading at a distance—achieving a broad impact
through mass persuasion

TASK 1: MAPPING THE INFLUENCE LANDSCAPE

Sometimes it is sufficient to convince a single person, but more
typically leaders like Dana must build supportive coalitions of in-
terest groups to secure support for their initiatives. Often it is also
necessary to neutralize opponents and prevent blocking coalitions
from forming.  Before beginning to design a persuasion strategy, it
is essential to map the influence landscape.

Dana’s ultimate goal was to build support for her strategy and
to prevent opposition from coalescing. Simply dictating change



would have bred resistance, undermining her position. It could
even have cost her job. Consequently, she set out to identify peo-
ple and groups whose support was crucial, as well as potential op-
ponents. The CEO, Paul Schofield, would obviously have to be
on board. But other top-level executives would influence him, so
she wanted to pinpoint who else in the organization she needed
to persuade.

Identifying Targets of Influence

The first step is to identify the groups within which support must
be built and opposition neutralized. Such groups typically include:

• Organizational units of employees bound together by shared
training and expertise or by shared tasks and supervision

• Identity groups, bound by occupation, age, gender, race, 
or social class, that protect shared interests and promote 
mutual solidarity

• Power coalitions of people who have banded together oppor-
tunistically to advance or protect shared interests, but who
may not otherwise identify with or socialize with each other1

Dana’s analysis persuaded her that she needed to build support
in top management, the sales and distribution division, and the
manufacturing workforce. Persuading top management would re-
quire that she cultivate and retain the confidence of the CEO, her
peers, and top-level subordinates. The changes Dana envisioned
would call for shifts in power relationships that could create win-
ners and losers among key players who enjoyed longstanding re-
lationships with the CEO and with each other. She would also
need to deal with likely opposition from White Goods’s sales force
and network of independent dealers. Her third task would be to
build a base of trust and respect with the workforce to convince
them of the need to manufacture less expensive (and less presti-
gious) products.
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Analyzing Influence Networks

The next step is to analyze influence networks—configurations de-
termined by who defers to whom on crucial issues.2 This level of
analysis identifies opinion leaders who exert disproportionate in-
fluence on decision making.3 Convincing these pivotal individu-
als translates into broad acceptance, and resistance on their part
could galvanize broader opposition.

Dana’s analysis of influence networks within top management
at White Goods convinced her that Todd Simpson, vice president
of sales, was pivotal. A career employee strongly invested in the
company’s traditions, Todd had risen through the sales ranks to
become a trusted adviser to Schofield. Todd’s support for Dana’s
proposed change initiatives was crucial. He would be influenced
by his direct reports, the regional sales directors, who would in turn
come under pressure from White Goods’s independent dealers. But
Todd was also respected by both groups and capable of influenc-
ing them.

Dana concluded that she would also need to win the support
of Sarah Wolverton, vice president of manufacturing, and Nathan
Simon, vice president of engineering, to move down-market to
lower-priced products. Both were influential with the CEO, though
less so than Todd, and both deferred to Todd on matters pertain-
ing to company culture and traditions. Dana had begun to develop
a relationship with Nathan but barely knew Sarah. The resulting
influence network is illustrated in the figure on page 139, with the
strength of existing relationships represented by the thickness of
the connecting arrows.

Identifying Supporters, Opponents, and Persuadables

Some people will endorse the leader’s agenda right away because it
advances their own interests. But enlisting people as supporters
doesn’t mean that you can take them for granted. It’s never enough
simply to elicit support; you have to maintain it to ensure that sup-
port doesn’t slip away in the night. Leaders must devote energy to



buttressing and deepening the commitment of their supporters, and
to expanding their own persuasive reach by helping allies become
more persuasive. In the words of Owen Harries, “Preaching to the
converted, far from being a superfluous activity, is vital. Preachers
do it every Sunday. The strengthening of the commitment, intel-
lectual performance, and morale of those already on your side is an
essential task, both in order to bind them more securely to the cause
and to make them more effective exponents of it.”4

Meanwhile, other important players will oppose your efforts
whatever you do. But identifying people as opponents does not
mean that you can ignore them. To analyze your opponents, ask
yourself the following questions: How long have efforts to orga-
nize opposition been going on? Is the opposition united by long-
standing relationships and shared interests or by short-term
opportunism? Are there linchpins whose conversion or neutral-
ization would substantially weaken resistance?

Because persuasion consumes time and emotional energy
(which should not be wasted on the irrevocably opposed), it is es-
sential to assess early who can be persuaded. If Todd were not 
persuadable, Dana would be well advised to start elsewhere and
aim to bring him on board later. But Dana perceived Todd as a
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thoughtful, forward-looking person; she considered him persuad-
able. She was confident that she had a strong case and could sup-
port it with logical arguments and sales trend data, but she also
knew that Todd might still oppose change.

Assessing Targets’ Interests

The next step is to zero in on the targets’ interests. What do Todd
and the regional sales managers care about? Put yourself in their
shoes; your aim is to grasp what they perceive their interests to be,
not what you believe they should be. Faced with the change Dana
envisioned, Todd and others could resist for a variety of reasons:

• Loss of a comfortable status quo. They see no reason to change
in ways that might cut their earnings or alter established pat-
terns of social interaction.

• Challenge to one’s sense of competence. They fear feeling in-
competent and unable to perform well in the postchange 
environment.

• Threats to self-defining values. They believe that change will
produce a culture that discredits traditional notions of value
and rewards behaviors antithetical to their self-image.

• Potential loss of security due to uncertainty about the future.
They misunderstand or fear the intended consequences 
of a proposed change.

• Negative consequences for key allies. They fear the conse-
quences for others they care about or are beholden to.

Dana foresaw that Todd might oppose a dramatic shift in dis-
tribution strategy out of concern for White Goods’s premium image
and the impact on his organization. She knew that Todd would
come under strong pressure from others. Many regional sales di-
rectors would oppose a change that could undermine their status
and affect their compensation. Todd would also hear from dealers
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who would view a decision to sell through large stores as a threat
to their businesses. Clearly, she faced an uphill battle to gain Todd’s
support.

Assessing the Driving and Restraining Forces

People facing tough decisions experience psychological tension as
opposing forces push them in conflicting directions.5 The source
of tension might be internal conflicts (Do I want X more than Y?
Should I do what I want to do or what I think I should do?) or 
social pressures, such as competing prior commitments or worry
about what respected people will think.6 Ultimately, a person de-
cides that the benefits of one path outweigh the costs of renounc-
ing others.

You can deepen your analysis by probing the driving and re-
straining forces at work on prospective targets of your influence.
Driving forces push people in the direction you desire; restraining
forces push them elsewhere. The goal is to strengthen the dri-
ving forces or weaken the restraining forces, or both. Dana’s analy-
sis of the driving and restraining forces acting on Todd is illustrated
in the force-field diagram. The driving forces that would lead Todd
to support Dana’s initiative include the logic and data that sup-
port her case and, perhaps, reluctance to oppose her openly. Re-
straining forces include his desire to protect White Goods’s culture
and the pressures exerted on him by sales directors and dealers. On
the face of it, the driving forces look like thin reeds arrayed against
the powerful restraining forces.

Identifying Targets’ Alternatives

The next step is to evaluate how key people perceive their alter-
natives. For Dana, this means predicting the actions that Todd and
other potential opponents might take. Specifically, is resistance 
to persuasion likely to be overt or covert? Todd could simply with-
hold his support or, more subtly, raise questions about the risks of
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Dana’s proposals. He could act alone or in concert with others, such
as the regional sales managers. A blocking coalition of Todd and
the regional sales managers would seriously threaten Dana’s change
agenda.

Todd’s influence with Paul, the CEO, is sufficient to stall
Dana’s efforts, but not everyone with reason to resist change has
the power to do so. Ask yourself: Is the resistance of opposing
coalitions likely to be active or passive? What forms might it take?
More generally, how do key people perceive their alternatives?
How might these perceptions be altered? A clear grasp of the lat-
ter will sharpen your influence strategies.

TASK 2: SHAPING PERCEPTIONS OF INTERESTS

The next step is to try to shape others’ perceptions of their inter-
ests—what they care about and the goals they want to achieve.
Strategies for transforming perceptions of interests are altering in-
centives, framing decisions, drawing on the power of social influ-
ence, and engaging in quid pro quo negotiation.
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Altering Incentives

Changing the incentive systems within which people operate—
introducing rewards or disincentives or both—can alter their per-
ceptions of their interests. To the extent that people pursue the
rewards or avoid the disincentives, their behavior (but not neces-
sarily attitudes) will change.

Measurement systems, compensation plans, budgets, and even
mission statements and strategic plans can all function as levers to
influence behavior in organizations. By setting expectations and
defining rewards and punishments, they push people in desired 
directions. Such measures can be especially effective in the short
term, and they are usually necessary when prompt and significant
behavioral change is called for.

Dana should think through how compensation might work for
the regional sales directors under the new system and how incen-
tives could be structured for dealers. A proposal that responds pos-
itively to their objections would weaken a potent restraining force.

Framing Decisions

Framing is the use of argument, analogy, and metaphor to promote
a favorable definition of the problem to be solved and the set of
potential solutions. Framing has been characterized as “a burn-
ing glass which collects and focuses the diffuse warmth of popular
emotions, concentrating them on a specific issue.”7 Because peo-
ple’s interests tend to remain latent and diffuse until they face a
choice, and because how people perceive their interests depends
on how choices are posed, framing is a powerful tool.

Dana ought to frame her proposal in a way that elevates some
interests while marginalizing other interests or leaving them dor-
mant. She can accomplish this by linking her agenda to people’s
needs, wants, and aspirations and linking choices she opposes to
their worries and fears. Done well, this approach excites emotions
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that color individuals’ choices. Effective framing uses a number of
techniques:

• Invoking the common good. This approach emphasizes col-
lective benefits and downplays individual costs. Dana could stress
the overarching importance to the organization of getting sales
growth back on track and attempt to frame the costs to Todd and
the regional sales directors as a sacrifice that must be made for the
common good.

• Linking to core values. Marketers and propagandists long ago
learned the efficacy of linking choices to the values that define self-
identity. Cigarette companies, for example, link smoking to inde-
pendence and the freedom to choose. Dana could endorse Todd’s
identification with the company’s tradition of producing high-
quality products and emphasize that sales growth would support
the investment in new technologies needed to sustain it.

• Heightening concerns about loss or risk. Some framing tech-
niques exploit biases in the ways that people make decisions. Many
people are loss averse—more sensitive to potential losses than to
equivalent potential gains.8 Desired courses of action could thus
be cast in terms of gains and undesired choices in terms of losses.
Similarly widespread is the tendency to be risk averse—to prefer
guaranteed gains to risky choices, even if the latter could yield
much larger gains.9 Here again, desired courses of action can be
characterized as less risky, undesired choices as more risky. Dana
could dwell on the risks of failing to get sales growth back on
track, including vulnerability to takeover and loss of control over
the organization’s destiny.

• Rejection and retreat. Asking for a lot initially and then set-
tling for less shapes the other side’s perceptions of interests. This
works because people are loss averse—more sensitive to potential
losses than to equivalent potential gains.10 Dana could propose to
sell exclusively through large stores and then “retreat” to a plan 
to sell only midrange lines through large stores, reserving the pre-
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mium lines for existing dealers. The risk is that an extreme initial
request might trigger resistance and the emergence of a blocking
coalition.

• Enlarging the pie. Choices perceived as win-lose propositions
are particularly difficult to sell. Broadening the range of issues
under consideration can facilitate mutually beneficial trades that
“enlarge the pie.”11 Alongside her proposal to sell through large
stores, Dana might put on the table issues she knows to be im-
portant to Todd. Her earlier analyses might have revealed, for ex-
ample, that Todd wants to adopt a state-of-the-art sales-tracking
system.

• Neutralizing toxic issues. As we saw in Chapter Two, progress
on multi-issue initiatives can be stalled by the presence of toxic
issues. Toxic issues can sometimes be neutralized by postponing
them for future consideration or by making up-front commitments
that allay anxieties. Dana could demonstrate her commitment to
the dealer network by proposing a two-tier distribution system in
which mid- to low-range products would be sold in large stores and
mid- to high-range products through dealers.

• Inoculating against expected challenges. As far back as Aris-
totle, persuaders have been advised to inoculate their audiences
against the arguments they expect their opponents to make. Re-
futing weak forms of expected counterarguments immunizes audi-
ences against the same arguments when they are advanced in more
potent forms. Dana should prepare responses to the objections she
anticipates from the regional sales directors and dealers. She might
say to Todd, “I know that your people are likely to be concerned
about X, but the issue is really Y.”

• Providing a script for convincing others. In addition to influ-
encing the immediate target, successful framing provides that per-
son a persuasive script for convincing others. As she frames her
arguments, Dana should keep in mind that Todd will have to sell
them to the regional sales directors and dealers; her arguments
should explicitly address their concerns.
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Using Social Influence

People rarely make important choices independently; most peo-
ple are influenced by their networks of relationships and the opin-
ions of key advisers.12 Awareness that a highly respected person
already supports an initiative alters others’ assessments of its at-
tractiveness, its likelihood of success, and the potential costs of not
getting on board. Convincing opinion leaders to lend support and
mobilize their own networks thus has a powerful leveraging effect.
Likewise, a leader who has built political capital with key people
can draw on reciprocity to gain a buy-in.

Todd’s assessment of the costs and benefits of supporting or op-
posing Dana’s initiative will be strongly influenced by the opin-
ions of those in his network of relationships. It is thus important
for Dana to understand the full range of pressures that could im-
pinge on Todd. Research in social psychology has established that
people prefer choices that enable them to:

• Remain consistent with strongly held values and beliefs,
which tend to be shared with important reference groups.
People asked to behave inconsistently with their values or
beliefs experience internal psychological dissonance, exter-
nal social sanction, or both.

• Remain consistent with their commitments, because failure
to honor commitments incurs social sanctions. People prefer
not to reverse themselves or overtly constrain their future
choices by setting undesirable precedents.

• Preserve their sense of control. Choices that threaten one’s
position in a social hierarchy or sense of control are likely to
provoke anxiety.

• Repay obligations. Reciprocity is a strong social norm, and
people are vulnerable to appeals for support that invoke past
favors.

• Preserve their reputations. Choices that preserve or enhance
one’s reputation are viewed favorably, those that could jeop-
ardize one’s reputation negatively.
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• Gain the approval of respected others, such as opinion lead-
ers, mentors, experts, and others to whom people look for
clues about “right thinking.”13

All else being equal, Todd will make choices that appear con-
sistent with his values and commitments, maintain his status,
repay obligations, enhance his reputation, and gain the approval
of respected others. He will avoid choices that violate his values,
require him to renege on commitments, create undesirable prece-
dents, undermine his sense of control, make him appear ungrate-
ful, damage his reputation, and offend respected others.

These universal preferences translate readily into effective ways
to harness the power of social influence:

• Leveraging small commitments into larger ones. As we saw 
in Chapter Three, a person who has been persuaded to make in-
nocuous commitments has already started down the slippery slope
to larger ones.14 This approach to persuasion—entanglement—
presumes that people can be led from point A to point B in a suc-
cession of small, irreversible steps when doing so in a single leap
would be impossible. Note too that public commitments carry more
weight than private commitments. Commitments made in pri-
vate offer wiggle room; you can argue that you were misunderstood
or misquoted. Backing away from commitments made in front of
others is significantly more difficult. This is why weighty decisions
and commitments to specific goals should be made at meetings:
people’s reputations are put on the line. This is also why the first-
mover advantage in securing early commitments is substantial;
once your opponents secure commitments of support, the battle
to win away their supporters is uphill. In addition to making a good
case, you must also help targets of persuasion find ways to disen-
tangle themselves from prior commitments gracefully.

• Drawing on the power of reciprocity. The desire to reciprocate
is a strong motivating force.15 Because Todd’s relationship with his
regional sales directors involves long-standing expectations of mu-
tual support, he will be loath to betray those expectations. Dana
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can begin to counter this stance by cultivating a sense of obliga-
tion in Todd, perhaps by helping advance goals that are important
to him. The resulting debt is a source of capital on which she can
draw when the time comes to push her initiative. Note that favors
do not have to be precisely balanced. Studies have shown that
small favors can be leveraged into disproportionately large recip-
rocal favors. It is valuable to keep this principle in mind when in-
fluencing others and when resisting others’ attempts at persuasion.

• Using behavior change to drive attitude change. Everyone
knows that attitudinal changes can translate into significant be-
havioral changes, but the reverse can also be true: changing some-
one’s behavior can change the person’s attitudes.16 People have a
strong need for consistency; once persuaded to try something new,
they are likely to revise their attitudes accordingly. For example,
Dana might ask Todd to participate in a study of ways to make a
two-tier distribution system work. Having worked on the study
and helped to shape its conclusions, Todd’s attitudes might shift
to align with his actions.

• Sequencing through relationship networks. Faced with difficult
choices, people often look to others they respect for clues about
“right thinking.” They seek out opinion leaders for their exper-
tise or experience or their access to information, or simply because
they have authoritative personalities. Whatever the source of their
stature, it is important to understand how opinion leaders formu-
late their opinions. As we have seen, this is a matter of tracing who
defers to whom on key issues.17 If Todd defers to senior people in
other functions on issues of company strategy, it pays off to secure
the support of these people first. As we saw in Chapter Three, Dana
should draw up a sequencing plan to decide when and in what order
to approach people in order to form a coalition and build momen-
tum before she gets to Todd.18 She should also carefully plan the 
sequence of individual and group meetings. Dana could meet in-
dividually with those whom Todd trusts. Having won their support,
she could introduce the issue in a group meeting that Todd attends
and then follow up with a one-on-one meeting with Todd.
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Engaging in Quid Pro Quo Negotiation

If crucial people cannot otherwise be brought along, it may be nec-
essary to engage them in this-for-that negotiation, agreeing to sup-
port initiatives they care about in exchange for their support of
yours. Success rests on understanding the full set of interests at
stake—which may include reputation and prestige as well as tan-
gible needs—and on knowing how to craft a suitable trade. Sup-
port can often be bought. But at what cost? Leaders who don’t know
when to stop buying support can end up making compromises that
dilute their efforts.

As illustrated in the accompanying figure, artful use of incen-
tives, framing, social influence, and quid pro quo negotiation will
strengthen the forces driving Todd in the direction Dana favors
and weaken restraining forces. With careful thought and sustained
effort, Dana may be able to tip the scales and get Todd to support
her initiative.
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TASK 3: SHAPING PERCEPTIONS OF ALTERNATIVES

Shaping people’s perceptions of their own interests is by no means
the only avenue for persuasion. You can also influence their per-
ceptions of their alternatives, the set of options among which they
believe they must choose. This usually entails directing their atten-
tion toward alternatives you favor and eliminating less favorable
choices from consideration.

Introducing New Options

People are likely to perceive their alternatives too narrowly: they
overlook potentially attractive alternatives or construe them as
nonviable, too risky, or undesirable. Often this phenomenon is a
consequence of how decisions are framed. Because organizations
tend to cast new choices in the same old ways, coalitions are like-
ly to form along predictable lines.

Often one can exert influence simply by expanding the range
of alternatives under consideration. Dana could stimulate inno-
vation, for example, by encouraging people at White Goods to
benchmark best-in-class organizations, thus exposing them to al-
ternative approaches to familiar problems. Ideally, she would sug-
gest an organization with a successful two-tier approach to sales.
Introducing new options can put stress on existing coalitions, set-
ting the stage for the creation of new ones.

Setting the Agenda

Big decisions draw on tributary processes that define the problem,
identify alternatives, and establish criteria for evaluating costs and
benefits.

By the time the problem and the options have been defined,
the actual choice may be a foregone conclusion. This is why it is so
important to shape the decision-making agenda early on. “Pay great
attention to the agenda of the debate,” cautions Owen Harries:
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He who defines the issues and determines their priority is al-
ready well on the way to winning. . . . Diplomats, at least
when they are performing effectively, understand this well,
which is one reason they often appear fussy and pedantic to
outsiders who have not grasped the point at issue. . . . It is
just as important, and on the same grounds, to deny your 
opponent the right to impose his language and concepts 
on the debate, and to make sure you always use terms that
reflect your own values, traditions, and interests.19

One touchstone to successful persuasion is thus simply to be
there during the formative period in order to define the terms of
the debate before momentum builds in the wrong direction, or ir-
reversible decisions are made, or too much time passes. Another
is to help select the information used to define the problem and
the options. Dana could commission studies, for example, to ex-
plore changes in how kitchen appliances are sold and distributed.

Eliminating “Do Nothing” as an Option

It is alarmingly easy, even with the best of intentions, to defer or
delay a decision. When success requires the coordinated actions
of many people, delay by any single individual can have a cascade
effect, giving others an excuse not to proceed. A leader must there-
fore work to eliminate “do nothing” as a viable option. Dana must
decide when the time is ripe and then push for a decision on dis-
tribution systems.

One approach is to schedule action-forcing events—events that
force people to make commitments or take actions. Meetings, re-
view sessions, and deadlines can all provide impetus. Those who
do make commitments should immediately be locked into timeta-
bles that specify incremental implementation milestones. Regular
meetings to review progress and tough questioning of those who
miss agreed-on goals increase the psychological pressure to follow
through. A caveat: avoid pressing for closure until the balance of
forces is tipping in the right direction.
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A related tactic is progressive elimination of less desirable op-
tions, funneling the decision-making process toward the choice
you favor. People are rarely willing to make difficult decisions be-
fore they have exhausted less painful options. Sometimes it makes
sense to let them try to make these options work, especially if you
are reasonably certain that they will fail. If Dana finds Todd strong-
ly opposed to her plan, she could suggest that he produce a plan
for changing the distribution system and see what he proposes. 
If his plan isn’t feasible and the CEO rejects it, she will be in a po-
sition to say, “Okay, now we try it my way.” Pruning of options is
often necessary to provide a defensible rationale for a decision, dif-
fuse responsibility for unpleasant outcomes, and lead others to the
point of readiness to commit. The downside is that valuable time
gets consumed.

TASK 4: GAINING ACCEPTANCE FOR TOUGH
DECISIONS

Leaders often have to make unpopular decisions. When someone’s
pet project is shut down, spending is curtailed, or someone is de-
prived of responsibility, the challenge is to get people to accept the
consequences of the imposed decision. Although never easy, tough
decisions can be made more palatable by paying careful attention
to process.

Creating a Fair Process

People at White Goods are more likely to accept the consequences
of Dana’s decision if it is perceived to be the outcome of a fair pro-
cess.20 When people believe that the decision-making process was
legitimate and that their views were taken seriously, they are more
likely to support implementation. Leaders who gain reputations
for being thoughtful and deliberative enlarge the scope within
which people will accept and support their choices. Those known
for arbitrariness, thoughtlessness, and apparent disregard for equity
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fuel resistance and furnish focal points around which opposition
can mobilize.

Engaging in Shared Diagnosis

Involving people in the diagnosis of organizational problems is a
form of entanglement: participation in the diagnosis makes it more
difficult to deny the need for tough decisions. By the end of such
a process, people are often willing to accept outcomes they would
never have accepted at the outset. This is another reason for Dana
to engage Todd in an analysis of changes in how appliances are dis-
tributed.

Consulting Before Deciding

Consultation promotes buy-in. Dana should consider consulting
throughout White Goods about the emerging challenge from com-
petitors and the role of large retail stores in the market. The knowl-
edge gained could promote acceptance of the eventual decision and
deepen her grasp of the state of play in the organization.

Good consultation means active listening.21 Posing questions
and encouraging people to voice their worries, then summarizing
what you have heard, signals that you are paying serious attention.
The power of active listening as a persuasive technique is vastly un-
derrated. By channeling people’s thinking and framing choices,
active listening can promote acceptance of difficult decisions. Be-
cause the questions leaders ask and the way they summarize and
feed back responses powerfully affect people’s perceptions, active
listening and framing are a particularly potent persuasive pairing.

Giving What Is Asked For

It is disconcerting to be asked what you would need in order to ac-
complish something difficult and then to be given it. Having made
a difficult decision, the leader asks those responsible for imple-
mentation what resources they will need. After carefully probing
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their assessments, the leader then says, “You have it! Let’s get go-
ing.” This tactic is a variation on persuading people to make a
commitment and then holding them to it.

TASK 5: PERSUADING AT A DISTANCE

Finally, leaders can’t possibly communicate individually with every-
one they need to persuade, so they must be proficient at persuad-
ing from a distance—communicating themes and priorities in
speeches, memos, and other forms of one-to-many communica-
tion. In addition to persuading top management and the sales 
organization, Dana also has to win the support of the larger work-
force; they are justifiably proud of the high-quality products they
produce and may resent a decision to move down-market.

Constructing Reliable Communication Channels

Just as nature abhors a vacuum, informal networks spring up to
fill communication voids in organizations. In the absence of re-
liable formal communication, people rely on the grapevine for 
information. The problem, of course, is that the grapevine intro-
duces distortion into the communication process. Some of this
distortion is unintentional, a product of error and omission in 
person-to-person transmission. But those seeking to advance par-
tisan goals can intentionally distort information. As Garth Jowett
and Victoria O’Donnell put it, propaganda functions by “with-
holding information, releasing information at pre-determined
times, releasing information in juxtaposition with other infor-
mation that may influence perceptions, manufacturing informa-
tion, communicating information to selective audiences, and
distorting information.”22

Whatever their intentions, the people at focal points in these
informal communication networks have substantial power to
shape messages. Thus, leaders like Dana must preempt the grape-
vine by building reliable formal communication channels. Whether
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this means publishing a new newsletter or writing memos to the
workforce or convening town meetings, the goal is direct access
to the target audience.

Good communication channels transmit the right information
in a timely and responsive way. It is easy to fall behind the com-
munication curve, especially when the decision in question has
negative consequences. It may seem easier to withhold bad news,
particularly if the full picture is not yet available. But doing so sets
up a vicious circle in which official statements come out in bits
and pieces, reactively, and never catch up with the grapevine. It
is wise to assume that bad news will leak out quickly; plan to be
there first so you can shape the message and avoid triggering re-
sistance unnecessarily.

Focus and Repetition

Leaders who try to communicate too many messages at once often
end up with a muddle. One of the core insights of research on per-
suasive communication is the power of focus and repetition.23

Dana’s persuasive messages are most likely to take root in the
minds of White Goods’s workforce if they consist of a few core
themes, repeated until they sink in. It is a sure sign of success when
people begin to echo your themes without knowing they are doing
so, and focus and repetition are effective means to this end. By the
third or fourth time we hear a new song on the radio, for instance,
we often cannot get it out of our minds. Of course, we may also
grow irritated by repetition: using precisely the same words over
and over is likely to annoy and insult your listeners and will make
it apparent that you are trying to persuade, which can provoke
backlash. The art of effective communication is to repeat and
elaborate core themes without sounding like a parrot.

Dana had to craft the message that a move down-market need
not compromise quality. In early tours of White Goods plants,
Dana had learned that the workforce was proud of its products but
ashamed that the company sold only to wealthy customers. Dana
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could tap into this sentiment by subtly emphasizing that the new
products would be affordable for workers and their families.

Matching the Medium to the Message

Decisions about how to communicate a message shouldn’t be made
lightly. Leaders have at their disposal a variety of forums and me-
dia, including speeches, small-group meetings, town meetings,
newsletters, memos, interactive videoconferences, videotapes, and
Web pages. News is nearly always best delivered in an interactive
forum, such as a meeting at which people can ask questions, but
complex technical and data-intensive arguments are best conveyed
in written form.24 Speeches and live videoconference and town
meeting presentations are ideal for communicating broad goals,
values, and inspiration. Prerecorded video presentations, though
useful for disseminating information about the progress of initi-
atives, can seem contrived when used to communicate a new vi-
sion. In developing her communication plan, Dana should take
into account how White Goods employees feel (or could feel)
most comfortable interacting with top leadership. Do senior man-
agers meet regularly with employees in town hall formats? Are
such meetings viewed as open and risk-free opportunities to ask
questions or as one-way streets for management to tell employ-
ees how it’s going to be? If the latter, Dana could send a message
by running a more open process.

Building Personal Credibility

Personal credibility is an important persuasive resource. Numer-
ous studies have found the persuasiveness of a message to be
strongly linked to the perceived credibility of its source.25 This is
not a new observation; as Aristotle pointed out in Rhetoric:

Of the modes of persuasion furnished by the spoken word
there are three kinds. The first kind depends on the personal
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character of the speaker; the second on putting the audience
in a certain frame of mind; the third on the proof, or appar-
ent proof, provided by the speech itself. Persuasion is
achieved by the speaker’s personal character when the speech
is so spoken as to make us think him credible. We believe
good men more fully and readily than others; this is true gen-
erally whatever the question is, and absolutely true where
exact certainty is impossible and opinions are divided.26

Just so. Leaders with a reputation for integrity are listened to
because they are respected, considered trustworthy, and perceived
to possess the experience to make good judgments. They are also
more persuasive when their approval is highly valued. Leaders who
demand and reward excellence, and who spotlight and condemn
inadequate performance, are likely to find their approval a rare and
sought-after commodity. A leader who takes this too far might earn
a reputation for never being satisfied, but a reputation for not being
tough enough is probably more damaging.

OUTCOME FOR DANA

In the end, Dana successfully transformed White Goods. She em-
ployed shared diagnosis to convince top management, including
a reluctant Todd, of the need for change. This initiative led to the
selection of a project team to plan changes in the product devel-
opment process and, in turn, to two pilot projects for midrange 
offerings. As these projects began to bear fruit, but substantially
before they were ready for launch, Dana began communicating ex-
tensively with the company as a whole about the need to move in
the direction of midrange appliances. She made the case for change
in a series of in-person meetings and written communications, and
emphasized that the proposed new offerings would bring the com-
pany’s products within the reach of everyone. She also highlighted
the likely downside of not moving in this direction: progressive
erosion of the company’s competitiveness.
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The final piece involved placating salespeople and the net-
work of independent dealers. Working closely with Todd, Dana
met directly with groups of salespeople and dealers to explain the
decision to sell midrange products directly through large retail
stores under a different brand name. Though upset, they were re-
lieved to be reassured that the company was committed to retain-
ing the dealer network for higher end products.

HONING YOUR DEFENSES

Efforts to persuade are a pervasive part of life. Negotiators and lead-
ers don’t merely need to know how to persuade; they must also
know when to permit themselves to be persuaded and when to re-
sist. The former calls for understanding your own biases and blind
spots and how they might impede openness to good arguments.
The latter calls for understanding others’ persuasive techniques
and honing your defenses.

All the approaches to persuasion that we have surveyed are as
likely to be used on leaders as by leaders. People will strive to frame
arguments, employ entanglement, and exploit the power of reci-
procity; they will seek to alter perceptions of alternatives and ar-
tificially constrain choices. Recognizing these strategies is the most
potent defense: forewarned is forearmed. The next best defenses
are to broaden options and defer commitment. Slowing down the
pace of events and thinking things through are bulwarks against
making decisions you will come to regret.

Techniques of persuasion are inherently neither benign nor
malign. Like many other tools, they can be used for good or ill, and
without them leaders would be unable to lead.
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7
Managing Conflict

After years of supplying fuel and lubricants to operators of
medium-sized fleets of trucks, Foster Fuels decided to expand its
offerings to include engine coolant, procured in bulk from a rep-
utable manufacturer. Foster approached its existing customers, in-
cluding Robert Wood of the Wood Construction Company. Wood
operated a fleet of over one hundred dumptrucks, loaders, and
other vehicles. Chuck Foster had supplied Bob Wood for seven
years, and the relationship had been cordial.

Things changed fast after Wood’s decision to buy the coolant
and install it in half his fleet. The vehicles with the new coolant be-
gan to experience engine problems, including leaky cooling hoses
and corrosion of metal fittings. Because only the trucks with the
new coolant were affected, Wood blamed it for his problems. Ul-
timately, his mechanics found such severe damage in twenty-one
vehicles that their engines had to be replaced. Thirty-five more
had the coolant flushed and replaced and new hoses and fittings
installed. Only time would tell whether there was internal dam-
age to their engines.

Wood calculated the costs of this debacle—replacement and
maintenance costs, lost business, and damage to existing con-
tracts—at close to $450,000. He sent a bill for this amount to Chuck
Foster, demanding payment for the damages. Foster retorted (accu-
rately, it later emerged) that none of his other customers had ex-
perienced coolant problems and suggested other possible causes,
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such as other chemicals used by Wood’s mechanics or some unusual
interaction.

Enraged, Wood threatened to sue and to tell others about Fos-
ter’s irresponsibility. Foster replied that he would sooner roast in
hell than take the blame for Wood’s problem.

Wood terminated his contract with Foster, found a new fuel-
and-lubricant supplier, and sued for damages. He also told his story
to other Foster customers, leading two of them to break with Fos-
ter. Foster countersued for the cost of lost business and damage
to his reputation.

Foster also informed his insurance company, Mutual Fidelity.
His policy was such that the insurance company would pay any
damage award less than $250,000. Mutual assigned the case to 
an adjuster, who engaged the services of a lawyer. The lawyer told
Foster that Wood’s case was weak and advised against agreeing to
a negotiated settlement.

The contract between Foster and Wood required nonbinding
mediation prior to going to trial. An experienced commercial me-
diator, Dwight Golann, met separately with the parties and found
both to be deeply dug into their positions.

After a joint meeting with the parties to set the agenda and lay
the groundwork, Golann set up proximity talks: the parties sat in
adjoining rooms and he shuttled between them. This approach
avoided further escalation and allowed him to control commu-
nication. Golann emphasized the costs in time, money, and ag-
gravation of going to court and then probed the positions and
interests of the two sides.

After several hours of back-and-forth discussion, Golann con-
cluded that neither side was being realistic about what would 
happen if the case went to court. Wood’s case was stronger than
Foster was willing to admit, but weaker than Wood believed it to
be. Wood’s damage claim was also out of line. If the lawsuit went
Wood’s way (a fifty-fifty proposition, in Golann’s opinion), he pre-
dicted an award in the range of $290,000. That outcome would
mean that Foster would be out of pocket about $40,000, plus the



time and aggravation of the lawsuit and damage to his reputation.
Golann suspected that the Mutual representative assessed the sit-
uation similarly, but saw little risk in taking a hard line. If Foster
won, Mutual would pay nothing other than the remaining cost of
defense (estimated at $25,000). If Foster lost, Mutual’s liability
would be capped at $250,000.

Golann narrowed the gap between the parties but failed, after
six hours of discussion, to get them to agree. He then took a chance
and offered them his own assessment of what would happen at trial.
Golann told Wood that he had a 50 percent chance of winning and
that if he won, the award would be in the $300,000 range. If Wood
lost, he could be liable for the lost business Foster had suffered, plus
the cost of the suit. Wood responded by offering to settle the case
in the $200,000 range if Foster dropped his countersuit.

The conversation with Foster and the lawyer for Mutual Fi-
delity proved more contentious. The lawyer rejected Golann’s pre-
diction of the outcome, and Foster appeared to realize that he and
Mutual Fidelity had differing interests. Foster offered to settle and
to drop his countersuit provided that the damage award was less
than $250,000, he did not have to admit liability, and Wood agreed
not to discuss the case with anyone.

Golann took another chance and put a package on the table:
a settlement of $190,000, withdrawal of Foster’s countersuit, and
a commitment by Wood not to discuss the case. When Mutual Fi-
delity’s lawyer protested, Golann reminded him privately that if
he refused to settle and the trial went against Foster, Mutual could
well be sued. After several hours, Mutual agreed to pay Wood
$175,000, and the case was settled.

UNDERSTANDING SIMPLE DISPUTES

The starting point for managing conflict is to understand the dif-
ference between a simple dispute and a self-sustaining conflict sys-
tem. Although unpleasant, the dispute between Foster and Wood
was essentially a simple one: it proceeded relatively smoothly from
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eruption to a definitive resolution. Later in this chapter, we will
look at an example of a self-sustaining conflict at Seneca Systems.

The Phases of a Simple Dispute

According to Jeffrey Rubin and his colleagues, simple disputes like
the one between Wood and Foster proceed through distinct phases
of escalation, deescalation, stalemate, and settlement, as outlined
in the table below.1 Escalation is an often-abrupt increase in the in-
tensity of conflict between contending parties. Conflict may per-
sist, but its intensity typically declines; in other words, deescalation
occurs. Over time, the parties may reach a stalemate in which nei-
ther is able to win outright. If stalemate continues and the parties
come to prefer resolution to continued contention, they will move
toward a definitive negotiated settlement.2

Escalation. Escalation is a vicious circle of provocation, reprisal,
and counter-reprisal that ratchets up hostility between the par-
ties.3 The escalatory process typically begins with a provocative
action (such as Foster’s insulting remark to Wood) that triggers a
perception of insult or injury in another party. The injured party’s

Phases of a Simple Dispute

Escalation The dispute’s intensity accelerates. Other interested 
parties get drawn in. The issues in dispute proliferate 
from specific to more general and deeper grievances.

Deescalation The parties act to prevent conflict from escalating 
further. An explicit or implicit agreement over a 
“cease-fire” may be reached, sometimes with the help 
of outside intervention.

Stalemate Neither party prevails, and both realize that neither 
can win by force.

Settlement The contending parties agree to a negotiated 
resolution.



response is likely to be disproportionate—to cause more damage
than the triggering event; for instance, Wood sues and encourages
Foster’s other customers to withdraw their business. This stance
elicits another reaction—Foster launches a countersuit—and the
cycle continues to build. The conflict-spiral model of escalation is
illustrated in the figure below.4

As a dispute escalates, Pruitt and his colleagues noted, the be-
havior of the contending parties changes in predictable ways:5

• From light to heavy tactics. Foster and Wood began with at-
tempts to influence each other, including arguments. As the
conflict heated up, they moved to heavier tactics. Reasoned
argument was replaced by insults; insults gave way to threats.
Eventually, the parties turned to whatever weapons were
available, including lawsuits.

• From specific to general issues. The disagreement between Fos-
ter and Wood began over specific issues. But as the conflict
escalated, the participants invoked deeper and more global
grievances.
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• From modest to large commitments of resources. As the conflict
escalated, the parties invested more and more of their energy
and resources. The decisions by Wood and Foster to launch
lawsuits, for example, involved potentially very large com-
mitments of money and precious management time.

• From few to many participants. With Wood’s effort to pull
other Foster customers into the dispute, the conflict infected
and polarized the social system within which it erupted.
Other parties felt pressure to choose sides, and became part
of the conflict dynamic.

Deescalation. Few disputes escalate completely out of control.
Instead, something happens that promotes deescalation. In the
case of Wood and Foster, the parties took a sober second look at
their BATNAs and backed away from further provocative actions.
In other cases, interested outside parties may intervene to suppress
the conflict.

Stalemate and Settlement. Eventually the parties may reach a
stalemate and realize that no one can win through use of con-
tentious tactics. If the parties are suffering unacceptable losses, the
situation is a “hurting stalemate.”6 This situation may propel them
to the negotiating table in pursuit of a settlement. The dispute be-
tween Wood and Foster was damaging both companies’ abilities
to conduct business, costing revenue, and consuming precious
management time. Recognizing their losses, both decided to seek
a negotiated settlement.

Barriers to Agreement

Just because a dispute is simple doesn’t mean that it’s easy to deal
with. As a mediator between Foster and Wood, Golann had to
confront and overcome several difficult barriers to agreement that
can complicate efforts to resolve disputes.
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Overconfidence. Contending parties are prone to believe that fu-
ture uncertainties will be resolved in their favor.7 When both sides
in a lawsuit believe that they will prevail in court, one and pos-
sibly both are falling prey to overconfidence that tends to dis-
courage out-of-court settlement. Overconfidence is a manifestation
of a desire to feel competent and secure. Max Bazerman and 
Margaret Neale have pointed out how what they call “need-based
illusions” and “self-serving biases” can contribute to irrational be-
havior.8

Loss and Risk Aversion. As we saw in Chapter Six, people tend
to be loss averse—more resistant to potential losses than they are
eager for equivalent gains.9 Situations that require people to ac-
cept losses—whether they involve money or power or status or 
territory—therefore tend to be more difficult to manage than 
the divvying up of gains. Similarly universal is the tendency to be
risk averse—to prefer guaranteed gains to risky choices, even if the
latter could yield much larger gains. Both loss aversion and risk
aversion can seriously complicate efforts to forge negotiated set-
tlements in disputes.

Principal-Agent Issues. Differences in interests between princi-
pals and agents also hinder agreement in simple disputes.10 Think
of the lawyer representing Mutual Fidelity in the Foster Fuels case:
ostensibly present to advise Chuck Foster in the settlement nego-
tiations, he is in reality representing the interests of the insurance
company. Foster could face a similar problem with his own lawyer
if she prefers a quick settlement to a trial so she can move on to
other cases.

Agents may enjoy expertise and access to information un-
available to those they represent, allowing them to see the out-
lines of a deal more clearly and to shape perceptions accordingly.
But when agents’ own interests are not fully aligned with those of
their principals, they may use their expertise and information to
advance their own interests.
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UNDERSTANDING CONFLICT SYSTEMS

Some disputes don’t get resolved. Once sparked, they evolve into
bitter, ongoing conflicts among contending parties who have no
choice but to continue to interact. This transformation occurs
when some or all of the parties take actions that cause irreversible
hostility. Such actions could involve loss of life, or a mortal insult
to character or integrity, or a searing loss of face. Combined with
the need for ongoing interaction, hostility transforms simple dis-
putes into self-sustaining conflict systems. In such situations, il-
lustrated by the following case, the goal is conflict management,
not dispute resolution.

Ron Emmons, president of Seneca Systems, a large manufac-
turer of microcomputers, wasted no time when his marketing peo-
ple reported a surge in warranty claims on the company’s newly
launched Phoenix computer. After running successfully for three
to four months, a significant percentage of Phoenix machines ex-
perienced systems failures requiring replacement of the main
printed circuit board.

Emmons immediately called Desmond Lovell, vice president
of Seneca’s Assembly Division. Lovell already had his quality en-
gineers working around the clock, and he told Emmons that they
had traced the problem to the PowerMiser microprocessor chip
supplied by Seneca’s Data Devices Division. The engineers be-
lieved the problem to be due to static charge–induced failures of
the PowerMiser chips caused by weak insulation. Microprocessors
are unusually sensitive to slight static electrical changes that break
down internal insulation between circuits.

Emmons then contacted the vice president of Data Devices,
David King, who denied responsibility for the problem. Outside
customers for the same chip had not complained, King told Em-
mons, and his staff attributed the problem to damage done to the
chips at Lovell’s assembly plant due to inadequate training and
equipment. King intimated that Lovell was lying to avoid blame.

Lovell and King had clashed before. Lovell was an engineer
from a working-class midwestern family who had risen through the
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ranks. King, the son of a Nobel Prize–winning scientist, had a Ph.D.
in physics from Stanford. Both were superb at their jobs, but the
two disliked each other at a visceral level. Their ongoing conflict
had been stoked by the company’s measurement-and-incentive sys-
tem, which strongly rewarded the two vice presidents for promot-
ing growth and keeping costs down in their individual units. Lovell
and King were also vying to succeed Emmons as CEO.

The result was a history of strained interactions between the
two over pricing, product schedules, and a host of other issues. Dis-
putes erupted periodically. Over time, the conflict had spilled over
to provoke bad feelings between employees of the two divisions,
impeding communication and cooperation. But it hadn’t yet had
a harmful impact on the company’s performance.

Emmons called in Lovell and King and read them the riot act.
“If you two can’t work out this problem, and fast, I’m going to find
people who will,” he said, adding, “I don’t care who’s at fault. I
want the problem fixed, and I want it fixed now.” As for whose
budget would pay for the repairs, Emmons said, “If you can’t work
that out between the two of you, I’ll split the baby.” Lovell and
King appointed a task force of senior people from their groups to
fix the problem and recommend a formula for splitting the costs.
The team ultimately attributed 40 percent of the problem to Data
Devices and 60 percent to Assembly and proposed apportioning
the cost accordingly. Data Devices would also provide technical
advice to the Assembly Division. Without ever speaking to each
other directly, the two vice presidents signed off on the proposal,
and things quieted down.

Self-Reinforcing Conflict Systems

Self-sustaining conflicts like this one remain mired in a state of
low-level hostility, impervious to efforts at resolution. It is use-
ful, in fact, to think of longstanding conflicts as self-reinforcing 
systems stuck in a permanent state of cold war—low-level con-
tention and friction that is neither all-out war nor durable peace.11

Periodically, something will trigger a bout of escalation. Usually,
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however, escalation doesn’t result in all-out violence. At Seneca
Systems, for example, the two vice presidents’ disagreement flares,
then dies down.

Meanwhile, however, attempts at peacemaking get under-
mined. At Seneca, efforts by lower-level people to improve rela-
tions between the two divisions foundered. Bitter disputes can thus
persist in a cold war equilibrium, punctuated by occasional esca-
latory episodes and failed peacemaking efforts.

Persistent conflict of this kind results from a dynamic tension
between forces militating for escalation and those resisting esca-
lation. Think of a longstanding labor dispute between a union and
a company. The union numbers both radicals and moderates.
Moderates prefer to address ongoing disputes through the con-
tractual grievance mechanism (a restraint on escalation), while
the radicals periodically act more confrontationally (promoting
escalation). When management provokes them, the radicals may
respond with work slowdowns, sick-outs, and even sabotage. The
radicals are seeking to wrest political power within the union, and
they miss no opportunity to deride moderates’ efforts at concilia-
tion as a sellout to management.

Management too has its hard-liners and moderates. The hard-
liners are virulently anti-union, a stance that has only hardened
over time. Given the choice, they would respond to the union 
radicals’ actions with every provocative tool at their disposal, in-
cluding legal actions and lockouts. The moderates within man-
agement want to improve the company’s relationship with the
union, but find their efforts undermined by hard-liners who deride
them as weak. Over time, the company and the union have en-
gaged in low-level contention, punctuated by war in the form of
long and costly strikes. Both the company and the workers have
suffered.

The conflict system model in the figure on page 169 illustrates
these dynamics.12 Think of the curve in the center of the figure as
a series of hills and valleys. The three valleys represent possible
stable states: peace, cold war, and war. The hills represent forces that
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resist change in one direction or the other. The ball at the bottom
of the valley labeled “Cold War” represents the equilibrium state
of a self-sustaining conflict: neither war nor peace.

Driving and Restraining Forces

Events and people that propel conflict out of the cold war valley
toward either war or peace are driving forces. Escalatory actions
(such as a work slowdown) push the conflict up the hill to the
right, toward all-out war in the form of strikes and lawsuits. Con-
ciliatory actions (such as efforts to negotiate new workplace
arrangements) push the ball up the opposite hill toward peaceful
coexistence.

Longstanding conflicts like the one between Lovell and King
develop built-in regulatory mechanisms that resist change in either
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direction. As driving forces push the system toward war or peace,
they are met by restraining forces that act to maintain the cold war
equilibrium. These forces are represented in the figure by the slopes
surrounding the cold war valley; it would take an uphill push to
reach a state of either peace or war. Escalatory forces are restrained
by forces that moderate conflict. Likewise, peacemaking efforts are
met by efforts to block resolution.

As the forces that militate for war gather strength, so do the
restraining forces—at least at first. As tension in the system rises,
however, the conflict reaches a tipping point beyond which a slight
additional push can cause rapid acceleration toward a new state.13

These tipping points are represented by the tops of the hills in the
figure. As long as escalatory forces fail to reach some threshold, re-
straining forces will tend to pull the conflict back to its cold war
equilibrium. At the threshold, however, a small increment can ac-
celerate a slide down the slippery slope to full-scale conflict.

The dynamics of a particular conflict depend on the relative
balance of driving and restraining forces. If the restraints on esca-
lation are weak, the slope on the right will be low and violence
will be easily ignited. For example, if outside parties like Ron Em-
mons can’t intervene effectively, we can expect conflict to flare
more frequently and escalate more seriously.

Irreversible Psychological Transformations

Self-sustaining conflicts provoke irreversible psychological changes
in the contending parties that discourage peacemaking efforts.
Managing such conflicts requires an understanding of these psy-
chological changes, particularly partisan perceptions, reactive de-
valuation, and groupthink.

Partisan Perceptions. When conflicts become embittered, the
parties begin to gather and interpret information about each other
in profoundly biased ways.14 Their perceptions get distorted in
three ways. First, partisans assume that they themselves see things
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objectively, whereas their opponents have extreme and distorted
views.15 Second, partisans tend to misjudge the other side’s moti-
vations, underestimating the situational pressures their coun-
terparts face. Third, as illustrated in the accompanying figure,
partisans consistently overestimate the distance between them-
selves and the other side. At the same time, individual partisans
tend to see themselves as more moderate than typical members of
their own group. Robert Robinson calls this the “lone moderate”
phenomenon.16 The net result is marked exaggeration of the ac-
tual differences between the sides.

As a consequence, the parties indulge in selective perception—
Lovell and King, for instance, interpret each other’s actions in
ways that confirm their preexisting negative beliefs and attitudes.
They even unconsciously overlook evidence that challenges their
stereotypes. They may also adopt a zero-sum mentality that casts
the negotiation in purely distributive terms. Finally, their behav-
ior may contribute to self-fulfilling prophecies.
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Reactive Devaluation. As we saw in Chapter Three, gestures in-
tended to be conciliatory are often discounted or ignored by the
other side, a phenomenon known as reactive devaluation.17 If Lovell
believes King to be untrustworthy and totally self-interested, any
conciliatory gesture will be treated with profound suspicion, as ei-
ther a trick or a sign of weakness. Any other conclusion would re-
quire a fundamental reassessment of the other side. If the overture
is interpreted as a deception, the typical response is counterde-
ception or rejection. If it is seen as a sign of weakness, the response
may be to press forward aggressively.

Groupthink. Conflicts between groups, such as the divisions at
Seneca Systems, stimulate shared psychological transformations
within the opposing sides—a phenomenon that Irving Janus has
termed groupthink.18 Internal cohesion increases within groups in
conflict. A two-sided worldview develops: we represent truth and
justice, desire only security and self-respect, and respond reason-
ably to provocations, while they are bent on our destruction and
are essentially evil.

These attitudes infect communication between the groups.
Contact is discouraged, and any communication is treated as a
concession. The perceived need for solidarity results in suppres-
sion of internal dissent, in part through pressure to conform but
more perniciously through self-censorship. Moderate leaders get
pushed aside by radicals. Individual inclinations toward over-
confidence get magnified, and an illusion of invulnerability can
take hold.

HANDLING CONFLICT

When you seek to resolve a dispute or manage a conflict, you have
an array of tools at your disposal. You can pull in third-party 
intervenors to change the pattern of communication and the par-
ties’ perceptions of their BATNAs. You can design momentum-
building processes to help override barriers to agreement. And you
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can work to change the game by altering the balance of forces act-
ing on the contending parties.

Third-Party Intervention

Third-party intervenors (we use the terms third-party and inter-
venor interchangeably) can play constructive roles in disputes and
sustained conflicts. Note that we said intervenors, not mediators.
Traditional mediators, like Dwight Golann in the Foster-Wood
dispute, are just one type of intervenor. The others are arbitrators,
whose coercive power equips them to impose settlement terms on
the contending parties, and negotiators, who pursue their own 
interests by bargaining with the contending parties to end the 
dispute. Ron Emmons of Seneca Systems is an example of an ar-
bitrator. Although he didn’t exercise it, he had the power to im-
pose an agreement on Lovell and King.

Intervenors’ Interests

To understand the roles that intervenors can play, it is useful to
explore why third parties intervene in conflicts and to identify
the sources of their power. Why do outside parties decide to in-
tervene in conflicts? Like Golann, they may be invited in. But even
seemingly impartial mediators may be pursuing personal or insti-
tutional goals, such as enhanced reputation. And many otherwise
neutral mediators (who have no preexisting bias toward one or
another of the disputants) nonetheless have a substantial bias to-
ward settlement.

Other outside parties insert themselves into a conflict because
it threatens their vital interests. Seneca’s CEO Ron Emmons might
have intervened in the conflict between Lovell and King for this
reason. If a conflict spills over, affected outside parties have a pow-
erful incentive to minimize the damage. And outsiders partial to
one of the disputants try to influence the conflict in favor of their
allies. Emmons had not revealed whom he favors as his successor,
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but his preference could easily have influenced how he approached
the conflict between Lovell and King.

Intervenors’ Sources of Power. Third parties can wield three types
of power, and their roles in conflicts are strongly shaped by their
sources of power:

• Facilitative power. Intervenors’ facilitative power derives
from their status, legitimacy, process management skills, and per-
suasiveness. These are the prime sources of influence that tradi-
tional mediators like Dwight Golann draw on. The techniques that
mediators can use to implement their facilitative power are sum-
marized in the accompanying table.

There are limits to how much third parties can accomplish
with facilitative power alone. A mediator alone cannot coerce the
parties or offer tangible incentives. Thus, the contending parties
must be willing to make peace but may be unable to overcome
residual barriers on their own.

To gain entry to a dispute, a mediator needs permission from
the contending parties. Initially, both parties try to dominate the
choice of intervenor. When one party is far more powerful than
the other, however, the only possible way to move forward may be
for the weaker party to accept a “biased” intervenor. Upon gain-
ing entry, the mediator automatically becomes a target of influ-
ence attempts: both parties try to sway the mediator (or to discredit
a mediator they consider biased).

• Coercive power. A third party with coercive power can uni-
laterally impose terms of settlement. The intervenor may be in a
position to punish the contending parties or to block their access
to crucial resources. As CEO of Seneca, for example, Ron could
have coerced Lovell and King to come to an agreement.

When a third party wields coercive power, control over deci-
sions shifts away from the disputants. Intervenors with facilita-
tive power enjoy only as much influence as the parties are willing
to concede, but coercive power is innate and independent of the
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Mediation Techniques

Technique Description

Enhancing An intervenor opens up a communication 
and shaping channel by shuttling between the contending 
communications parties, as Golann did in the Foster-Wood  

case, or by convening face-to-face meetings in 
neutral locations. A third party can also relay 
messages, soften language, raise the salience of 
potential common ground, and otherwise 
shape communications.

Setting up action- Third parties may impose deadlines that call for 
forcing events hard choices. The parties then have to decide 

whether to let the intervention “fail” or make 
the necessary compromises. Golann could, for 
example, have imposed a time limit on his own 
involvement.

Critiquing the A third party can provide a reality check by 
parties’ positions assessing both sides’ positions. By throwing cold 

water on unrealistic and incompatible 
aspirations, the intervenor may move the 
parties toward a settlement. Golann did this 
when he assessed the likelihood of each side 
prevailing in court and the size of the damage 
award.

Proposing creative An intervenor can suggest trades that create 
options value for both parties. Because of reluctance to 

reveal their interests, communication barriers, 
and differences in frames, the parties may have 
overlooked shared interests or been unable to 
move in mutually beneficial directions. An 
intervenor may also enable the parties to back 
away from mutually incompatible commitments
without loss of face.

Persuading the The parties may make concessions to an
parties to make intervenor that they could not make to each 
concessions other. Dwight Golann could have asked Foster 



parties. In disputes with significant spillover potential, outside par-
ties may feel justified in imposing outcomes, and even punish-
ing the disputants, to deter future eruptions. Direct coercion has
potential costs to the intervenor, however. For one thing, coer-
cion is often costly.19 And a settlement that is imposed on the
disputants is inherently unstable. One or both will view the 
settlement as illegitimate and may feel free to violate its terms.
Coercion thus necessitates postsettlement monitoring and en-
forcement: the intervenor has to be willing to act as its guarantor
and enforcer.

For these reasons, a third party with coercive power often
chooses to exercise power in more indirect ways. One option is
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Mediation Techniques (continued)

Technique Description

and Wood, “If the other side made this con-
cession, would you make a countervailing 
concession?” and promised not to reveal either 
side’s response unless both agree.

Absorbing anger An intervenor may allow the parties to blow off 
and taking blame steam and otherwise serve as an emotional 

buffer. In the Seneca situation, both Lovell and 
King can aim some of their anger at Emmons 
instead of each other.

Serving as a A third party can act as guarantor of an
guarantor of agreement in order to make it more
agreements sustainable. This role is especially important 

when one or more of the parties may back away 
from full implementation or “reinterpret” the 
agreement strategically.

Source: For further discussion of intervenor’s power, see C. W. Moore, The
Mediation Process (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1996). See also J. Bercovitch and
J. Z. Rubin, Mediation in International Relations: Multiple Approaches to Conflict
Resolution (New York: Macmillan, 1992); and M. Watkins and K. Winters, “In-
tervenors with Interests and Power,” Negotiation Journal 13, 2 (1997).



to threaten intervention as a way of spurring the parties to ne-
gotiate. This is what Ron Emmons did in the conflict between
Lovell and King.

• Bargaining power. A third party with bargaining power is in
a position to reward the disputants for making peace. The inter-
venor with bargaining power effectively becomes a party to the ne-
gotiation and manipulates the combatants’ perceptions of their
alternatives by enlarging the pie. Suppose it had been not Ron Em-
mons but rather Kelsey Madden, Seneca’s vice president of mar-
keting, who mediated between Lovell and King. If she had had
funds of her own to contribute to solving the problem, she would
have been an intervenor with bargaining power. She could have
used those funds to speed up a settlement but would have had to
bargain with Lovell and King over who would pay what.

Bargaining power is a mixed blessing. As soon as an intervenor
becomes a party to a negotiation, attitudes toward her shift. If the
disputants suspect that the intervenor is willing to offer compen-
sation, they will be less open about their interests and bottom
lines. The intervenor in turn will be less able to generate creative
options and more likely to be drawn into bargaining.20 Further-
more, disputants who agree on little else often cooperate in ex-
tracting a high price for peace when they know the third party has
interests at stake and resources to bargain with. Thus, Kelsey Mad-
den may be vulnerable to implicit cooperation between King and
Lovell to extract value from her. Both would be happy to see her
use her resources to help pay for their problem.

Intervention Roles. Now that we understand intervenors’ sources
of power, we can think about the intervention roles that third 
parties play in disputes. As a starting point, let us look at three
“pure” roles:

• Mediator. A pure mediator, such as Dwight Golann, is an
impartial and mutually acceptable third party whose goal is to
help resolve the dispute. The mediator has no bias toward either
party and no self-interest in achieving or preventing a settlement.
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Although mediators lack power to coerce or bargain, they can use
facilitative power to influence disputants. To gain entry to the dis-
pute, a mediator must be accepted by the contending parties.

• Arbitrator. A pure arbitrator, such as Ron Emmons, is an im-
partial third party with the coercive power to impose terms of set-
tlement. Arbitrators are not biased toward either party, and they
subordinate their own preferences to some set of rules or values.
Nor does a pure arbitrator have a personal stake in the outcome
sufficient to engage in bargaining with the disputants.

• Negotiator. A pure negotiator, such as Kelsey Madden, has
well-recognized interests in the outcome, either in getting a set-
tlement (substantive interests) or in seeing one of the disputants
prevail (relationship-coalitional interests). Negotiators lack co-
ercive power, but may use bargaining power to gain entry and ad-
vance their own interests.

In practice, intervenors often play a mixture of these three pure
roles. Mixed third-party roles can be characterized by referring to the
two-dimensional intervention role grid in the figure on page 179.

On the vertical axis, mediator and negotiator are poles on a
continuum of extent of stake in the outcome. At the bottom is the
impartial mediator (Dwight Golann) who seeks a mutually ac-
ceptable resolution to the conflict; at the top is the partisan ne-
gotiator (Kelsey Madden) pursuing self-interests or those of an ally.
Neither mediator nor negotiator has coercive power, and both
have facilitative power to influence the disputants. But the medi-
ator is disinterested, whereas the negotiator is highly interested
and possessed of bargaining power. Between the poles are various
stances that combine a desire to help resolve their dispute with an
interest in achieving desired outcomes. At the center is the me-
diator-with-an-interest.

On the horizontal axis, mediator (Golann) and arbitrator (Ron
Emmons) are poles on a continuum of extent of ability to impose
outcomes. Both seek to resolve the conflict, and neither has a
strong personal stake in the outcome or incentives to bargain. How-
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ever, an arbitrator can coerce a settlement, while the mediator must
be acceptable to the disputants and must rely on facilitative power
to influence them. Between the mediator and the arbitrator are
roles with varying degrees of coercive power. At the center is the
mediator-with-muscle, who exercises some ability to coerce the dis-
putants but cannot simply impose an outcome on them.

Goal and Method Dilemmas. If you intervene in a dispute, you will
inescapably confront tensions over the goals you pursue and the
methods you use. These tensions will vary with the role you adopt.
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• Dilemmas for mediators. Conventional mediators such as
Dwight Golann face a difficult choice between narrow and broad
goals. They may stay focused on the presenting problem—the po-
sitions and issues that are the focal point of conflict. Or they may
try to address the systemic root causes—the underlying interests,
history of grievances, and structure of interactions—in hope of a
long-term resolution.21 Premature efforts to tackle root-cause is-
sues can open old wounds, weaken constituent support, and cause
the entire process to stall or break down. By contrast, working in-
crementally builds confidence and can set the stage for later broad
agreements, but the resulting agreement may be unsustainable if
the real causes of the conflict are overlooked.

Mediation methods pose another dilemma. A mediator must
choose between merely facilitating the disputants’ efforts to com-
municate and working more actively, as Golann did, to evaluate
positions and identify options for mutual gain.22 Mediators who
limit themselves to facilitation alone forgo opportunities to help
the disputants abandon entrenched positions. The more activist
approach, however, can be risky if the parties fail to claim full own-
ership of the agreement or get too far ahead of their constituen-
cies and lose credibility. This can cause the negotiations to collapse
in acrimony.

• Dilemmas for intervenors with interests. Intervenors with an
interest in the outcome, like Kelsey Madden, experience an addi-
tional goal dilemma: how aggressively to pursue their own inter-
ests versus the best interests of the contending parties. Because
Sheila is directly involved in creating and claiming value in a 
multiparty negotiation with Lovell and King, she is also likely to
confront a methods dilemma: a version of the classic negotiator’s
dilemma discussed in Chapter Three.23 If she tries to claim value,
she will have trouble creating joint value. Conversely, if she works
to create joint value, she risks having value claimed from her.

• Dilemmas for intervenors with coercive power. Intervenors with
coercive power, like Ron Emmons, are prone to a different goal-
related dilemma: putting a stop to the immediate flare-up (what-
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ever its form) tends to short-circuit a longer-term resolution. Em-
ploying coercion to stop escalation may work against a sustainable
resolution because it lowers the costs to the parties of continuing
contention, and hence sows the seeds for future eruptions. This
tension arises because coercion can control disputants’ behavior
but can’t change their attitudes. There is usually a limit to an in-
tervenor’s staying power to police terms of settlement, and there
is a limit to the intervenor’s ability to observe the actions of the
disputants. Intervenors with coercive power also experience a clas-
sic methods dilemma concerning ends and means. Emmons may
suppress conflict using means that damage his credibility or repu-
tation or set unfortunate precedents.

The figure on page 182 illustrates these goal-and-methods di-
lemmas in terms of the intervention role grid. In the middle of the
grid, mediators-with-an-interest and -muscle must manage all of
these goal-and-methods-related tensions.

Momentum-Building Processes

When your goal is to build momentum by bootstrapping a conflict-
wracked negotiation, the design of the process merits a fresh and
hardheaded look. Circumstances determine whether it makes sense
to conduct a shuttle or a summit, a multistage agreement, or se-
cret back-channel diplomacy.

Shuttles and Summits. Shuttles and summits bring utterly dif-
ferent dynamics to bear on building momentum in negotiations,
but are sometimes used at different stages of the same conflict.
Think about a negotiation involving many parties, and ask your-
self why you might decide not to bring them all together to nego-
tiate as a group. If the parties can’t meet because of geographical
or political constraints, for example, a shuttle can serve as a bridge
for purposes of communication. When the parties still lack a
shared definition of the problem or haven’t truly absorbed the con-
sequences of no agreement, a shuttle can be a way to nudge them
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toward a common definition of the problem and the options be-
fore bringing them to the table. Skillful framing and information
control are needed as well.

When it isn’t clear whether there is a bargaining range at all
and differences appear insurmountable, a face-to-face meeting of
the parties could break down entirely. A shuttle in this situation
is an opportunity to learn: to gather information about interests
and positions, figure out where the sticking points are, and per-
haps begin to identify a promising formula for a deal.

A fourth reason to opt for a shuttle is the risk that bringing the
parties together too early will simply encourage escalation. A clas-
sic example is the negotiation in the early 1990s between the gov-
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ernment of Ecuador and the oil giant Conoco over oil field devel-
opment in a tract of ecologically sensitive rain forest. Conoco was
promoting itself as a green oil company, committed to ecological-
ly sound oil drilling and waste disposal methods. Confident that 
environmental groups and indigenous inhabitants of the rain for-
est would prefer Conoco to a less enlightened company, the firm
called a summit of all the major parties at an isolated location on
the Rio Napo in Ecuador. The meeting was a disaster. The envi-
ronmental groups and indigenous groups were implacably opposed
to any development and didn’t understand that drilling was vir-
tually inevitable. The process got poisoned, and Conoco withdrew.
Ultimately, the drilling concession went to a smaller company
with fewer resources to mitigate environmental damage: a lose-
lose outcome. In retrospect, a carefully sequenced shuttle might
have paved the way for a winning coalition.

The party who is shuttling back and forth should approach
supporters of agreement early, explaining how other supporters see
the issues and keeping opponents in the dark. Whatever its ra-
tionale, a shuttle offers unmatched control over the process in 
the form of opportunities to frame the issues, control the flow of 
information, and manage the sequence of interactions. This is es-
pecially true if other parties do not communicate directly with
each other.

If shuttles are this potent, why might you want to bring all the
parties to the table at all? The most important reason is that in
multiparty negotiations, agreements are rarely reached through 
a shuttle. Understandably, the parties will refuse to make their
final concessions until everyone is present and a deal can be ham-
mered out. Otherwise, they run the risk that another party will
hold out to claim a final slice of value. Ultimately, the negotiat-
ing must be simultaneous rather than sequential.

A summit is also an occasion for learning of a very different
type than occurs during a shuttle. Specifically, summits afford op-
portunities to learn about the relationships among the parties, as
apparent in patterns of deference and dislike.
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Concessions made at private meetings are more easily with-
drawn than concessions made in public, so a summit helps to seal
the deal and to prevent backsliding. This is one reason that the
timing of summits is important: the process must have ripened
enough for agreement to be a likely outcome.

Finally, a summit is a way of focusing peoples’ attention and
acts as an action-forcing event. By getting parties together, it is
often possible to force uncommitted people to take a position, a
kind of action-forcing event in itself. The objective of Conoco’s
Rio Napo meeting was to situate the parties in an isolated hot-
house environment to aim a lot of energy at reaching agreement.
If the parties view failure of the summit as an undesirable outcome,
they experience pressure to make the necessary difficult choices.
As the Rio Napo meeting illustrates, the process has to have rip-
ened or the result may be breakdown.

A summit meeting is less controllable than a shuttle situation,
but the organizer can wield influence by deciding who gets invited,
controlling process details, and setting the initial agenda.

Clearly, shuttles and summits play complementary roles, and
it shouldn’t be surprising that they are often used in tandem. A
shuttle is time-consuming, but when employed to learn, hammer
out a shared definition of the problem, and establish a zone of
agreement, it can set the stage for overcoming sticking points and
locking in gains at a summit meeting.

The same pattern of progress from one-on-one to group ne-
gotiation is employed in many negotiating situations. A business
leader pressing for organizational change often employs a shuttle-
like process to educate and elicit initial buy-in from influential in-
dividuals. The next step is usually group meetings to obtain public
commitments to specific courses of action. Then the leader holds
further one-on-one meetings to press for implementation.

Multiphase Agreements. Multiphase agreements share an es-
sential logic: the parties negotiate relatively easy sets of issues first,
implement that agreement, and then move on to progressively
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tougher issues. In one common form of phased agreement, the par-
ties first negotiate the guiding principles for a mutually acceptable
settlement. These principles then serve as a basis for negotiating
more specific agreements and more divisive issues.

Once guiding principles are in place, attention typically shifts
to a general framework agreement and then to details of imple-
mentation. The overarching rationale is that the experience of
reaching agreement alters the parties’ attitudes toward each other
and creates personal investment in the process. These changes in
attitude and perception then kick in to overcome remaining barri-
ers to agreement when the time arrives to tackle the hardest issues.

A phased approach can have drawbacks, though. Settling the
easy issues first leaves only the hard issues to be worked out at the
end, and the parties will find that they remain hard. More crucial,
the process may turn out not to build trust. Implementing the early
agreements can inflame internal opposition and sour the relation-
ship. The contending parties may build momentum only to run
straight into a brick wall. Efforts to build momentum through
phased processes must therefore be undertaken with care, ensur-
ing that enough issues remain on the table for the parties to craft
some mutually acceptable trades in later phases.

Secret Diplomacy. Leaders sometimes choose to craft an agree-
ment using secret or back-channel diplomacy and then present
it to their constituencies for ratification as a fait accompli. Secrecy
effectively transforms a two-level (internal-external) negotiation
into a simpler bilateral process, delaying the internal negotiations
and marginalizing opposition. As international negotiation expert
Fred Iklé explains:

Secrecy has two major effects in diplomacy. First, it keeps
[internal] groups ignorant of the process of negotiation,
thereby preventing them from exerting pressures during suc-
cessive phases of bargaining. Second, it leaves third parties
in the dark and thus reduces their influence. The exclusion
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of the public may help overcome domestic opposition to
concessions or threats before negotiations are completed.24

Secrecy also insulates the parties from media attention so they can
forgo posturing and concentrate on the substantive issues.

Like phased agreements, secret diplomacy has potential draw-
backs. Its very secrecy will tend to legitimate protest by those who
are excluded from the process. Marginalizing such groups may have
been necessary in order to move forward, but their opposition
makes it particularly urgent to sell secret agreements once the ink
is dry. The goal is to create and sustain a supportive coalition of
the middle.

Changing the Game

By definition, simple disputes get resolved. In conflict systems, 
definitive resolutions are far harder to achieve. But some union-
management relationships have been fundamentally changed for
the better, and even nations with long histories of war have em-
braced peaceful coexistence. There is reason for optimism.

Suppressing Escalation. It’s difficult to settle a bitter dispute 
if escalatory episodes continue to erupt. Each bout of escalation
sets back efforts to negotiate a resolution. Three approaches to dis-
charging escalation—all involving shaping the parties’ perceptions
of their BATNAs—are effective:

Avoidance. Help the parties to avoid each other. Avoidance
is a substitute, and sometimes an effective one, for
resolution of a dispute. But while Foster and Wood can
decide never to interact again, it is not always possible to
separate the combatants. Lovell and King are inextricably
intertwined with each other unless one leaves the
company.

Mutual deterrence. Help the parties build a regime of mutual
deterrence. The capacity to visit pain on each other will
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act as a brake on escalation. This is the logic of mutually
assured destruction. In the case of Foster and Wood, the
costs and uncertainties associated with lawsuits acted as a
restraint on escalation.

Coercive intervention. Pull in outside parties to shape the
disputants’ perceptions. By putting Lovell and King on
notice that their actions were damaging the corporation,
Emmons implicitly threatened both with loss of their shot
at leading Seneca.

Altering the Balance of Forces. Suppressing escalation is a good
first step, but it doesn’t change the basic dynamics of a conflict
system. The dispute simmers, always ready to boil over again. Con-
flict suppression can go on and on without changing the under-
lying reality.

True resolution of a sustained dispute requires changing the
game—eliminating underlying causes and transforming the dri-
ving and restraining forces in the conflict system. A general guide-
line to doing this is to weaken incentives for competition and
strengthen incentives for cooperation. At Seneca, for example, the
conflict between Lovell and King was fueled by the company’s in-
centive system, which rewarded individual rather than collective
performance. By altering rewards to emphasize overall company re-
sults, CEO Emmons could change the balance of forces in the con-
flict system. Over time, Lovell and King (and their subordinates)
may cooperate more because it is in their interests to do so.

TRANSFORMING CONFLICT SYSTEMS

Fundamental transformation of a conflict system always involves
dealing with deeply internalized feelings of grievance. Often all
sides cast themselves as victims and use this stance to rationalize
their actions. They may even vigorously compete to convince out-
side parties of their victimization. Transformation of a conflict calls
for cutting the Gordian knot that binds the parties in a mutually
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reinforcing, destructive relationship and providing opportunities
to move from contention to rebuilding. In between, the parties may
need to come to terms with their losses, give up on efforts to seek
revenge, and become psychologically ready to move forward. This
process takes time and a lot of patience.

The tools presented in this chapter are applicable to personal
conflicts as well as business negotiations. You probably experi-
ence conflict, or observe its effects, almost daily with family, friends,
neighbors, or coworkers. The approaches to dispute resolution and
conflict management described here are no panacea, but employ-
ing them skillfully can make a difference.
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8
Leading Negotiations

Ben Fiorentino had long been expecting an offer to buy his
family’s business. FHE (originally Fiorentino Heavy Equipment),
founded by Ben’s father, Tony, was an Indianapolis-based regional
distributor of industrial equipment. With annual sales of $220 mil-
lion and just under three hundred employees, FHE had thrived
under family management for nearly forty years. After his father’s
death fifteen years earlier, Ben had taken the reins as chairman and
CEO, leading the company through a period of sustained growth.

But Ben could feel the winds of change in his industry. Larger
companies were buying and consolidating regional distributorships
like his to gain advantages of scale—the classic rollup strategy. It
had become clear to Ben that FHE could not survive long term as
an independent business. He could stave off competition for a
while, but it was just a matter of time.

When Ben was approached by Argus Corporation, a leader in
the trend toward consolidation, it was almost a welcome devel-
opment. Argus already owned a similar distributorship in an adja-
cent region (and sometimes competed with FHE at the intersection
of the two regions), so FHE was a natural fit for them.

Although pained, Ben concluded that it would be best to
sell—and relatively soon, while he could still get a good price. His
father had wanted, above all, financial security for the family. Tony
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had always seen the business as a way to achieve that, not an end
in itself. Properly invested and overseen, the proceeds of the sale
could sustain the family for the foreseeable future, and probably
less divisively than the business had. As the family had grown and
the third generation had joined the company, conflict had in-
creased (though it was scrupulously confined to biannual family
meetings and never aired in public). Ben was also ready to move
on himself. In his early fifties, he was prepared to spend a few more
years running the business but wanted to pursue other interests.

Getting the family to agree to sell would be an uphill battle.
Ben’s two siblings were emotionally attached to the business and
to its employees. His sister, Leslie, had never been active in the
company, and she and Ben were close. But her husband had been
CFO until his sudden death three years earlier, and he had 
been strongly invested in its success. Two of Leslie’s three children
also worked for the company, and the oldest planned on a career
there. (Ben’s own two children had gone into other professions.)

Potentially more problematic was Ben’s brother, James, who
held a midlevel position in the company. James had no higher as-
pirations, but his older son worked at FHE and aspired to run it.
James’s position in the business had anchored him through a tur-
bulent personal life, and a decision to sell would represent a pro-
found change for him. Ben and James rarely saw eye to eye on
business issues, politics, or anything else. Legally, Ben needed 
the support of either Leslie or James, not both, to sell the business.
But a decision based on anything less than consensus would be
wrenching.

Then there was the related question of whether and how to
involve the third generation in the decision. As part of an estate
planning initiative, FHE had created two classes of stock. The
nonvoting stock, which represented 70 percent of the economic
value of the business, had been split evenly among the members
of the third generation. Ben, Leslie, and James had retained all the
voting stock, evenly apportioned among them. This arrangement



gave them control, but their shares represented just 30 percent
of the economic value of the company.

The seven members of the third generation, all in their late
teens and twenties, thus had no clear-cut legal right to participate
in the decision-making process, but they would have an influence.
Three were active in the business and had expressed varying de-
grees of interest in running in it. The other four showed no in-
terest in the company other than receiving dividends. Ben believed
that they would be happy to see the business sold, since their fi-
nancial futures would be secured and the increasingly divisive fam-
ily meetings would end.

Finally, there was the question of the role that FHE’s profes-
sional managers should play. After the death of Leslie’s husband,
Ben had hired an experienced outside manager as CFO. Vice pres-
idents of sales, operations, and human resources also reported to
him. All earned competitive salaries and participated in the profit-
sharing plan Ben’s father had established twenty years earlier.

Even if he could elicit buy-in from the family to negotiate a
sale—which was not a foregone conclusion—it was unclear to Ben
how to go about managing the process. He had no prior experi-
ence with mergers and acquisitions, nor did anyone else at the
company. Who should participate in the negotiations? What ex-
ternal advice, if any, should he solicit? How should the process be
run? What role should he play?

This chapter will explore leadership in negotiation, looking in
particular at how negotiators lead when they represent others and
when they orchestrate teams.

REPRESENTING OTHERS

When a negotiator represents the interests of others, those who are
absent from the table could be principals with decision-making
power (such as the CEO of a company being represented by a 
business-development executive) or constituencies who expect
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the representative to lead them (such as the members of a union
bargaining unit being represented by their elected leader).1 The
internal interests being represented may be monolithic or frac-
tious. And the representative may function as a pure agent or pur-
sue personal interests in tandem with others’ interests.

Whatever the scenario is, the representative functions as a
bridge between internal decision making and external negotia-
tions.2 When negotiators participate in shaping their mandates,
have an unwavering vision of what they want to achieve, and work
to shape perceptions internally and externally, they maximize their
ability to advance their side’s interests—and their own.

Representational Roles and Dilemmas

Negotiators who represent others enjoy considerable leeway in how
they exercise leadership.3 To be effective, though, representatives
have to understand the roles available to them and shape the roles
they play.4 This is largely a matter of confronting and managing
several characteristic dilemmas that test their leadership.

Representing Others Versus Representing Oneself. Represen-
tatives may or may not have their own legitimate interests in the
outcome of a negotiation. At one extreme, as illustrated in the fig-
ure on page 193, a representative is a mere agent of others with no
independent interests; at the other extreme, the representative
is the principal decision maker, someone who has the legitimate
authority to participate in making decisions. In between, a rep-
resentative operates as a partner of other decision makers who are
not at the table, representing both their interests and his or her
own. This is the role that Ben would play in a negotiation with
Argus. He has decision-making authority as well as his own in-
terests, which may not be perfectly aligned with those of his sib-
lings or the company’s professional managers.

Operating in the middle of this spectrum, Ben is certain to
confront a principal-agent problem: his interests and the interests of



those he represents are not perfectly aligned.5 His ability to con-
trol the flow of information and shape perceptions could allow him
to create and claim value in ways that serve his personal interests
and not those of other constituencies. This enviable position may
generate distrust on their part. The more he tries to create value
at the table by identifying creative trades, for example, the greater
the likelihood of generating suspicion in his constituents that he
is doing so to further his own interests. Given the long-standing
tension between Ben and his brother, James, and the potentially
incompatible interests of the third generation, Ben must prepare
to confront this dilemma.

It is likely, for example, that a deal with Argus will provide for
Ben to stay with the company for a couple of years to ensure con-
tinuity. He has a personal interest in maximizing his salary and 
performance-based bonus, but must avoid the appearance of giv-
ing Argus too favorable a deal in return for a good package.

Representing Stated Interests Versus Best Interests. At one ex-
treme, as shown in the accompanying figure, a representative acts
as a mere agent, seeking only to gain a mandate and to understand
his principals’ stated interests and instructions. He acts on these
instructions and conveys at-the-table offers to the principals for
ratification or revision.

At the other extreme, the representative acts as a visionary
leader, profoundly shaping his constituents’ perceptions of their
best interests in response to external realities. Between these two
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poles, the representative functions as an educator to help the prin-
cipals understand what their best interests are. Because Ben must
convince his family and the professional managers that selling the
business is in their best interests, this is the role that he must play
in any negotiation with Argus.

Representatives in a position to shape their constituents’ per-
ceptions of their interests encounter another dilemma. If Argus
viewed Ben as unable to budge his constituents, he could plausi-
bly portray their positions as rigid and could use the need to sat-
isfy them as a tool for claiming value. But it would be hard for him
to create value because he wouldn’t be able to demonstrate flexi-
bility in exploring options without damaging his credibility.

Conversely, if Argus viewed Ben as highly influential with his
constituents, he would come under increasing pressure from Argus
to influence them. He would be in a stronger position to create
value, but less able to claim value by using ratification tactics.

To the extent that Ben is seen by the family and FHE’s man-
agers as having a personal interest in the outcome of the negoti-
ation, his ability to influence their perceptions will suffer. If his
constituents don’t trust him to act in their best interests, they are
likely to resist his efforts to educate them about external realities.

Representing Unified Interests Versus Incompatible Interests.
When internal interests are unified, a representative can simply
act as a straightforward agent of those interests. If internal interests
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are fractious, as the accompanying figure illustrates, the repre-
sentative has to act as a coalition builder, allying with some sub-
set of people inside. Between the two extremes, the representative
acts as an internal mediator in an effort to craft consensus po-
sitions.

Ben will initially act as a mediator in an effort to gain support
for selling the business. He will try to integrate the interests of all
family members, develop creative options, and craft a consensus
position on sale of the business. But what if some members of the
family implacably oppose a sale? What does he do then? One op-
tion is to drop the plan to sell. But Ben believes that this outcome
is not in the best interests of the family. It would also hold every-
one hostage to the veto of the most opposed family member. Ben
might have to shift to building a coalition that alienates some
members of the family.

It is essential that Ben establish workable decision rules gov-
erning how the family will reach closure on a decision to sell. This
means drafting a set of rules that is perceived as fair and getting
the family to agree to them. Because the decision rules are likely
to have a decisive impact on the ultimate outcome, Ben must craft
them with care and expect vigorous debate. The battle may be lost
or won here. He should therefore (1) use arguments about fairness
to shape family members’ perceptions of their interests, (2) raise
the cost of disagreement by building a coalition in support of ex-
ploring options, and (3) isolate the opponents.
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Ben’s efforts to build internal consensus could constrict his flex-
ibility in external negotiations: the terms on which the family
reaches consensus may be too extreme for the other side. For this
reason, it might be best for Ben to postpone trying to build inter-
nal consensus. The risk of postponement, however, is vulnerabil-
ity to being divided and conquered. Ben will have more flexibility
in his negotiations with Argus if he doesn’t push for early consen-
sus, but he will face more internal disagreement when he brings the
family a proposed deal. Conversely, if he pushes for early consen-
sus within the family, he will enjoy less flexibility in external bar-
gaining but will have an easier job ratifying a proposed agreement.

This dilemma is most acute when a representative attempts to
function as a mediator. If Ben has to reconcile diverse internal 
interests, he may want to maximize his internal flexibility by un-
dertaking exploratory talks with Argus and developing an attrac-
tive package before pressing for internal consensus. But he will risk
looking unprepared or weak in external negotiations. Ben may de-
cide instead to abandon hope of an internal consensus and work
at building a partisan coalition in the family to maximize his ex-
ternal flexibility.

The Representational Role Grid. The three dimensions along
which representational roles vary can be combined and depicted in
the three-dimensional grid on page 197. All three dimensions are
anchored by the role they share: that of agent. The situation con-
fronting representatives can be diagnosed by first identifying where
they lie on the three axes and then assessing the corresponding
challenges. Because of his role in the family, Ben will have to op-
erate close to the middle of the representational role grid. He will
act as a partner, representing his own interests as well as others’. He
will have to educate his constituents about their best interests. And
he will function, at least initially, as an internal mediator.

Shifting Among Roles. As the negotiation proceeds, Ben may de-
cide to shift roles. If he concludes that consensus is impossible and
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that less-than-unanimous agreement is more desirable than no
deal, he might stop acting as an internal mediator and become a
coalition builder. He must be careful, however: shifts among roles
are not always reversible. Once he has sided with a particular coali-
tion in the family, it will be impossible for him to revert to being
a neutral mediator.

With a better understanding of the representational challenges
Ben faces, take a couple of minutes to think about what you would
do in his situation. What would your goals be, and what actions
would you take, in what order, to achieve them?
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Building Momentum

Ben’s ultimate goal is to sell the business at a good price. To build
momentum toward that goal, he should structure the process in
three phases: securing a mandate from the family, getting the pro-
fessional managers on board, and then structuring and leading the
team in negotiations with Argus (and possibly others).

Securing a Mandate. In the first phase, Ben’s objective is to se-
cure a mandate to explore sale of the company, without anyone
having to commit to do so. It will be hard for opponents of a sale
within the family to argue against simply exploring options. Once
exploration is under way, it is likely to create its own momentum;
this is a splendid example of entanglement.

Ben should begin to educate his family about the risks of not
selling the business and make the case for doing so at the right
price. Above all, he wants to discourage early formation of a block-
ing coalition. Such a coalition could consist of James, James’s son,
and one or more of Leslie’s children. But because there is no sign
of implacable opposition at this point, Ben should avoid actions
that will generate reactive coalition building.

Ben should use a mix of shuttles and summits to build mo-
mentum. He should probably begin with one-on-one discussions,
first with Leslie and then with James, followed by a three-way
meeting. Then he should organize a full-family meeting to solicit
approval to explore a sale.

Before meeting with Leslie and James, Ben should think about
how to frame the argument for each. Leslie will probably trust
Ben’s assessment of the business realities, but she may feel emo-
tionally resistant to selling her father’s company. Ben should stress
that, above all, their father wanted financial security for his fam-
ily and that it is their financial security that is at risk; he could re-
mind her of specific remarks their father made. She will also be
concerned about her son’s future. Ben should stress that a sale
would have to include a transitional arrangement for family mem-
bers to continue to work in the business for a year or more.
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Ben should use similar arguments with James. But he should
stress the need for outside assessments of the future of the business
in order to blunt possible suspicion that Ben simply wants to get
out. He should also spell out the financial benefits of a sale at the
right price. Assuming that the business could be sold for a price of
roughly 1 x annual sales, it would net roughly $200 million. Since
the company has negligible debt, this price would translate into
$20 million each for James and his children.

Meeting individually with every member of the third genera-
tion would take too much time and might create the appearance
that Ben is playing politics. Instead, he should ask his siblings to
discuss the issues with their children. (They would do so anyway.)
He should then convene a family summit meeting as soon as is
practical (leaving no time for misperceptions to build up or coali-
tions to form). Meanwhile, he should talk with his own children
to be sure they are on board. If his children are friendly with cous-
ins who don’t work in the business (and who thus might be more
likely to support sale), he could encourage his children to sound
them out; they should wait a few days to do so, to give Ben’s sib-
lings time to talk with their children first and to avoid the per-
ception that Ben is coalition building. This will help Ben get a
sense of where things stand.

Ben’s goals for the family summit meeting are to (1) present
a clear picture of the business’s current situation and details of
Argus’s overture, (2) lay out the potential costs and benefits of a
sale, (3) get buy-in for hiring advisers and exploring possibilities,
and (4) agree on decision rules for the ultimate decision. The is-
sues should be dealt with in this order. Ben should stress that none
of these steps commits them to sell the business, but that they need
clarity about what their options are.

The crucial step, as we have seen, is to secure agreement on
the decision rules. Ben could accomplish this by framing the first
key decision—whether to hire professional advisers to help the
family value the business and to advise them on dealing with
Argus—and using that decision to engineer agreement on a 
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decision process. Specifically, he should propose a decision rule of
sufficient consensus, not unanimity. Otherwise, the most opposed
individuals can veto sale of the company. Sufficient consensus
could consist of a two-thirds majority of the family, including both
the second and third generations. Because each individual effec-
tively owns 10 percent of the company’s value, he can argue that
this is a fair way to proceed. This rule would shape opponents’ per-
ceptions of their alternatives; they would not be able to unilater-
ally veto a move to go forward, and hence might well prefer to be
part of the agreement rather than isolate themselves and lose con-
trol. This rule would also make Ben’s life easier if he has to shift to
coalition-building mode.

Ben could say, “I believe that we should at least explore the
potential for selling the business. To do that, we should get some
professional advisers to assess the company and the industry and
give us a sense of what we can hope to secure in a sale, as well as
the consequences of waiting. I suggest that we agree to make this
decision, and subsequent decisions concerning the sale, through
an open vote with a two-thirds majority of the family required to
approve an action.” This proposal has a good chance of carrying
the day.

Suppose, however, that one or more family members, such as
James’s older son, strongly oppose exploring a sale or, more likely,
balk at Ben’s decision rules and demand full consensus on all de-
cisions. What should he do? This is a battle he has to win. He can
argue that full consensus would be unfair because it would hold
the entire family’s future hostage to the demands of a small mi-
nority. He should also point out that the alternative to a two-thirds
majority is the legal standard for decision: a majority of the sec-
ond generation, which has the controlling shares. If push really
comes to shove, he can express willingness to resign over the issue,
secure in the knowledge that no one else in the family is ready to
run the business. Although it may come at a cost, he will win.

Getting Management on Board. Assuming Ben wins family sup-
port for moving forward, his next step is to secure the value of the
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business by getting the company’s professional managers on board.
To accomplish this, he will need to shape their perceptions of their
alternatives and interests. He should meet with his key direct re-
ports and lay out Argus’s overture and the family’s decision to ex-
plore a sale. The decision to explore options should be presented as
a fait accompli, to make clear that the status quo is not an option.

At the same time, Ben should put an incentive package on the
table for senior managers in order to align their incentives with
the family’s. Above all, he needs to prevent necessary people from
jumping ship, because they represent part of the value to be sold.
He also wants to prevent some or all of the managers from siding
with family members who decide to oppose sale. This is particu-
larly critical, because the managers will have access to informa-
tion that Ben might want to share selectively.

Ben should point out that any buyer is likely to want to retain
the professional management team and will almost certainly offer
attractive retention packages. He should also offer the senior man-
agers a sales bonus, both a fixed sum that each will receive if the
business is sold and a variable amount linked to the sale price of
the business. This move will give the managers an interest in max-
imizing the sale price and prevent them from implicitly siding with
the buyer to get attractive financial packages for themselves.

Having secured internal commitment to moving forward, Ben
can turn to the next phase: assembling a team of internal people
and external advisers and preparing to negotiate. This brings us to
the subject of leading teams.

ORCHESTRATING TEAMS

Representation is about negotiating on behalf of others; leading
teams is about negotiating in concert with others. Even if Ben were
the sole decision maker, he would still have to assemble and lead a
team to negotiate with Argus (and other potential buyers). So he
has to understand the opportunities and potential pitfalls of team
negotiation.6 He also has to assemble the right people, assign them
appropriate roles, and deploy them effectively.
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Strengths and Weaknesses of Teams

Ben needs a team because he lacks the necessary expertise about
the company and the acquisition process to negotiate single-
handed. Teams are valuable precisely because they bring together
people with complementary expertise. The trick is to assemble a
critical mass of knowledge without creating too large a team: the
larger the team, the greater the difficulty and cost of coordination.

There are reasons other than expertise that you might decide
to assemble a negotiating team. If the negotiations require buy-in
by key constituencies who do not fully trust you to represent their
interests, they may need to be represented at the table. You can
also assign distinct roles and responsibilities to team members, such
as analysis or observation of the other side or note taking. As lead
negotiator, you may pace yourself better if you can sometimes shift
the burden of talking to another member of your team. Team ne-
gotiation also gives you extra tools to control the flow of the pro-
cess. If the tide is running against you, for instance, you can
interrupt the negotiation to caucus (consult with your team) in
order to regroup.

At the same time, a team can unquestionably be a source of
weakness if the wrong people are involved or if they are insuf-
ficiently trained, organized, and disciplined. One trap is unin-
tentionally making internal differences visible. The other side is
likely to play a divide-and-conquer game in order to claim value,
forcing you to play defense to keep value from being claimed from
you and hindering you from identifying and pursuing creative op-
tions. (“Good cop–bad cop” scenarios are sometimes effective in
claiming value, but they are very difficult to pull off convincingly.
Experienced negotiators will not be fooled.)

A related problem is lack of clarity about who is leading the
team. A negotiating team needs a clear-cut lead negotiator to 
function effectively. But if your team includes representatives of 
constituencies with differing interests, they may engage in a dys-
functional competition for leadership at the negotiating table. This
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jockeying will be exploited by the other side, so you have to be
prepared to exert discipline.

Negotiating teams often include technical experts inexperi-
enced at negotiation. If the members of your team are not in-
structed on how to keep their guard up, the other side can learn
a great deal from inadvertent information leakage. Leakage can
occur during formal negotiation, but the biggest risk is uncon-
trolled side encounters with counterparts who have been coached
to extract information from unsuspecting members of your team.
Team members have to be sensitized to the dangers of inadver-
tently giving away important information.

One way to exploit the benefits of a team while avoiding its
pitfalls is to use a team to prepare for negotiations but to conduct
the at-the-table interactions alone. Simply asking a couple of
knowledgeable people to critique your preparation—the military
calls this exercise a “murder board”—can significantly enhance
your performance. In this case, however, Ben needs the expertise
of key team members at the table during negotiations.

Selecting Team Members

Think of every new negotiation as a casting call. What are the
roles to be enacted? Who are the right players (inside and outside
the organization) to fill them?

Selecting the Internal Team. For Ben, selecting the right people
from inside the business is quite straightforward. He himself will
be the lead negotiator, or deal manager. Because Ben exercises for-
mal authority over the members of his team, he will play quite a
different role than he would if he were acting as a coordinator.
(Coordinators often have little control, for example, over who is
on the team and may have to contend with other members who
seek to exert leadership.)

Ben will want all of his direct reports—finance, operations, hu-
man resources, and sales—on the team. Their operating expertise
will be needed when a potential buyer initiates due diligence on
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the company. It is therefore essential for them to be on board and
motivated to help Ben get a good deal.

Choosing External Advisers. Selecting external advisers requires
more work. The company’s accounting firm should definitely par-
ticipate. The accountants have to make sure that the accounts are
spotless, and they should walk potential buyers through anything
out of the ordinary.

Ben will also need legal advisers to oversee the drafting of
agreements. The company has a longstanding association with 
a law firm, but extra legal support will almost certainly be re-
quired. Ben needs someone who specializes solely in merger-and-
acquisition transactions, which probably means someone situated
in a financial center like Chicago or New York. Referrals are help-
ful here. If Ben knows people in his industry who have sold their
businesses, he can ask which lawyers they worked with and how
satisfied they were.

Does Ben need the services of an investment banker? If he
plans to look for potential buyers other than Argus, the answer is
almost certainly yes. Lawyers will not structure a sale process for
him, and he is unlikely to have the time or expertise to do it him-
self. Running a sale process involving multiple potential buyers re-
quires a great deal of work that can distract managers from running
the business precisely when it is most urgent to ensure that every-
thing runs smoothly.

Even if Ben plans to negotiate only with Argus, there is still
a good case for involving an investment banker. A good banker
will have expertise at conducting negotiations and can help value
the business accurately and provide detailed information about
comparable transactions in the industry. A banker would also lend
seriousness to the process and put Argus—and the family—on no-
tice that Ben plans to drive a hard bargain.

The interests of any investment banker are strongly aligned
with Ben’s: the banker’s fee is based on the size of the transaction.
But Ben must select a banker who sees his transaction as poten-
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tially lucrative enough to merit a significant investment of time.
At roughly $200 million, his transaction is large enough to inter-
est top-tier investment banks that operate middle-market prac-
tices and smaller firms that specialize in medium-sized transactions.
Ideally, he will find someone who specializes in rollups in his in-
dustry. Once again, people in the industry who have sold their busi-
nesses are a good source of leads.

Finally, if the sale of the business involves complicated tech-
nical issues, there may be a role for consultants. If some of the com-
pany’s sites raise environmental issues, for example, Ben may need
the services of an environmental consultant. If the family has a
trusted adviser on tax and estate issues, he or she should be con-
sulted and participate as necessary. If not, Ben should probably
seek out such a person.

Assembling the Cast. The full cast of participants in an acquisi-
tion can be very large, especially when external advisers are taken
into account. The table on page 206 summarizes the roles and re-
sponsibilities of the individuals involved.7

Matching Posture to Process

As we saw in Chapter Three, negotiations tend to proceed through
distinct stages. A merger and acquisition transaction like Ben’s
typically consists of five distinct stages: partner selection, initial
agreement, due diligence, final agreement, and closing.8 Each will
demand a different negotiating posture and a different configura-
tion of the various internal and external players.

Partner Selection. The goal at this stage is to identify, and elicit
interest from, attractive potential partners. It is unlikely that Argus
is the only potential buyer for FHE. Ben’s investment bankers should
help him survey the consolidation trend in his industry, pinpoint
firms that are doing rollups, and analyze their goals and strategies.
This survey will reveal the likelihood of generating competition
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Members of a Negotiating Team

Possible Outside 
Inside Participants Role Complement

Decision makers Oversight, direction, final Investment bankers,
(the family) approval. lawyers

Deal manager Overall management of Investment bankers
(Ben) process. Setting strategy 

and making tactical 
decisions.

Internal financial Valuation, review of tax and Investment bankers,
staff (CFO) accounting treatment. accountants

Financing of transaction. 
Accounting and financial
due diligence.

Legal staff Verification of assets and Lawyers
(company liabilities in due diligence. 
lawyer) Ensuring adherence to 

regulatory requirements. 
Keeping records of the 
negotiation and drafting 
agreements.

Operating Operating due diligence. Specialist 
management consultants (for 
(operations, sales, example, on
and human environmental and 
resources) tax and estate issues)



to buy the business. Argus may be willing to pay a premium, for ex-
ample, to prevent a competitor from acquiring Ben’s company. A
survey will also reveal whether financial buyers, such as private eq-
uity firms, might be interested.

Ben will not want to auction the company formally. An auc-
tion would call for an up-front commitment to sell—not feasible
given the resistance within the family—and he would lose control
of the process. Needed employees could also become demoralized
and quit if they perceive that they are “on the block.” Ideally, he
and his team would engage in quiet linked negotiations with two
or three potential buyers.

Meanwhile, Ben should work with his investment bankers to
estimate the potential value of the business. A discounted cash
flow valuation analysis and comparable transactions should pro-
duce a target sale price for the company.

This is also the time for Ben to bring his management team up
to speed. They should be pressed to consult with external advisers
on questions that potential acquirers will ask during due diligence
and assigned specific responsibilities and deadlines for collecting
supporting information. This preparation process should help to
build relationships between the internal management team and
the external advisers.

Initial Agreement. The next step is to reach an initial agreement
with one potential buyer. An initial agreement is a shared com-
mitment to proceed with the deal as long as no unpleasant sur-
prises emerge in due diligence.

Initial agreement is the time for both sides to put their “must-
haves” on the table. Ben and his team must therefore be on the
same page concerning “must-haves.” The buyer will almost cer-
tainly want commitments from management to stay on for a min-
imum transition period. The buyer will also make certain that
FHE’s contractual arrangements with its suppliers are in good re-
pair and that there are no environmental time bombs. For his part,
Ben will want to structure the transaction financially to ensure
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maximum security for the family; he is likely, for example, to insist
on doing the deal in cash rather than stock. He will also want as-
surances of employment during the transitional period for the fam-
ily members and professional managers currently on the payroll.

Ben should not expect firm agreement on price at this junc-
ture; neither he nor the potential buyer will have enough infor-
mation. The goal is to exchange enough information to ensure
that both sides are thinking within the same price band. At this
stage, the focus should be less on the numbers than on the broad
structure of the deal—the key issues and financial structure.

This is also the time for the two sides to get to know each other.
A sophisticated buyer will use this opportunity to take the mea-
sure of FHE’s management team. Ben should prepare his team for
scrutiny and should coach them to take the measure of the other
side as well. He and his team should also be working to build a
reservoir of goodwill with their counterparts, to draw on when the
going gets tough.

Due Diligence. Due diligence is much more than fact checking.
Experienced acquirers use interactions during due diligence to 
assess the abilities and personal agendas of the target company’s
managers. Do they have a command of operational details? Do
they work well as a team? Are they easily flustered or hostile when
challenged? Are they enthused by the transaction or mainly con-
cerned about their personal futures?

Ben’s team should be prepared not just to provide the requested
information in a timely manner, but to understand the broader
goals of potential acquirers at this stage. The work that Ben did
earlier to align the team’s incentives will pay off at this stage, but
he must keep working to bolster the team’s solidarity and sense
of purpose.

Final Agreement. This is the stage at which the two sides and
their advisers negotiate on price and other specifics. It is impor-
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tant to stay focused on the most critical issues at this juncture.
Otherwise, talks could get stalled on relatively trivial items, ex-
hausting the hard-won goodwill gained in earlier stages.

Ben should think hard about how to build momentum by se-
quencing both issues and interactions. He should probably try to
start with a few easy-to-resolve issues, postponing the toughest 
few issues (including price) to the end and dealing with them as a
package. This tactic will leave him some flexibility to create value
through trades.

Ben should also plan to break up the team into two or three 
separate negotiating groups—managers, lawyers, and perhaps in-
vestment bankers—during this phase. Division of labor has im-
portant benefits. First, it allows for parallel processing. The legal
team, for example, can work on the acquisition agreement, while
the bankers address the terms and structure of the financing. Mean-
while, the managers can focus on strategic and personnel issues,
stepping into the other negotiations only to help unblock impasses.

Negotiating through multiple channels also facilitates send-
ing informal messages. Without conceding anything, Ben’s in-
vestment banker or lawyer could float ideas about different ways
to address particular concerns.

Finally, negotiation at several levels simultaneously isolates ac-
rimony. The bankers and lawyers can deliver hard messages or take
inflexible positions without poisoning Ben’s relationships with his
counterparts. He may, after all, have to work with them for sever-
al more years.

Once the deal is done and approved by the family, the man-
agers on the team must begin to sell it aggressively. Each senior
manager should be given responsibility for informing employees
and outside constituents and promoting the agreement to them.
Not everyone will be happy with the deal. FHE’s employees will
worry about adapting to a different operating culture, and they may
have legitimate worries about job security. Customers will wonder
whether the acquirer will damage long-established relationships.
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Closing the Deal. Once the ink has dried, it is easy to think that
a deal is done. But a surprising number of deals fall apart between
final agreement and closure, the last stage of the process, because
of glitches that arise in the target business like an undisclosed en-
vironmental liability or new operating problems. Ben should focus
now on getting the deal closed as quickly as possible. Prompt clo-
sure is a way of showing employees, suppliers, and customers that
the deal will work. While Ben and his external advisers ensure 
that no barriers to prompt closure arise on his side, the attention
of the managerial members of the team should be redirected to-
ward ensuring that the business continues to post good operating
results.

INTEGRATING REPRESENTATION 
AND TEAM LEADERSHIP
At the same time Ben is leading the team, he has to continue to
represent the family and to lead its members through the deal-
making process. Winning the family’s agreement to explore po-
tential deals was an important first step, but hardly guarantees
eventual support for a sale. Even a highly attractive opportunity
to sell could come to naught if Ben does not adequately inform
and consult with the family throughout the negotiation. He has
to think both about how to get ratification for a deal he believes
serves their best interests and how best to lead the team in order
to advance the family’s best interests.

Structuring Consultations

Ben should not inform the family about every detail of his team’s
preparation and negotiations. Instead, he shares information with
the family in a structured and planned way. Because Ben wants to
continue to nudge the family in a series of small steps from explo-
ration of a potential sale to sign-off on a deal, information sharing
should be synchronized with the stages of the negotiation process.
Information should also be released to everyone simultaneously,
to head off suspicions of coalition building.
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Before approaching anyone other than Argus during the part-
ner selection stage, for example, Ben should feed back to his fam-
ily (remotely, such as by telephone or e-mail, not at a meeting) the
investment bankers’ assessments of industry trends, the value of
the business, and potential partners. He should say that he plans
exploratory talks with other potential partners and urge family
members to bring him their questions and concerns. Ben should
also allow (and perhaps even encourage) family members to talk
directly with the investment bankers and members of the man-
agement team if the conversations would help reassure them.

At the end of the partner selection phase, Ben should meet
with the entire family to recommend negotiating an initial agree-
ment to sell the business. This will be a crucial meeting. The team
can play a central role: if the entire management team supports
sale by this time, the task of convincing the family will be vastly
simplified. Ben should now seek approval to explore the terms of
an initial agreement to sell. Once again, he should rely on the logic
that the family is not being asked to commit to sell, just to see
what they can get. This decision should be put to a vote using the
established decision rules.

Immediately after the meeting, Ben should begin talking in-
dividually with family members who work for the business about
their concerns and transitional arrangements. In effect, he should
conduct follow-up shuttle diplomacy to seal the commitments he
got at the summit.

The terms of the initial agreement (which do not include a de-
finitive price) also should be brought to the family for approval.
The deal should be structured to yield a high level of financial se-
curity, take care of employees, and provide family members with
acceptable transitional arrangements.

Before the final step—presenting the family the terms of a de-
finitive agreement to sell—Ben should make efforts to shape their
expectations about price. This means being sure that they are being
realistic about what the business will fetch and perhaps even de-
flating their expectations a little. Ideally, the family will be pleas-
antly surprised by what Ben has managed to secure for the business.
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Leading from the Middle

Ben is fortunate that he can largely separate the two roles of rep-
resentative and team leader: the people most likely to resist the
deal are not on the team, and the team is likely to help him sell the
agreement to the family.

When, unavoidably, members of the team represent powerful
constituencies that are predisposed to oppose any agreement, the
leadership challenges are far greater. In this situation, there is no
way to separate representation from team leadership. The like-
lihood that information will leak at inopportune times, or be 
distorted and used to foster opposition, is also much greater. Man-
aging this complex representational situation requires much more
attention to information control and coalition building within the
team itself. Success depends on in-depth understanding of align-
ments of interests among team members, the relative power of the
constituencies they represent, and the communication channels
they use. The leader should abandon hope of consensus in favor
of coalition building within the team and among the constituen-
cies that must ratify agreements.

In the end, Ben won approval to sell the family business. The fam-
ily elected to take cash rather than stock and received $190 
million. Ben agreed to stay on for two years to help with the in-
tegration, and the other members of the family in the business
were guaranteed positions for up to three years. All but one of the
senior professional managers decided to stay with the company,
encouraged in part by Argus’s proposed stock option plan.

Although the outcome was the one that Ben believed to be
best, the process did a lot of damage to relationships in the family.
By the time the decision was made, Ben and James were no longer
on speaking terms. Although James eventually voted for the sale,
he felt that Ben had railroaded the family into the decision. James’s
older son remained vehemently opposed to the sale and voted
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against it. His relationships with his father, uncle, and cousins were
seriously, perhaps irreparably, damaged.
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9
Negotiating Crises

On April 29, 1995, Greenpeace activists boarded and occu-
pied the Brent Spar, an abandoned Royal Dutch/Shell deepwater
oil storage platform located in the North Sea.1 At the same time,
Greenpeace officials released a report to the media in London as-
serting that Shell’s decision to dispose of the platform by sinking
it deep in the Atlantic Ocean was environmentally dangerous and
that other options were more attractive. They advocated a plan to
bring the aging platform on shore to dismantle and dispose of it.
Greenpeace timed the operation for maximum effect, occupying
the platform and issuing the press release just one month before
European Union environmental ministers were scheduled to meet
and discuss North Sea pollution issues.

Shell officials had finalized the disposal plan after four years of
study and quiet negotiations with the British government, which
approved the plan in February 1995. Shell managers and engineers
considered the plan to sink the Spar the best practicable environ-
mental option, basing their view on over thirty independent stud-
ies and months of consultations with conservation bodies and
fishing interests. The University of Aberdeen reviewed and en-
dorsed the results of the studies; the publicly funded National En-
vironmental Research Council deemed the plan environmentally
sound. After approving the plan, the British government notified
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the twelve other European signatories of the Oslo and Paris Con-
vention. No objections were raised.

As the first of dozens of anticipated disposals of North Sea oil
platforms, Shell’s disposal plan for the Spar would set the prec-
edent for other companies. Although they considered the plan
sound, some oil industry executives were upset that Shell put the
Spar at the front of the disposal queue. The Spar was one of only a
few North Sea platforms equipped with the large oil storage tanks
that had been necessary prior to the installation of a pipeline to
take the oil directly to shore. Because the Spar’s tanks contained
oil and toxic residues that would be sunk with the platform, there
were likely to be significant environmental concerns.

During the mid-1990s, Greenpeace was the world’s largest
nongovernmental organization; headquartered in Amsterdam, it 
operated in thirty-two countries. By 1995, the organization had
achieved many of its environmental goals and was looking for a
new high-profile mission to capture public attention. One former
Greenpeace board member noted, “Greenpeace [had] a fleet of
ships running around the oceans looking for something to do.”2

The organization decided to turn the Spar disposal into a high-vis-
ibility issue in advance of the European Union environmental
ministers’ meeting. It was not interested in exploring the tech-
nical merits of various disposal options. As one Greenpeace di-
rector stated, “I don’t care about scientific arguments. . . . The
question is how does society cope with its waste? And our message
is: don’t litter!”3

The Greenpeace operation to occupy the platform caught Shell
officials completely by surprise. The company had no contingency
plans in place to deal with the crisis. Shell responded instead by
taking Greenpeace to court, successfully suing for trespass. After
the activists were removed from the platform, Shell reoccupied
the Brent Spar and defended it from further assaults with water can-
nons. Through mid-June 1995, Shell continued with plans to sink
the platform. This provided Greenpeace and the world press with
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many opportunities to broadcast dramatic stories and images of ac-
tivists fighting through water cannons in an attempt to reboard
the platform as Shell towed it to its North Atlantic dumping
ground. During the crisis, Greenpeace spent $2 million on its me-
dia campaign; its public relations staff of twenty-nine people pro-
vided the only press communication links from the platform.

Shell provided little effective response to the Greenpeace
media onslaught. The company’s decentralized, matrix manage-
ment structure inhibited the company from coordinating crisis re-
sponse activities and notifying employees of decisions and events.
Chairman of Shell Germany Peter Duncan remarked publicly, for
example, that he first heard about the planned sinking of the Spar
“more or less from the television.”4 In addition, senior Shell man-
agers outside the United Kingdom publicly criticized both the dis-
posal plans and each other through the press; the company showed
little ability to work with the press to educate the public or shape
perceptions of the issue.

Ultimately, the crisis spiraled out of control. By June 1995,
Greenpeace had organized a grassroots boycott of Shell gas sta-
tions in Germany. The boycott eventually grew violent; several
Shell stations were firebombed and two hundred others damaged.
With no support from the public or European governments, Shell
abandoned its plan to sink the Spar on June 20, 1995.

What might Shell have done differently? How could negotia-
tion and coalition-building skills have helped the company? What
might they have done to organize more effectively?

The question is not if an organization will face a crisis situa-
tion but when a crisis will erupt.5 When the inevitable crisis hits,
many organizations find themselves unable to handle the situation
effectively. In part, this is because a good crisis response capabil-
ity usually requires different organizational structures and processes
from normal day-to-day operations. As a result, it is senior man-
agement’s responsibility not only to anticipate and avoid potential
crises, but also to ensure that the requisite organizational capabil-
ities have been developed and exercised.
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The negotiation and coalition-building skills presented in this
book are central to effectiveness in anticipating, avoiding, and
managing crises. To stay ahead of the curve in crises, for example,
organizations often must conduct very rapid negotiations for re-
sources with outside suppliers. Dealing with the press also requires
adeptness at negotiating the terms of engagement. Above all, man-
agers must reach out to key external constituencies—customers,
suppliers, shareholders, analysts, government agencies, and the
public at large—and build supportive coalitions to sustain the or-
ganization through the duration of the crisis.

COMMON MISTAKES

Shell’s performance during the Brent Spar crisis exhibited many
mistakes that are typical in crisis situations.

Not Tuning into the Environment

The best crises are the ones you see coming and take action to
avoid. Shell failed to scan the landscape and identify potential
threats. By doing a linked negotiation analysis, for example, the
company might have realized that the platform was probably a
poor choice as the first large oil platform to be disposed of at sea.
In addition, Shell might have realized that the more militant mem-
bers of environmental groups such as Greenpeace were looking for
a significant new mission and that the upcoming environmental
ministers meeting made the Spar disposal a potential high-profile
issue. If the age of the platform dictated that it be disposed of first,
Shell management should have taken more aggressive and com-
prehensive steps to prevent the crisis from escalating. Even after
Greenpeace protestors had occupied the platform and garnered
significant attention from the press, Shell officials tried to stay the
course and responded only with a series of civil court cases to have
the protestors removed for trespassing.
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Failure to Build Supportive Coalitions

Shell employed a process the company would later characterize as
Decide-Announce-Defend (DAD), and this made it vulnerable to
Greenpeace. As one nongovernmental organization activist put
it, the proposal couldn’t pass the Dracula test: it died when ex-
posed to the light. Instead of quiet negotiations to obtain British
government approval to sink the platform, it might have made the
four-year decision process more transparent to the public and even
encouraged public dialogue. The company later described this as
a Dialogue-Decide-Deliver (DDD) process. Shell could have ac-
complished this by publicizing independent technical assessments
and repeatedly sending a consistent message on the environmen-
tal merits of the plan to the press. By more adequately involving
the public in the decision, Shell management might have antici-
pated the public’s emotional reaction to the disposal decision and
responded appropriately before the crisis started. By not paying at-
tention to coalition building, Shell allowed Greenpeace to set the
agenda.

Doing Too Little, Too Late

The crisis response actions that Shell did take were often too lit-
tle, too late. The same actions or statements that may be an ex-
cellent response on Day 1 may be viewed as inadequate on Day 2
and completely insufficient on Day 3. For example, Shell devel-
oped a number of worst-case scenarios for potential Spar disposal
problems but did not formulate any response plans until after
Greenpeace had taken control of the platform. As public outrage
grew over the plan to sink the Spar, Greenpeace published mea-
surements of oil-related contamination levels from the Spar over
one hundred times greater than Shell’s previously published esti-
mates. Long after Shell abandoned the plan to sink the Spar, it
commissioned an independent assessment that showed Shell’s
original estimates to have been broadly correct. The report came
much too late, however, to have any effect on the crisis.
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Contributing to Sustaining the Crisis

Often companies that are targets of negative media attention help
to sustain the damage. In addition to taking action too late, some
of Shell’s decisions and actions added fuel to the fire. Employing
water cannons to prevent the activists from reboarding the plat-
form and allowing Greenpeace to provide the only media commu-
nication links from the Spar ensured a steady stream of damaging
images and stories for the world press. In addition, an earlier de-
cision to put disposal plans on hold might have prevented the cri-
sis from escalating. Ultimately, Shell’s abandonment of its plan to
sink the platform defused the crisis by denying Greenpeace its
high-profile issue.

ORGANIZATIONAL WEAKNESSES

Failures to identify and respond to events effectively ensue when
organizations lack structures and processes necessary for crisis re-
sponse. Common organizational failures include the following.

Lack of a Dedicated Crisis Management Organization

Decentralized organizations, which are so good at helping promote
innovation in normal times, prove woefully inadequate in times
of crisis. Crisis demands a rapid centralized response, and this re-
quires a very clear line of command and the ability to shift rapidly
into what the military terms “war-fighting mode.” Otherwise, the
organization responds incoherently.

Shell’s decentralized matrix management structure, although
effective for normal business operations, proved to be a liability in
this crisis situation, because there was no single leader or group in
charge. In addition, the company lacked dedicated crisis response
facilities and other infrastructure to handle the situation. With-
out the crisis response capabilities that could have been honed
through rehearsals and simulations, the company was unable to
respond to Greenpeace actions quickly and effectively.
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Not Developing an Effective Communications Plan

Shell managers failed to designate a person or group to act as a
public relations voice for the company. As a result, the company
was unable to present an effective, coherent message to the pub-
lic and lost the frame game. A single voice could have provided
a channel for communication with employees, the press, and gov-
ernment officials. In addition, this person or group might have
acted to prevent senior European Shell executives from making
unhelpful and divisive statements to the press.

Although Shell’s disposal plan was technically sound, the com-
pany lacked a crisis management capability that might have pre-
vented the situation from spinning out of control. Greenpeace, for
its part, had a well-developed crisis management capability, in
many ways a mirror image of typical crisis management processes
in that the organization’s goal was to create crises rather than pre-
vent them. Capabilities needed for effective crisis response include
a crisis prevention mind-set, precrisis planning and rehearsals, an
ability to identify crises in their early stages, effective structures
and processes for crisis response, and an ability to bring closure to
the situation and capture lessons learned.

CRISIS PLANNING

The simplest and most effective way to limit damage from a cri-
sis is to prevent it from happening in the first place. Senior man-
agers should constantly survey the landscape for potential problem
areas and address them before they become crises. In some cases,
crises are unforeseeable, caused by a bolt out of the blue. In many
cases, however, with careful thought and action, crises can be
averted or their impact mitigated. Senior managers, for exam-
ple, can prevent problems by making sure employees follow safety
procedures or by taking time to consider the range of possible pub-
lic reactions to corporate decisions.
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Develop Planning Scenarios

When developing crisis management plans, it is essential to iden-
tify a set of crisis scenarios.6 By developing scenarios, the orga-
nization may come to perceive vulnerabilities that previously 
were obscured. In addition, the scenarios provide a concrete basis 
for planning responses. This is not to say that the organization
should try to anticipate every contingency. Instead, the key is to
identify a reasonably compact set of threats that the organization
plausibly faces. Examples include shooter on site, epidemic, bomb
threat, major fire, major external terrorist attack, major economic
dislocation, or infrastructure failure (power grid outage coupled
with extreme heat, loss of the Web or telephone lines, disruption
in the water supply). This is also an opportunity to think through
how opponents could try to exploit the vulnerabilities of the or-
ganization. As with Shell and the Brent Spar, crises are as often in-
stigated by people as by acts of God.

Rapidly Identify Emerging Crises

Once a problem occurs, it is human nature to ignore it and hope it
goes away, because it distracts from, or conflicts with, other plans.
In other cases, senior leaders simply do not recognize that what ap-
pears to be a technical problem might be an emotional issue for the
public. Managers must remain tuned into what is being said within
the organization and where public sentiment is likely to converge.
Issues to explore include the cause of the situation, current status,
potential risks, and affected parties. In addition, senior leaders
should assess what is controllable and what is not, how much time
is available before action must be taken, the potential for an esca-
lation of the crisis, and possible spillover effects.

Because of the potential for industrial and environmental dis-
asters in the oil industry, Shell had a well-developed scenario plan-
ning capability. Nevertheless, the company failed to anticipate or
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plan for the Spar crisis. Shell managers’ intense focus on the tech-
nical merits of the issue and the company’s matrix management
structure blinded the organization to the potential for a crisis.

Design Flexible Response Modules

Crises rarely replicate exactly the scenarios that were used for plan-
ning. Instead, the crisis typically involves some new scenario or 
a mix of anticipated scenarios. There is thus a danger that plans
built on the planning scenarios will prove to be brittle—unsuited
to rapid adaptation to the circumstances at hand—so it is essential
to build flexibility into the organization’s crisis response routines.

The most effective way to do this is to modularize crisis re-
sponse plans. This means creating a set of packaged responses that
leaders can mix and match as their first response to a crisis. Done
well, this approach buys the organization time to craft a deeper,
more customized response to the situation at hand. One example
of a crisis response module is an evacuation plan. This module
could be activated for many different crisis situations. Others in-
clude facility lockdowns, preset communication protocols for con-
tacting key employees, police and fire response, press relations, and
grief management. Each module should include a list of steps to
be taken and resources that can be activated to help deal with the
situation.

Craft Contingency Plans

Because many crisis situations can be anticipated, contingency
plans can be developed in advance. This means creating a road
map, linking the response modules to the anticipated crisis sce-
narios. For example, a shooter on site triggers an immediate fa-
cility lockdown plus a police response plus preset communication
protocols to convene the crisis response team and warn staff.
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This sort of preparation can hasten responses in time-critical
situations, prevent confusion, and ensure that a well-thought-out
and coordinated plan is put into action. Plans and procedures are
especially important for companies with decentralized manage-
ment structures like Shell. The benefits of decentralization, such
as responsiveness to local market conditions and flexibility, become
liabilities in a crisis when a fast, coordinated response is required.

CRISIS ORGANIZATION

The best plans are worthless without the right organizational struc-
ture to execute them. Following are guidelines for creating such a
structure.

Set Up a Command Post

Many organizations designate a command post or “war room” in
advance of a crisis situation. The command post may normally be
used for other activities (such as an executive conference room),
or it may be used only in times of crisis. The important thing is to
have a place that is physically isolated from routine activities. A
separate crisis response area means that the team can focus on the
crisis without disturbing, or being disturbed by, the ongoing oper-
ations of the organization. A separate crisis response area also pro-
vides a focal point for those charged with resolving the situation,
and for employees, the public, the press, and government agencies.

The command post should be outfitted with the communica-
tion tools such as telephones, faxes, video, and Internet and doc-
umentation such as telephone directories, maps, and technical
information that might be needed in a crisis. To the extent pos-
sible, there should be redundancy in these channels, including
backups that are not linked to the telephone system or the Web.

The command post must be prepared in advance, as it is very
difficult to pull these resources together during the early hours of
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a crisis. If evacuation is a strong possibility, then a backup com-
mand post should be designated at a safe external location.

Greenpeace had the infrastructure necessary to mobilize in
support of a crisis. Although the organization was run locally, its
headquarters in Amsterdam exercised effective central control of
critical issues. Greenpeace prohibited local chapters from dis-
agreeing with centrally dictated policy. As a result, the organiza-
tion was able to coordinate an effective international campaign.

Designate a Crisis Response Team

Crisis response team members need to be identified in advance
of a crisis. In most cases, the CEO should be in charge. But because
the CEO probably can’t afford to devote around-the-clock at-
tention to the issue, a deputy crisis team leader should be desig-
nated to run the team in his or her absence. The deputy must have
enough authority to resolve issues and commandeer the needed
resources. Therefore, legal, public relations, government relations,
and a menu of technical experts should be identified in advance.
Team members should be identified by function rather than by
name, since over time individuals will change functional positions
or leave the organization.

Greenpeace had the right people on its crisis management
team. Ship captains and crew, the “rubber suit guys” who boarded
the Spar, lawyers, and public relations people all worked in con-
cert. The team had worked together before in similar situations
and had well-developed communications and operations policies
and procedures.

Set Up Communication Protocols

Clear triggers are needed to move the organization from “normal”
to “war-fighting” mode and to activate specific response modules.
There also have to be “all-clear” signals that shift the organization
back to its normal operating mode. Communication plans should
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therefore be developed to ensure that the right people are notified
about the crisis in a timely manner. These plans might also include
background information and draft statements for release to the
press early in the crisis to help shape public perceptions. Com-
munication plans can prevent internal confusion and help ensure
that a consistent and effective message is presented to the press
and public.

One person, or a small group of people, should be designated
as the public voice of the company, thus providing a clear chan-
nel between the CEO and external stakeholders. Allowing self-
appointed spokespeople to represent the company can cause chaos
and damage the company’s credibility. The spokespersons should
be part of the crisis management team and have full authority to
speak for the company.

Greenpeace executive director Steve D’Esposito served as the
organization’s sole voice and directed the operation. Greenpeace
also had a communications director, who was an experienced jour-
nalist, and a public relations staff of twenty-nine people. The group
also had excellent technical communications capabilities. During
the Spar operation, Greenpeace provided the only communica-
tion links from the oil platform to the international press, using
a sophisticated “squisher” to transmit video feeds quickly and
cheaply to the world. As one Shell executive noted, Greenpeace’s
“provision of pictures, facilities and information . . . [was] a Tro-
jan horse for editorial and political spin.”7

Develop Key Relationships

Effective relationships with the right external parties are often crit-
ical in crisis situations. Government agencies, emergency response
groups, community organizations, unions, and press agencies can
all play significant roles in resolving the situation. However, these
relationships must be cultivated before the crisis hits. After all,
you would not want to introduce yourself to your neighbors at 
2 A.M. when your house is on fire.
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Relationships with the press can be particularly important. Jour-
nalist Dimitri Mitropoulos suggests that a company be proactive in
developing durable relationships with reporters by consistently pro-
viding them with access to inside information.8 Reporters who are
concerned about professional relationships and future access to in-
side information about a company will tend to be more sympathetic
in their coverage of the crisis. Companies should also be prepared
to “blow the lid” preemptively by releasing sensitive or potentially
damaging information before any individual reporter gets a scoop
on the story. A preemptive release to a broad group of journalists
precludes exclusivity and increases the chances that the story will
be relegated to the less visible inside pages. It also allows the com-
pany to have more control in the framing of the story.

Greenpeace spent many years cultivating effective relation-
ships with government and press officials around the world. The
grassroots protests organized by Greenpeace Germany involved
both local and national political officials, in addition to churches
and trade unions. The organization’s relationships with print news
agencies, television stations, and press offices in Greenpeace mem-
ber countries allowed the organization to disseminate its video and
photographic coverage of events quickly during the crisis.

Secure Backup Resources

Critical resource stocks should be accumulated to be tapped if nec-
essary. Examples include backup power generation and gas sup-
plies, modest reserves of food and water, and medical supplies.
Agreements should also be negotiated with external agencies to
provide specific resources, such as augmented private security, in
time of crisis.

Conduct Regular Rehearsals

The best plans are worthless if they exist only on paper. Team
members must develop relationships, and resources, communica-
tion channels, and crisis response procedures must be checked be-
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fore a crisis hits. This calls for regular (biannual) exercises con-
ducted by the crisis response team and regular testing of channels,
inventorying of resources, and so forth. These tests should be un-
scheduled to test speed of response. Rehearsals are especially im-
portant when an organization is seldom called on to respond to
real-world crises.

RESPONDING TO CRISIS SITUATIONS

If an organization is prepared and has exercised its crisis response
capability, its chances of successfully managing the problem in-
crease dramatically. Once the senior management identifies an
issue as a potential crisis, the company can notify crisis response
team members, alert employees, and open communication chan-
nels with external agencies. The crisis team can review procedures
and use the communication capabilities of the command post to
keep informed of, and manage, ongoing events.

Specific responses and actions depend on the situation. In gen-
eral, however, the crisis team leader must balance the need to
gather information against the requirement to act. In crisis situa-
tions, speed is important, and the team leader must be prepared to
make decisions with less than complete information. A good de-
cision made in a timely manner is almost always better than a per-
fect decision made late. Indecision can allow problems to cascade
or cause confusion, disastrous in a crisis situation. Also, timely and
proactive communication with the public about what is known
and what is not known establishes credibility and preempts oth-
ers from taking control of public perceptions.

Greenpeace was able to leverage its crisis management ca-
pabilities to stage a dramatic, attention-getting operation by oc-
cupying the unmanned Spar. Its superb communication and
coordination capabilities equipped the organization to get its mes-
sage to the public quickly and with emotional impact. By lever-
aging its reputation and framing the situation as a David and
Goliath scenario in which a big oil company was “dumping its car
into the village pond,” Greenpeace rendered the technical merits
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of the issue irrelevant to the public. Greenpeace was able to con-
trol public perceptions by presenting the issue in emotional terms.

LEARNING FROM THE CRISIS

Each crisis provides an opportunity for organizational learning to
occur and plans to be revised. But learning takes place only if the
mechanisms are in place to make it happen. A postcrisis review
should be conducted by the crisis response team after each signif-
icant event. The guiding questions should be: What went well,
and what went poorly? What are the key lessons learned? What
changes do we need to make to our organization, procedures, and
support resources?

The crisis management team should review what happened,
what caused the incident, and what internal and external factors
contributed to the crisis. The team should also survey what the or-
ganization did well in responding to the crisis, what it did poorly,
whether the organization is still vulnerable to the same type of sit-
uation, and what steps must be taken to reduce a risk of recurrence.
As part of this postcrisis review, the team should interview man-
agers, employees, and a full range of external stakeholders.

The results of the postcrisis audit must then be integrated into
the organization’s daily operations and crisis management prac-
tices.9 It is often helpful to document the investigation’s findings
in a report so that lessons can be captured for future reference, dis-
seminated throughout the organization, and communicated to ex-
ternal agencies (when appropriate). The team should make sure
that managers are assigned responsibility to implement corrective
actions and make organizational changes to prevent a similar cri-
sis or improve response in the future. Corrective actions might in-
clude changes to practices and procedures, management changes,
creation of new organizational capabilities, and initiation of new
relationships with external parties. Finally, senior management
should ensure that people who distinguished themselves during
the crisis are identified and rewarded.
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Shell’s postcrisis lessons learned highlight the need to involve
the public in the decision process and account for public percep-
tions based on emotion rather than fact. After abandoning the
plan to sink the Brent Spar, Shell undertook a process, called “Way
Forward,” to solicit public input on developing technical plans.
The result was the company’s decision to remove and bury toxic
elements and then use the structure as part of a quayside develop-
ment in Melqarvik in Norway.

By making appropriate organizational changes and updating
training and crisis management programs to institutionalize this
hard-earned knowledge, Shell also reduced the risk of reliving a
similar crisis.

Shell’s Lessons Learned

• The views of “experts” are no longer accepted without 
challenge.

• Technical arrogance must be avoided. That engineering
logic has been applied to a problem does not necessarily
make an answer correct.

• Sound science and regulatory compliance are not in them-
selves sufficient to secure public support.

• It is crucial to inform the public about the issues involved in
such decisions, correct misconceptions, resolve misunder-
standings, and illustrate the difficulties of finding a balance
among social, environmental, economic, and safety issues.

• Engineers and other technical experts must be able to com-
municate the complexities of an analysis, so that “nonex-
perts” can understand and meaningfully contribute before 
a decision is made.

• The importance of external perception should never be un-
derestimated. The views of a wider public may be based
more on perceptions than on facts.
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• Public perception of what is “safe enough” may be quite dif-
ferent from the view of an expert trained in logical risk
analysis.

• Avoid DAD (Decide-Announce-Defend) in favor of DDD
(Dialogue-Decide-Deliver). Dialogue should start as early as
possible in the decision making process.

The days when companies were judged solely in terms of eco-
nomic performance and wealth creation have long since disap-
peared. Today, companies have far wider responsibilities to the
environment, local communities, and society at large. These are
not optional extras. Listening, dialogue, more open communica-
tions, greater social accountability—and integrating these processes
into the ways that business is done—are all here to stay.

DIAGNOSING CRISIS RESPONSE PREPAREDNESS

The best way to negotiate a crisis is to avoid it, but even the most
effective manager will find himself or herself in a crisis situation
at some point in his or her career. The case of Shell and the Brent
Spar illustrates how preparation and effective crisis management
can mitigate damage and prevent an escalation that can ruin com-
panies and careers.

The table on pages 231–232 presents a checklist for assessing
the adequacy of your organization’s crisis response plans.
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Conclusion: Building
Breakthrough Negotiation
Capabilities

By now, you are probably convinced that negotiating skills
can be learned. Some people do seem to have more natural abil-
ity to negotiate than others. But it is a misconception that great
negotiators’ innate temperaments have endowed them with unique
insight and skills. This romantic notion grossly undervalues the
importance of systematic analysis and development of strategy, and
it gives short shrift to the impact of learning by doing and formal
training.

Regardless of inherent ability, everyone can learn to be a bet-
ter negotiator. To ask, “How can we develop negotiating ability?”
is in essence to ask about the nature and development of exper-
tise. How does the expert mind differ from the novice mind? What
mental capacities do skilled negotiators employ that are absent in
their less accomplished colleagues? How might such capacities be
enhanced?

DEVELOPING INDIVIDUAL EXPERTISE

Research suggests that experts manage complexity better than
novices and that they do so because of superior abilities at pat-
tern recognition, mental simulation, parallel management, and 
reflection-in-action.

Pattern recognition is the ability to see patterns, such as poten-
tial coalitional alignments, in complex and unstructured situations.
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Like expert chess players, skilled negotiators filter out irrelevant
clutter; they see configurations that represent threats and oppor-
tunities.

Mental simulation is the ability to envision promising courses
of action and to project them forward in time imaginatively. This
skill equips experienced negotiators to develop provisional action
sequences, anticipate reactions and contingencies, and refine or
discard plans as necessary.1

Parallel management is the ability to track the substance of a
negotiation while simultaneously shaping the evolution of the
process. In Education for Judgment, Roland Christensen calls this
“dual competency” a central component of expertise of all kinds.2

Reflection-in-action is the ability to “go to the balcony,” as ne-
gotiation theorist William Ury put it, during tense and difficult
proceedings for perspective on what is happening and why, and to
adjust strategies accordingly.3

Experienced negotiators also adopt a continuous-improvement
mind-set. They don’t merely collect and analyze information. They
immerse themselves in information about their circumstances,
searching for emerging threats and opportunities; they systemati-
cally identify and tap into good sources of information and build
networks of relationships to support intelligence gathering. Per-
haps most crucially, they reflect on their experiences in an effort
to learn from them.

Skilled negotiators cultivate an integrated awareness that helps
them extract useful knowledge from a combination of verbal and
nonverbal information. They also recognize and control their own
reactions to what their counterparts say and thus avoid creating
unnecessary barriers to learning. They develop strategies for elic-
iting information at the table, such as through active listening. As
one gifted negotiator put it:

You have to have the ability to look at the big picture—to
set the strategy in accordance with concrete goals. From that



goal to devise not only the strategy but also the tactics: how
to achieve these goals. It’s the ability to combine the big
things with the small things. I think it’s a rare quality. You
have people who can deal very cleverly with the big things,
with the forest, but they are getting lost while dealing with
the trees. So you need people that can deal effectively 
with both.4

DEVELOPING EXPERTISE

How can you acquire all these capabilities? The best way is to ex-
perience a range of negotiations, real and simulated, and then to
take the time to reflect actively on them and to absorb their
lessons. Gary Klein, a leading authority on the development of ex-
pertise, observes:

If you want people to size up situations quickly and accu-
rately, you need to expand their experience base. One way is
to arrange for a person to receive more difficult cases. . . .
Another approach is to develop a training program, perhaps
with exercises and realistic scenarios, so the person has a
chance to size up numerous situations very quickly. A good
simulation can sometimes provide more training value than
direct experience. A good simulation lets you stop the ac-
tion, back up and see what went on, and cram many trials so
a person can develop a sense of typicality.5

Structured on-the-job training and formal development pro-
grams are the ideal combination. Formal programs are important
because negotiations come in such a range of types and magnitudes
that it can be difficult to generalize well from real-world work ex-
perience. Those who learn from experience alone are prone to de-
veloping characteristic styles that work well in some situations and
not in others, without fully understanding why.
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DEVELOPING ORGANIZATIONAL CAPABILITIES

Important business negotiations typically involve teams of people.
Capturing learning synergies within a team of individuals with dis-
tinct skills (and preventing uncontrolled leakage of information
to the other side) translates into increased effectiveness.

Furthermore, companies often have many negotiators who un-
dertake very similar negotiations. Consider, for example, a real es-
tate agency with many agents or a manufacturing company with
many purchasing managers and salespeople. If these negotiators
learn from their past negotiations, capture the resulting insights,
and, crucially, share these insights among themselves, they will in-
tensify the overall negotiating effectiveness of their organizations.

UNDERSTANDING ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING

All too often, the expensive lessons that negotiators learn are not
shared. There may be incentives for the best people not to share
their knowledge; after all, expertise is a source of status. Some peo-
ple are too busy to share what they have learned or awkward at
teaching less experienced people. Important knowledge about how
to negotiate may even be “forgotten” by an organization. When
turnover of skilled people is high, for example, the risk of loss of
institutional memory is very high.

Training individual negotiators is a necessary prerequisite for
organizational learning, but it’s not sufficient. You have to focus
on management of organizational knowledge, not just individual
competence. Knowledge sharing can be facilitated, and memory
loss avoided, only through self-conscious management of the ac-
quisition and dissemination of knowledge. Ask yourself about your
own organization:

• How do new employees learn to negotiate?

• Are there incentives or disincentives for skilled people to
share their knowledge?



• Are insights from past negotiations captured and shared
among negotiators?

• How is knowledge preserved and forgetting discouraged?

BUILDING A LEARNING ORGANIZATION

If individual learning is to contribute to organizational learning,
specific mechanisms must be set up to encourage collective knowl-
edge sharing and reflection.6 The key is flexible, time-efficient pro-
cesses for sharing knowledge, usually emphasizing person-to-person
transmission over written documents. Flexibility and time effi-
ciency are important because the pace at which most negotiators
operate can crowd out time for reflection and discussion. Busyness
is often the enemy of effective organizational learning.

Among the most useful mechanisms for enhancing organiza-
tional learning are common languages, apprenticeships, templates,
and postmortems.

Common languages are conceptual frameworks that an organi-
zation’s negotiators all understand and use to communicate among
themselves. Adoption of a common negotiating language (such as
the lexicon used in this book) can dramatically streamline commu-
nication among groups of negotiators, and particularly between
more skilled and less skilled people.

Apprenticeships are arrangements, formal or informal, between
highly skilled negotiators (“masters”) and less experienced people
(“apprentices”). For an apprenticeship to work well, the apprentice
must work closely with and observe the master over an extended
time. Apprentices can perform a useful support role, such as various
forms of analysis, to make this arrangement an attractive bargain for
the skilled negotiators from whom they learn. This sort of arrange-
ment is common at investment banks and private equity firms,
where partners teach (and simultaneously evaluate and leverage)
associates. The basic model can be applied in any organization if
there are incentives for masters to teach and for apprentices to learn.
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Templates are documents that codify the fruits of experience,
such as common traps to avoid in a given kind of negotiation.
Good venture capital companies, for example, develop standard-
ized approaches to doing due diligence on potential investments.
Often templates take the form of checklists with which an orga-
nization’s negotiators ensure that certain bases are covered. Tem-
plates are a way of transforming tacit knowledge into general
principles or rules that all of an organization’s negotiators can fol-
low. As such, they must be carefully distilled from collective ex-
perience and kept simple and actionable. Crucially, they must be
kept “alive”; they cannot be compiled in a one-time effort and then
followed slavishly in perpetuity. The organization needs to devote
ongoing effort to identifying and codifying new lessons learned
(and to unlearning old rules that have been superseded).

Postmortems are postnegotiation debriefings of the participants
and others involved in similar negotiations. The point is to dis-
till and share the lessons learned in specific kinds of negotiations. 
It is best to meet soon after a negotiation ends to discuss what 
happened and to translate what the team members learned into
organizational learning. Here are some questions to ask during
postmortems:

What to Ask After a Failed Negotiation

• Was not pursuing this opportunity a win or a loss for the
company?

• If a loss, what could we have done differently?

• If a win, what did we do well that caused us to opt out of this
situation?

• How could we have spotted the flaws earlier and spent less
time on this opportunity?

What to Ask After a Successful Negotiation

• What did we do well?

• What problems did we overlook and when?
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• How can we improve our ability to uncover such problems
earlier?

• How does what we got compare with what we thought we
were getting?

Common languages, apprenticeships, templates, and post-
mortems are the backbone of a system for effective development
of organizational negotiating capabilities. When undertaken by
good people dedicated to their own personal improvement, the re-
sult is a learning organization.

I hope that this book will help you become a better negotia-
tor. Your agenda from this point forward should be to get diverse
negotiating experience under your belt and to reflect on and or-
ganize it in your mind. Doing so will foster intuition and heighten
your situational awareness. These capacities will equip you to de-
velop workable options under time pressure—the true hallmark of
the breakthrough negotiator—and to build superior negotiating
organizations.
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Notes

INTRODUCTION
1. For an early effort to characterize the structure of negotiations, see

H. Raiffa, The Art and Science of Negotiation (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1982), ch. 1. For a more developed
framework, see J. Sebenius, “Negotiation Analysis: A Characteri-
zation and Review,” Management Science 38 (1992): 18–38.

2. Jim Sebenius made the important distinction between actions
taken at and away from the bargaining table. See J. Sebenius, “In-
troduction to Negotiation Analysis: Structure, People, and Con-
text,” HBS Note 896–034 (Boston: Harvard Business School
Publishing, 1996).

PART ONE

1. This model accounts for both the impact of structure on process
and the impact of process on structure. An earlier version of this
model is presented in M. Watkins, “Shaping the Structure of Ne-
gotiations,” Program on Negotiation Monograph M98–1, Program
on Negotiation at Harvard Law School (1998). Walton, McKer-
sie, and Cutcher-Gershenfeld developed a related framework, ana-
lyzing negotiation in terms of forces shaping negotiators’ choices
and an interaction system consisting of strategies, processes, and
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structures. See R. Walton, R. McKersie, and J. Cutcher-
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ple, and context, as well as barriers and opportunities for creating
and claiming value. See J. Sebenius, “Introduction to Negotiation
Analysis: Structure, People, and Context,” HBS Note 896–034
(Boston: Harvard Business School Publishing, 1996).

CHAPTER ONE
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rules of the game and linkages. See J. Sebenius, “Negotiation
Analysis: A Characterization and Review,” Management Science 38
(1992): 18–38.

2. The focus on barriers to agreement in negotiation was inspired by
K. Arrow, R. Mnookin, L. Ross, A. Tversky, and R. Wilson (eds.),
Barriers to Conflict Resolution (New York: Norton, 1995), an im-
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tion Analysis: Structure, People, and Context,” HBS Note
896–034 (Boston: Harvard Business School Publishing, 1996).

3. See D. Lax and J. Sebenius, “Thinking Coalitionally,” in P. Young
(ed.), Negotiation Analysis (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
Press, 1991).

4. Ibid.

5. This term is attributable to Lax and Sebenius, The Manager as Ne-
gotiator (New York: Free Press, 1986). In their more detailed dis-
cussion of unbundling in Chapter 5, they write, “Where different
interests are bundled into a negotiation, a good strategy can be to
unbundle and seek creative ways to dovetail them” (p. 94).

6. See J. Z. Rubin, D. G. Pruitt, and S. H. Kim, Social Conflict: Esca-
lation, Stalemate, and Settlement (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1994).



7. Roger Fisher and William Ury made the crucial distinction be-
tween positions and interests. See R. Fisher, W. Ury, and B. Pat-
ton, Getting to Yes: Negotiating Agreement Without Giving In, 2nd
ed. (New York: Penguin, 1991).

8. For a detailed discussion of differences as a potential source of
joint gains, see J. Sebenius, Negotiating the Law of the Sea (Cam-
bridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1984), ch. 5, and Lax and
Sebenius, The Manager as Negotiator, ch. 5.

9. F. C Iklé, How Nations Negotiate (Millwood, N.Y.: Kraus, 
1964), p. 2.

10. For a deeper treatment of approaches to evaluating trade-offs and
making better decisions, see J. Hammond, H. Raiffa, and R.
Keeney, Smart Choices (Boston: Harvard Business School Press,
1999).

11. In Getting to Yes, Fisher, Ury, and Patton note that negotiators
have interests in substance and relationships: “Every negotiator
wants an agreement that satisfies his substantive interests. That is
why one negotiates. Beyond that, a negotiator also has an interest
in his relationship with the other side” (p. 19).

12. People tend to have a strong psychological need for consistency.
For an interesting discussion, see R. B. Cialdini, Influence: The
Psychology of Persuasion (New York: Morrow, 1984), ch. 3. See also
P. Zimbardo and M. Leippe, The Psychology of Attitude Change and
Social Influence (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1991).

13. For a discussion of side effects that can flow from negotiations, see
Iklé, How Nations Negotiate, ch. 4.

14. W. Ury, Getting Past No: Negotiating Your Way from Confrontations
to Cooperation (New York: Bantam Books, 1991).

15. Fisher, Ury, and Patton, Getting to Yes.

16. For a discussion of the relationships among BATNAs, bargaining
ranges, and reservation prices, see Raiffa, Art and Science of Negoti-
ation, ch. 4.

17. These ideas are developed in M. Watkins, “Building Momentum
in Negotiations: Time-Related Costs and Action-Forcing Events,”
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18. For an in-depth discussion of this and other biases in decision
making and their impact on negotiations, see M. Bazerman and
M. Neale, Negotiating Rationally (New York: Free Press, 1992).

19. Walton and McKersie, A Behavioral Theory of Labor Negotiations
(Ithaca, N.Y.: ILR Press, 1965), used the term bargaining range.
Raiffa used zone of agreement. Lax and Sebenius call it the zone of
possible agreement.

20. Walton and McKersie, A Behavioral Theory of Labor Negotiations,
made the important distinction between distributive and integra-
tive bargaining in Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5. They also noted that
negotiators may engage in a mix of distributive and integrative
bargaining, which they termed mixed-motive. See Chapter 5. Lax
and Sebenius, The Manager as Negotiator, reconceptualized the
distinction between distributive and integrative bargaining.
Rather than discrete types of bargaining, they view value claiming
and value creating as processes that go on in parallel in most ne-
gotiations: “Negotiators should focus on the dynamic aspects of
negotiation, the process of creating and claiming value” (p. 254).
“Value creating and value claiming are linked parts of negotiation.
Both processes are present. No matter how much creative prob-
lem-solving enlarges the pie, it still must be divided; value that
has been created must be claimed” (p. 33).

21. See  Lax and Sebenius, The Manager as Negotiator, ch. 5.

22. For a discussion of commitment tactics, see T. C. Schelling, The
Strategy of Conflict (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1960), ch. 2.

23. Raiffa, Art and Science of Negotiation, ch. 10, develops the idea of
the efficient frontier in the context of two-party, many-issue nego-
tiation. “The efficient frontier—sometimes called the Pareto
Frontier after economist Vilfredo Pareto—is defined as the locus
of achievable joint evaluations from which no joint gains are pos-
sible” (p. 139).

24. These ideas are developed in M. Watkins and S. Passow, “Analyz-
ing Linked Systems of Negotiations,” Negotiation Journal 12
(1996): 325–340.
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People, and Context,” HBS Note 896–034 (Boston: Harvard
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(ed.), Negotiation Analysis (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
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Conceptual Glossary

Action-forcing events Clear breakpoints at which some or all of the
participants must make hard choices or incur substantial costs.
These breakpoints may result from outside forces or the actions of
the negotiators.

Anchoring Choosing an opening position that indicates a narrow
zone of possible agreement to the other side. Studies have shown
that the other side will adjust its perception of what is possible to
coincide with this initial position.

Arbitrator An objective third party, agreed to by the disputants,
with the power to impose terms of agreement in a dispute. An ar-
bitrator has no personal stake in the outcome and no bias toward
either party.

Bandwagon effect The sense of momentum that builds as more peo-
ple commit to go in a particular direction and “get on the band-
wagon.” As more support accumulates, the BATNAs of remaining
holdouts get altered; they can’t stop something from happening
and may prefer to be part of the winning side and not end up 
isolated.

Bargaining range A hypothetical range of potential agreements in
a given negotiation that would make all of the negotiators better
off than their respective BATNAs. An agreement thus represents
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a solution to the joint problem of finding terms that all prefer to
their best alternatives.

BATNA (best alternative to a negotiated agreement) The best option
available if an agreement is not negotiated. The better the alter-
native is, the higher the threshold of value that must be met in
order to enter into an agreement.

Blocking coalition An alliance of parties who may agree on noth-
ing but their opposition to a specific outcome. Such parties band
together to prevent the unwanted outcome and preserve the sta-
tus quo.

Bootstrapping Negotiating conditional commitments with two or
more parties in order to gain agreement to move a project, deal, or
initiative forward. See Conditional commitments.

Commitment tactics Steps taken for the purpose of persuading the
other side to commit, including ultimatums and deadlines, threats,
staged agreements, and contingent agreements.

Conditional commitments Commitments to enter into agreements
conditional on some set of future events occurring, for example the
willingness of other parties also to agree. See Bootstrapping.

Claiming value The goal of the adversarial win-lose approach to
negotiation characterized by a fixed pie that the winner will cap-
ture most of.

Competitive linkage The relationship between two simultaneous ne-
gotiations in which agreement in one precludes agreements in the
other.

Creating value The basis of a creative approach to negotiation in
which the parties jointly try to enlarge the pie through inventive
trade-offs.

Distributive negotiation A negotiation in which the parties’ inter-
ests are completely in conflict: there is a fixed pie of potential value
to be divided, and anything one side gains, the other loses.



Driving forces Escalatory actions that push a conflict toward all-out
violence or conciliatory actions that push a conflict toward a state
of peaceful coexistence.

Efficient frontier The range of hypothetical agreements that maxi-
mizes the joint value the parties can create by making trades.
Agreements are efficient only if neither side can be made better
off without making the other worse off.

End-game effects The tendency for negotiators to give primacy to
value claiming if they anticipate that there will not be future in-
teractions and if the amount of value to be claimed is significant.

Escalation An often-abrupt increase in the intensity of conflict be-
tween contending parties.

Exploding offer An offer that expires at a specific time. Exploding
offers are a form of action-forcing event, designed to compel the
recipients to accept before they have time to develop alternatives.
See Action-forcing events.

Framing The use of argument, analogy, and metaphor to promote
a favorable definition of “the problem” to be solved and “the op-
tions” open to consideration. Negotiators often joust to establish
the dominant frame in order to create and claim value.

Frame game Competition among negotiators to establish the dom-
inant framing of the problem and the options.

Informational asymmetries Imbalances in contending negotiators’
access to information (about each other’s interests, bottom lines,
and intentions). Informational asymmetries represent significant
advantage for one side and generate perceived vulnerability and
defensive reactions on the other.

Interests The parties’ desires and goals (as distinguished from the
positions they take).

Integrative negotiation A negotiation in which the parties have
shared interests or possess complementary resources but initially
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don’t know it. If they exchange information and discover their
shared interests, the process shifts to joint problem solving and can
produce a win-win outcome. Preoccupation with positions rather
than interests, or refusal to share information about interests, can
prevent joint gains from being realized.

Intervenors Outside parties who become involved in a negotiation.
Intervenors include mediators, arbitrators, and negotiators with
partisan interests. See Co-mediation.

Joint gains Results of mutually beneficial trades in which the par-
ties exchange things that they value differently.

Learning-shaping dilemma The difficulty posed by the fact that ef-
forts to learn about the other side’s BATNA and walk-away can
be confounded by counterparts’ efforts to shape one’s perceptions,
and vice versa.

Linkage: Reciprocal linkage The relationship between two simul-
taneous negotiations in which agreement in either requires agree-
ment in both.

Loss aversion The tendency to be more sensitive to potential losses
than to equivalent potential gains.

Mediator An objective third party with no personal stake in the
outcome whose role is to help the parties reach agreement. A me-
diator has no authority to impose or enforce agreement.

Mental models People’s established beliefs about cause-effect rela-
tionships and the lessons of history. Mental models represent the
crucial connection between objective reality and subjective per-
ceptions. Negotiators view the situations they face through the
lens of their preexisting frames and form beliefs accordingly about
what is at stake (issues and interests) and how their counterparts
will behave.

Midpoint rule The tendency of a final agreement to occupy the mid-
dle of the zone of possible agreement.



Moves at the table Actions taken during a face-to-face negotiation
that have a direct impact on the other party, such as offers, ulti-
matums, threats, and concessions.

Moves away from the table Actions taken during a negotiation that
do not involve face-to-face interaction but can affect the outcome,
such as involving other parties and building coalitions, gathering
information that could affect a bargaining position, and invok-
ing force.

Negotiator A participant in a negotiation who has a partisan in-
terest in the outcome.

Negotiator’s dilemma A fundamental tension between cooperating
to create joint gains (and thus enlarge the pie) and competing to
secure maximum gains for one’s own side.

Outcome The resolution of a negotiation. Outcomes include agree-
ments, breakdowns, and deferrals.

Overcommitment Irrational continued commitment to a failing
course of action.

Partisan perceptions Perceptions on the part of the contending par-
ties, transformed by the experience of conflict, that tend to make
the conflict self-sustaining. The combatants accumulate psycho-
logical residues—emotional associations, expectations, and as-
sumptions—that irreversibly alter their attitudes toward each other.

Pattern of concessions Usually, large early concessions followed by
progressively smaller concessions, signaling increasing resistance.

Perceptual distortions Profoundly biased perceptions and interpre-
tations of information about each other on the part of contending
parties in a sustained conflict.

Position The stated objectives of a party to negotiation, which may
or may not reflect the party’s true goals (interests).

Principal-agent problem The inevitability of differences of interest
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between representatives (agents) and the decision makers they
represent (principals). This conflict leads principals to try to cre-
ate incentive systems to align interests and to monitor agents, both
of which represent agency costs.

Ratification tactic Assertions that key decision makers who are not
directly involved in the negotiations are demanding more than
their representatives. This is a commonly used approach to claim-
ing value. See Claiming value.

Reactive devaluation Active discounting of gestures by the other
side that are intended to be conciliatory.

Restraining forces Resistance to escalation or to efforts to make
peace.

Sequencing The order in which issues or parties are dealt with in
a negotiation, which can affect the outcome and build momen-
tum toward agreement.

Sequencing plan A plan to interact with negotiators in a specific
order or deal with the issues on the agenda in a particular order,
or both.

Sequential linkage The relationship between two negotiations in
which (1) the outcome of a past negotiation affects a current ne-
gotiation, or (2) the outcome of a current negotiation affects the
negotiators’ scope of action in a future negotiation.

Strategy A plan that integrates goals and action sequences into a
cohesive whole.

Structure The terrain on which the negotiator operates, whose key
features are parties, issues, type of negotiation, information, ac-
tion-forcing events, and linkages.

Trade-offs The relative value of gains and losses on different issues.
In multi-issue negotiations, negotiators may have different trade-
offs, which create the opportunity for mutually beneficial trades.
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Unbundling The process of subdividing complex issues into their
component parts in order to identify possible trades or reach agree-
ment on individual issues.

Vicious cycle A type of feedback loop in which uncertainty and vul-
nerability lead the negotiator to behave defensively, evoking a sim-
ilar response.

Virtuous cycle A type of feedback loop in which effective learning
bolsters confidence and fosters judicious information-sharing, pro-
moting reciprocal responses.

Walk-away The minimum value negotiators need to get to enter
into an agreement. Walk-aways are established by translating the
BATNA (the best alternative course of action in case no agree-
ment is reached) into an equivalent minimum value in the ne-
gotiation.

Winning coalition An alliance that represents a critical mass of sup-
port for an agreement. In a multiparty situation, an agreement can
be achieved only if a critical mass on both sides supports agreement.
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Action-forcing events: defined, 263; 
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Pilots’ Union case study
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tions for, 60; to shape perceptions of
alternatives, 150–151; as structure-
shaping tool, 54, 56–60, 107; timing
of, 58–59. See also Interests; Issues

Agents: principal-agent issues of, 165,
192–193; roles and dilemmas of,
192–197, 212. See also Leading
negotiations; Representing others

Agreements, final, in acquisition nego-
tiation, 208–209, 211

Agreements, multiphase, 184–185
Agreements, potential: in acquisition

negotiations, 207–208, 211; bargain-
ing range and, 32–39; barriers con-
nected with, 44, 49; diagnosing, 8,
32–39, 44, 49, 76, 104; in distribu-
tive negotiations, 32–34; in inte-
grative negotiations, 34–37;
opportunities connected with, 44,
49; power of good information and,
37; questions for diagnosing, 38–39;
securing insecure, 19, 23–24, 52,
110; sequencing and, 68; shared 
uncertainties and, 38
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study

Airline Pilots’ Union (APU). See
Bolton–Airline Pilots’ Union case
study

All-clear signals, 224
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All-or-nothing deals, 121–122
Alliances. See Coalitions; Partners
Allies, fear of consequences for, 140
Alpha Microsystems, 5–6, 12–13. See also

Daniel-Omega case study
Alternative choices: elimination of,

151–152; introducing new, 150; set-
ting the agenda of, 150–151; shaping
perceptions of, 136, 150–152

Alternatives to negotiated agreement.
See BATNA; Walk-away position

American Home Products, 122, 125
Analogy, 143
Anchoring: defined, 33, 263; in distribu-

tive negotiations, 33–34; to shape
perceptions, 89, 92

Anger, 89–90; third-party absorption 
of, 176

Antagonistic linkages, 41
Apprenticeships, 237, 239
Approval authority, 124
Approval seeking, 147
Arbitrators: defined, 263; goal-and-

method dilemmas of, 180–181, 182;
as intervenors, 173; role of, 178–179

Argus Corporation. See FHE-Argus
case study

Aristotle, 145, 156–157
Aspirations, mental process lens and,

87–89. See also Goals
Assessment of results, 102–114; of
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building, 106; of choice of players,
106; of diagnosis of situation, 103–
105, 113; of framing, 107; of learning,
104–105, 111; of process manage-
ment, 108–111, 114; of shaping the
structure, 105–108, 113–114; step-
ping back for, 102–103; of structuring
the flow, 108–109; task of, 1, 2; 
template for, 113–114

Astra, 122, 125
Attitude change, using behavior change

to drive, 148
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Avoidance, 186
Awareness, integrated, 234–235

B

Balance-of-power politics, 124–125
Bandwagon effect: in coalition building,

69; defined, 263

Bargaining power, third-party, 177, 178,
180

Bargaining range: defined, 32, 263–264;
diagnosing potential agreements and,
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tions, 32–34; in integrative nego-
tiations, 34–37; questions for
diagnosing, 38–39; shaping per-
ceptions about, 92–93, 94–95

BargainMart. See Claire-BargainMart
case study

Barriers: to agreement in disputes,
164–165; diagnosing, 42–44, 48–50,
76; listed, 43–44

BATNA (best alternative to a negotiated
agreement): bargaining range and,
32–39; barriers connected with, 44,
49; coalition effects on, 29, 30;
defined, 26, 264; diagnosing, 8,
26–31, 44, 49, 76, 104; diagram of,
27; identifying, of influence targets,
141–142; linkages and, 39; opportuni-
ties connected with, 44, 49; preserv-
ing, in implementation phase, 131;
questions for diagnosing, 31; shaping
perspectives on, 136, 150–152,
186–187; time issues and, 29–30;
translating, into walk-away position,
28–29; working out, 27–28

BATNA building, 27–28; coalition
building and, 57; promoting competi-
tion and, 56–57; reframing and, 62;
relaxing constraints and, 57–58; self-
assessment questions for, 58, 106; as
structure-shaping tool, 54, 56–60

Bayer, 120
Bazerman, M., 165
Behavior change: in dispute escalation,

163–164; using, to drive attitude
change, 148

Ben Fiorentino. See FHE-Argus case
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Berman, M., 78
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Big picture, 234–235
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venting, 128, 136, 145; preventing,
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Bluff, 127
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zational, 236–239. See also Organiza-
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Capital, negotiating, 109–110
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entangling, to secure implementation,
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Change: coalition building for, 135–158;
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Choices: shaping perceptions of, 150–
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for, 146–147
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63–66; introduction to, 45–47;
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off matrix for, 50–51

Clear view, 103–104
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Coalition builder, representative as, 195,

197, 212
Coalition building, 115, 135–158; for 

crisis response, 217, 218; in “Dana
Monosoff–White Goods” case study,
135–158; “gaining acceptance 
for tough decisions” task of, 136,
152–154; “mapping the influence
landscape” task of, 136–142; “per-
suading at a distance” task of, 136,
154–157; reactive, 70, 134; sequenc-
ing plan for, 148; “shaping percep-
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sequencing and, 65; reactive, 70;
recruiting allies for, 69; sequencing
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management, 223–224, 225
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of, 140
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for, 187
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diagnosing, 40, 41
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92; pattern of, 93, 267; public versus
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back, 82; third-party persuasion for,
175–176. See also Anchoring;
Commitments; Trade-offs

Conciliatory actions, in conflict systems,
169; reactive devaluation of, 172
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Conditional commitments: defined, 264;
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case study; Wood-Foster case study
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110; shared uncertainties and, 38, 39;
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89, 146
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Debriefings, postnegotiation, 133,
238–239

Decentralization, 122, 216, 219, 223
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strategy, 218, 230
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See also Agenda shaping
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response, 227; embedding, in agree-
ment, 23
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in, 153; to gain acceptance for tough
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152–153
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199–200, 211
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in, 151–152; framing of, 143–145;
gaining acceptance for, 136, 152–154;
process for making, 152–154; provid-
ing resources for, 153–154; psycholog-
ical tension in, 141, 142. See also
Persuasion

Deescalation, phase of, 162, 164
Denial value, 126–127
Dependence, on single partner, 121, 133
Desmond Lovell. See Seneca Systems

case study
D’Esposito, S., 225
Detailed-bargaining phase: defined, 79;

negotiating postures in, 79
Deterrence, mutual, 186–187
Devaluation, reactive. See Reactive

devaluation
Development: of individual negotiator

expertise, 233–235; of organizational
negotiation capabilities, 236–239
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230–232

Diagnosing the situation, 5–44; of alter-
natives or BATNA, 8, 26–31; for bar-
riers and opportunities, 42–44, 48–50;
in Bolton–Airline Pilots’ Union case
study, 75–76; in Claire-BargainMart
case study, 47–51; in “Daniel-Omega”
case study, 5–44; elements of, listed,
7–8; of interests, 8, 18–26, 43; of

issues, 7, 13–18, 43; of linkages, 8,
39–42, 44; of parties, 7, 8–12, 43,
47–48; of potential agreements, 8,
32–39, 44; of rules, 7, 12–13, 43; self-
assessment questions about, 103–105;
shifting from, to shaping the struc-
ture, 51–53; task of, 1, 2

Diagnostic phase, 78–79; defined, 79;
negotiating postures in, 79; tasks of,
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Dialogue-Decide-Delivery (DDD)
process, 218, 230

Discouragement, 89
Disproportionate response, in conflict,

163
Dispute resolution, 115; barriers to agree-

ment in, 164–165; compared with
other negotiation types, 15–17, 166;
conflicting interests in, 20; defined,
16; phases of, 162–164. See also
Conflict headings

Dispute-resolution mechanisms, embed-
ding, in agreement, 23, 110

Dispute-resolution provisions, as trade-
off, 20, 53

Disputes, simple, 161–165; barriers to
agreement in, 164–165; complex 
conflict versus, 161–162; phases of,
162–164

Dissonance, 146
Distributive negotiations: bargaining

range in, 32–34; defined, 32, 264; 
diagram illustrating, 33; information
control in, 94, 95; shaping percep-
tions in, 94, 95. See also Claiming
value

Diversification of partner risk, 121–122
Divide-and-conquer game, 202
Dividing the pie. See Claiming value
“Do-nothing” option, 151–152
Documentation, written, 238
Doerr, J., 118, 123
Draft agreements, controlling, 64–65, 131
Driving forces: assessment of, 141, 142;

in conflict systems, 169–170, 187;
defined, 265; quid pro quo negotia-
tion and, 149

Dual competency, 234
Due diligence, 203–204, 207, 208
Duncan, P., 216
Dynamics of negotiation, 78–90; macro-

flow lens on, 78–80; mental process
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Claiming value
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